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IDYLIC SCENERY oi' North Saanich will be protected under the new 
community ; plan. The municipal council failed to give the bylaw
establishing the plan final reading this week, but the plan is expected to 
become law before the end of this month. For story see page 10.
By GORDON EWAN 
Twenty-seven persons, 
including organizers, at­
tended the Sidney Hotel on 
Monday night to hear Peter 
Pollen campaign to become 
the Progressiv c-
Conservative party’s 
candidate in the next 
federal election.
In late August, Peter 
Pollen, cx-aldorman and 
former mayor of Vicioriu, 
announced he would 
contest Donald Munro, the 
incumbent member of 
parliament for Esquimalt- 
Saanich, at the P.C.’s 
nomination meeting then 
scheduled for Saturday 
afternoon, Septembet 8, 
His entry into what 
plhcrwise would have been 
mere formiiliiy 
‘pi'ccipitated an intense 
campaign for stipporl 
within party ritnks ami t'or 
rccruits to the parly by I'lith 
contenders,
The nomination meeting 
became po.stponed to 
October and its location 
;was changed to the 
Memorial Arena, which can 
accominodiiie ilie much 
larger party membcnvliip 
now c.xpecied to par- 
dicipale,
■ Meanwhile the campaign 
‘continues and has 
developed into , what is 
.virtmilly a local, federal by- 
clectimi siitce public imeiesi 
hits been , aroused and 
luiiional issues iire being 
debiited, .
At Monday night’s rally, 
Peter I’olleii wiis introduced 
by Puss Sihipson.
Russ Simpson stiitl he was 
Uislurbcd,
Caiiiidians, lie alleged, 
•Itave been lead down the 
road,’ The labctiiK, he 
eltargetl, liave lost control 
of Iheii rnsn party uikI even
Trudeau v/as worried; They 
have indulged in sophistry, 
done a snow job and kept 
people from being aware of 
issues. It was appalling, 
Simpson declared.
“This must stop and stop 
fast’’ Simpson continued, 
“Men of resolution are 
needed to fight and fight 
hard”. • ’
POLLEN PRAISED
Peter Pollen who had 
done an outstanding job as 
mayor of Victoria was such 
a man, Simpson concluded, 
but to become federal 
candidate he first needs 
votes as a member of the 
Progressive-Conservative 
parly at the coming 
nomination meeting.
In opening Ids address. 
Peter Pollen characterized 
his opponent as the “in­
visible man’’.
He has not been seen" 
Pollen told his audience, “I 
have not heard rny op­
ponent really iiccuse inc of 
anything except that 1 am 
running against Him. I 
would like to hold a public 
debate with him."
Pollen then changed 
themes. There \vere two 
icasons, he said, for his 
opposing Munro, first he 
was a.skctl to do So liy patty 
membei shill, and secondly 
this country needs an ac­
tive, wide awake 
businessman in the Con- 
seivttlivo Party, vvliieh was 
not growing vigorously 
enough and fast enough to 
take on Trudeau. "If the 
Coiiseivaiive Parly does 
not in the next six months 
live up to its great historic 
challenge founded by ,lohn 
A. MacDomild, then we 
will slip into a one party 
political system", I'oilcn 
declared,
“Canada is run", Pollen
warmed up, “by the senior 
bureaucracy in Ottawa and 
is dominated by 20% of 
Canada, nahiely the 
Province of Quebec. Yet 
Canada is 75% English 
speaking.”
There was Jean Chretien, 
Pollen said, who had 
virtually no qualifications 
as Minister of Einance, 
Marc Lalonde, and the 
Prime Minister, all French 
Canadians negotiating for 
the rc.st of Canada.
The people of Quebec, 
Pollen explained w'cre 
magnificent citizens, but 
there were also many other
ethnic groups who speak 
the one language which 
unifies the country.
The bureaucracy is 
obsessed. Pollen claimed, 
by accommodating Quebec 
and cited the bilingual 
programme in the federal 
civil service as an example.
INFLATION
DISCUSSED
Amongst other ills. 
Pollen also mentioned 
inflation, devaluation of 
the Canadian dollar and the 
collapse of secondary in- 
du.stry.
“We are in a bad way”
Pollen stated, “because one 
party, except for six years, 
has ruled since 1935. If we 
don’t get a new govern­
ment, then we’ll have a one 
party government - a virtual 
dictatorship of the civil 
.service - just like in Russia. 
Our bureaucracy is already 
entrenched - dictatorship 
may not be so far away",
The United States, Pollen 
w'cnt on, got rid of an 
imperial government and 
Canada must do the same, 
he urged.
In concluding, Pollen 
declared, “I am concerned
CHAMBER OPnMISTIC 
ABOUT FERR Y FUTURE
Sidney and North 
Saanich cliambei :if 
commerce is optimistic 
about the fulme of a ferry 
service between Sidney and 
Anacorles.
Chamber president 1 lank 
Visserv said alfer it meeting 
with inembeis of the 
Anacorles chamhei of 
comnwree last week that the 
situation “looks as en- 
couraiiing as lieck," '
, “Everything np to now Is 
falling in place."
'Tliiee representatives of 
the Aliacories chamber held 
a : hmeheon meeting with 
their eounterpmis from 
Sidney and the Circatei 
Vieioibi efuimber to 
provide updated in­
formation concerning the 
comimiaiion of the service.
1 he rim was sclieduletl to 
lie aholisTicd next .lannaiy 
but Washington Ciovernor 
Dixie Tee Ray piomised to 
keep the service operating
BUILT-IN MODEL
while alternatives w'cre 
Iviiu’ con' ideri'i!.
Visseis said the American 
officials aic looking at two 
T’.nropean vessels and there 
apiiarently are others 
available which would lie 
capable of plying the Strait 
of C ieorgia.
A total of about;, $3 
itilHiori would lie needed |o 
purchase a, ship rind for 
start up costs,
I he next step, Vissers 
said, is to determine if an 
Amei'iciin federal graitl 
totalling HO per cent of the 
initial cosni would be 
iivallalile along with a 20- 
per-cent grant from the 
WasiiiniMon govermnenl.
The ITS, Ticonomic 
Dei elopineni Associnlion 
wiiuki likely provide the ,H0- 
pei'Ceni grant, according to 
one Anacorles ehamlier 
member, heciUisi' some 200 
jobs would be Jco|i;udi/ctl 
b\ the elimiimlion of the 
fci I y seis ice.
Vissers said the estimated 
2(Mt jobs include I'leople 
directly involved with the 
ferry service and others in 
related industries such as 
hotels, restaurants, or 
tourism.
The Anacorles chamber, 
with the co-operation of 
Washington government 
officials, must present an 
economic impact study iri 
the federal government to 
indicate how Skagit County 
would he adversely iiffected 
by the removal of the ferry 
service. , ■ *
If the money is available, 
Vissers said, an expeiu 
Would be sent to Europe to 
examine the vessels 
available for purchase.
The .Sidney and Greater 
Victoria ehanibers .aren’t 
involved in the financing of 
an alternate ferry but have 
agreed to coiuriliute a total 
of ’iiS.tKK) lowuid the costs 
of preparing the overall 
proposal.
Residents Petition Against 
Possible Threat To Wildlifi 
Sanctuary In Harbour
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL 
SPANS 36 ACRES IN NORTH SAANICH
Final reading is due soon for Ihc North 
Saanieh eornnuinify plan, establishing 
development policies aimed at maintaining the 
munieipality’s natural beauty and orderly 
population growth.
The plan, laid out by law under the Munieipal 
Act, must be reviewed at least every five years by 
North Saanich council to determine if policies 
established this year wilt sufficiently meet the 
needs of the municipality five years from now'.
and that is why 1 am 
running.”
“Few people take an 
active interest in their 
country and if they con­
tinue to send the same type 
of civil servant from this 
constituency, - a fine man 
but not a man who is 
known to make waves, - 
then we are in trouble’’, he 
said. "We are sending 
people to Ottawa who are 
nice men but gutless and 
who won't stand up and be 
counted. They won’t rock 
the boat, they are creating a 
fool’s paradise, noT reality. 
It's time we stopped. With 
your help l.et’s light a small 
camdlc in the darkness of 
Ottawa.”
The (lucstion period 
proilneed few new topics. 
When asked why he 
cliose to contest in the 
Conservative Party, Pollen 
replied he liad been a 
liberal, like his family, until 
1966 wlien Walter Gordon 
‘got crncificcT. He left then 
and joinetl I lie con- 
scrviiiives. He had been, 
1‘ollen said, a Vice 
Ptesident of llie Con­
servatives in Victoria.
Wlien a.sked if he would 
remain 11 conservative, if 
elecietl, i’ollen replied he 
would,
“A man does not have 
the riglit to cross the floor 
after he was elcciecl to 
represent the constituency, 
Scott Wallace, Horner, and 
I liigli Curtis till .slionld have 
resigned and faced a by- 
election" Pollen avovmd.
When asked what he 
could do as a hack bencher, 
Pollen replied lie had been 
in impossible positions 
before, sucli as when he 
irst was an alderman, and 
le could still try.
He also seeks develop­
ment of a 20 acre parcel set 
back from the waterfront as 
a high density residential 
housing site, according to 
North Saanich Municipal 
clerk Ted Fairs.
The total proposal covers 
an area of 36 acres, said 
Fairs in an interview 
Tuesday, and, to date, the 
general idea only has been 
put forward by Wright.
“We are not into the 
details yet,” he said, adding 
that the development would 
be a long term project if 
approved by council.
At. Monday night’s 
council meeting the 
proposal was referred to 
committee for study and a 
report is expected on Oct. 
'17. .
Twenty-seven residents 
attended the meeting 
Monday and, according to 
Grieve, it will be a prime 
consideration that once 
Wright’s plans are known a 
public inforrhalion meeting 
will be held at the earliest 
date.'^^
May John, founding 
member of the Sidney 
Museum and a descendent 
of a local pioneer family, 
claimed that the last thing 
North Saanich needs is 
another marina right in the 
heart of the wildlife san­
ctuary.
“We need marinas and 
boats, naturally, but let 
them be built to the Nor­
th,” she pleaded in an 
interview Tuesday.
“We need to preserve one 
place for the birds.”
Along with flocks of 
geese and swan.s Mrs. John 
reported that she has 
frequently o b .s c r v c d 
Ycllowlegs, Great Loons 
and Red Throated Loons in 
the sanctuary to mention 
only a few species.
"And there are not only 
birds...there are 43 seals 
here witli their pups and the 
killer whalp come right 
into the bay!”
In a letter to council 
U.W. l-angford, 478 
Viaduct Avc. cxprcssctl his 
concern for the proposed 
development .saying, 
‘ T n t e n s e m a r i n a 
developments in Canoe 
Cove, Uosiins Marina, 
Westport Etc., have vir­
tually destroyed all the 
sheltered bird habitat in the 
north end of the peninsula.
“It is imperative that one 
of the last sheltered 
waterfowl coves be 
protected from loss through 
unnecessary development.
Langford, a biologist and 
environmental .consultant 
to Saanich Municipality, 
argued that it is the 
responsibility of North 
Saanich municipal council 
to “adequately protect the 
bird sanctuary with a 250 
foot buffer strip which 
must be fenced and left 
undisjrubed at all times.”
Edith Cross wrote in a 
fiery letter to council that 
she is “catraged regarding 
the proposed wanton 
distraction of our im­
portant bird sanctuary in 
T.sehum Harbour.”
She went on to say that it 
concerns her deeply that the 
“majority of people have 
not been given time to 
gather in forces to voice 
their protest.”
At present there are 
virtually hundreds of boats 
now docked and traversing 
the waters of the wildlife 
sanctuary which was 
dedicated in 1931 by the- 
Federal Government, 
according to Mrs. John.
The area of the sanctuary 
stretches from the outskirts 
of Sidney and includes all 
of Tsehetim Bay and Ail 
Bay and Blue Heron Basin.
Fairs explained that the 
next step after the com­
mittee takes a look at the 
proposal would be for the 
municipality to hold a 
public information meeting 
so the developer can explain 
the intent and aims of his 
project.
A land-use contract 
would follow if council 
approves the plan and then 
public hearings would be 
held.hcsaid.
Mr. Wright wa.s not 
available for comment.
In North Saanich
Alderman Owen Philp 
annpunced his decision to 
run for mayor in the up­






Mill) Bacon of Sidney 
sltot a hole in one lU 
Aidinore Golf cmirse last 
week while playing wiili two 
friends, Irene Yells and 
Maxine Johnston.
Mrs, Bacon holed the hall 
on the ninth with a five 




Pliilp has been on council 
one year and lias served on 
iheMibdivision and zoning 
coniiniltec and fire corn- 
miiioe,
I’liilp .said licwas elected 
last year because of Ills 
opposition to the zoning by­
law and that since then he 
ha.s been a ineinbiir of 
Coiinnitiee A, the coin- 
niiliee that rtworkeil llic 
by-law and devised a 
coiiinninily plan, until iliey 
were “essetiiially acceptable 
to the vast rmijority of tlic 
residents”, ;
"Now that we have a 
community plan,^ it is 
important that it be 
properly administered, 
cspecitdly in llic beginning 
Ma«es,,.” he said,
An experienced ad 
minisiraior xvonid be 
necessary, he said, for the
plan to work. There are- 
many subdivision ap­
plications on file to be 
sorted out after the by-laws. 
are in place, he pointed out,
“Em concerned about 
the negotiations to bring 
water to the peninsula.” he 
said. The three 
municipalities arc not 
getting along, Philp .said, 
and he stated this approach 
was not likely to achieve the 
lowest priced water. He; 
tentatively su jiportcd a 
proposal to dissolve the 
Saaniciv Peninsula Water 
Commission and to transfer 
all assets to the Greater 
Victoria Water Board, in 
hopes of getting lower 
priced water.
He said it wa.s his in-> 
tent ion to keep laxc,s at "an 
acceptable level”. Two 
inereases he eould see in the 
future would be the hospital 
assessment and po.ssibly 
water eo.sis.
Mnully one of the lesser 
reasons he decided to run 
for mayor wa,s because, "I 
would Hot want (o sec the 
election go to ac­
clamation.”
Philp, 53, is a retired 
ait force officer. At the time 
;of Ids reiiroineni he was 
base conmiander at Moo.se 
Jaw, essentially ad­
ministering and running the, 
Department of National 
Defence in Saskatchewan.
This has been Ids first 
year in rminiclpal politics, 
Me lias lived in North 
Saanich since hit) 
reiiremcni. His grandfather 
was one of the original 
fiirnter.s of the area and 
E!)iIp retired to the family 
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YOUNG FISHERMAN CATCHES WHOPPER
A young fisherman trying 
his luck from the Mill Bay 
ferry terminal last week got 
luckier than he expected.
Caught himself a ferry.
A ferry employee told a 
Review reporter who 
boarded the ship at 
! Brentwood Bay that the 
■youngster was casting his 
;liirc from the dock as the 
: ferry was leaving and it 
.hooked under a railing on 
the vessel.
“Poor little guy lost all 
■ his line,” the ferry em­
ployee said. “Guess I’ll give 
it back to him when we get 
to the other side.”
The docks on both sides 
of Saanich Inlet have been a 
favourite spot for young 
cod jiggers and spincasters 
for years and it may soon be 
that there will be no other 
use for the docks.
While directors of the 
B.C. Ferry Corporation 
have been too busy with 
other priorities to discuss 
the fate of the Brentwood- 
Mill Bay Ferry run, the
DRY SKIN ADDS YEARS
No woman wants to look old 
before her time, and dry skin 
is the villain that will do it.
If your face feels dry and 
uncomfortable under make­
up, it’s time to take action. 
Raise the moisture level ... 
lubricate the skin surface ... 
and start to look even younger 
than your birthdays will 
admit.
You can do it... easily... effec­
tively . . . with COCREMA 
Dry Skin Creme.
This proven creme actually 
disposes of dryness symp­
toms with two or three ()\'ei- 
night applications. Then, re­
appraise vour appearance. 
YOU’LL BE DELIGHT­
FULLY SURPRISED.
COCREMA Dry Skin 
Creme contains the purest 
grade of select COCOA 
BUTTER, and works while 
you sleep. COCREMA! 
Your skin will love it!
docks on either side of the 
inlet are continuing to 
deteriorate.
B.C. Ferry traffic 
manager Ken Strafford told 
The Review this week that 
the corporation’s directors 
have been concerned with 
providing adequate service 
to northern communities 
where, in many places, 
there’s no service at all.
As a result, he said, the 
status of the Brentwood- 
Mill Bay run hasn’t 
changed much since it was 
learned last spring that the 
service could be doomed.
Stratford said the value 
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W!NE i CHEESE PARTY
V Mergesret Vcsyglicsiig Birch Hci!l, ■ 
Fosjrth St., Sidney 
Wednesdoy, Ocf. 12, , 
v - P.M,
1/ You're Sure With Munro 98
Advertisement placed by Committeerenominate Don Munro
asses.sed to determine if the 
corporation should spend a 
total of between $600,000 
and $800,000 in repairs to 
the docks at both terminals.
B.C. Ferry engineers 
have been checking the 
docks periodically, he said, 
and more detailed 
discussions will probably be 
held when the directors 
have solved transportation 
problems in the north.
The Cowichan Valley is a 
rapidly growing area, 
Strafford said, and the 
corporation is considering 
the need for a service 
between the Duncan area 
and the northern end of 
Saanich Peninsula.
The increase in the 
number of workers 
travelling to Patricia Bay 
because of the new federal 
Ocean Science Institute is 
also a factor to be con­
sidered in deciding the 
future of the ferry service, 
he added.
The ferry service was 
originally provided to 
transport workers to Ocean 
Cement’s operations at 
Bamberton in -the 1920s 
when theMalahat Highway 
was a horse and buggy trail.
That service is no longer 
needed and any link bet­
ween the peninsula and the 
mainland of Vancouver 
Island should be placed 
further north.
One idea under con­
sideration, Stratford said, 
would be to place the, 
terminals at Hatch Point 
and Swartz Bay.
The Hatch Point terminal 
would be convenient for 
Duncan area residents while 
a terminal at Swartz Bay 
would provide closer access 
to both the business areas 
on the peninsula and to the 
Gulf Islands.
Suggestions that the 
corporation is considering 
the ministry of highways to 
assume responsibility for 
the service aren’t true, 
Stratford said.
The idea may have been 
discussed at the ministerial 
level, he said, but it hasn’t 
been di.scussed by cor­
poration employees.
gM what you want
100% SOLID STATE
Backed by Quasar's eight years 
experience in building solid 
!b state color TV. No chassis tubes 
to burn out, solid stale reliability 
provides n beautitul color picture,
“IN-LINE” MATRIX STRIPE 
PICTURE TUBE
This In-Line Matrix Stripe Picture Tube 
with an additional Pro-Focus Lens 
contains a jet black matrix background 
that surrounds each color phosphor 
stripe, vertically and horizontally, to 
help produce a bright picture with excellent contrast.






An advanced programmed color 
tuning system which allovrs you to 
instantly select or adiust within 
limits the color intensitv and hue 
One more reason (or the hoautitul 
Quasar color picture.
A? £V
and weVe got Ouasar.
Quasar
26” Works in a Drawer COLOR T.V.
Our Regular SALE!
CLBAROUT SALE on all
FLOOR MODELS
(slightly scratched ~ one only)
Full 3 Year PARTS and 
SERVICE WARRANTY available .
12" Portable Color 
16" Portable Color 
19" Portable Color 
20" Portable Color 
20" Portable Color 
20" Portable Color 
20" Portable Color


















20’’ Portable COLOR T,V.
1 Easy Torms/ Fro© D&llvon
ISLAND FURNITURE MART LTD.
2513 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY 656-3724
fVELL KNOWN PENINSULA YACHTSMAN Stan
Jones (second from right in this photo) came upon this 
picture recently. It was taken some time in late 1943 and 
reveals a scene of somewhat boisterous activity within the 
RAF,sergeant’s mess at the Patricia Bay aerodrome. Only
three of the 16 men present appear to be smoking. Mr. 
Jones told the Review that he was stationed here for 18 
months during the war and that following the cessation of 
hostilities he decided, like many of his colleagues, to make 
this area his home.
McTavish Road Store 
May Be Forced To Close
Unless structural and 
electrical renovations have 
been carried out at the 
McTavish Road Store, 
North Saanich council may 
have to ask for its closure in 
the near future.
Four months ago council 
told Oakcrest Park Estates, 
owners of the store, that 
unless certain renovations 
were carried out to make 
the building safe struc­
turally and from the point 
of view of fire safety or 
unless Oakcrest could give 
council a definite idea of 
when the building would be 
replaced it would be closed 
in accordance with the fire 
rnarshall’s act. !
Cou ncil’s own
engineering and fire 
department staff have 
inspected the building but 
before it is closed an outside 
professional engineer will 
be called in to examine the 
premises as the owner 
requested. Oakcrest 
claimed the building was 
not in as bad a state as 
claimed by council.
Council is particularly 
concerned about the 
building because there are 
living quarters in the upper 
part.
Oakcrest was given 
several months to bring the 
building up to standards 
and council does not know 
Avhether those renovations 
have been carried out.
Council received a letter 
from Oakcrest at the 
meeting, informing them 
that, “We (Oakcrest) are at 
this time unable to produce 
sufficient market analysis 
to show us the economic 
viability of errecting a 
modern shopping complex. 
Should the area, in par­
ticular Dean Park Estates 
accelerate in population we 
would alterately go' ahead 
with a commercial centre.”
Previously council had 
indicated it might be more 
lenient in its requirements if 
the store was to be rebuilt in 
the near future.
WATER WELLS
Serving the Islonds since 1966 
Most modern EquipmenI Avoiloblc
T^l-K DRSLLIN6 LIMITED
RAY, HERB, & GORDON KRENBRINK 
call anytime 478-5064
BINGO
Location: Sanscha Hall, Beacon Avenue, Sidney 
Dates: October 17, November 7.
Times: 7:30 to 10:30 APPROX.
We might not have the largest prizes but we do have 
a lot of fun. The funds we raise go toward our ac­
tivities in the community. Come and enjoy the 
evenings!
SIDNEY & PENINSULA KIWANIS CLUB





division and zoning 
committee recommended 
last week that the 
ntunicipaliiy’s proposed 
community plan be adopted 
witli several amendments by 
eoimeil.
Several council members 
met with Jim Campbell, 
chairman . of the capital 
region board, to solicit the 
board’s opinion of the plan. 
Titere had been indications 
that the board wtts nnhappy 
with the poiHilatioii level 
iiiitieipated in the pltm.
The North Saanich 
et>mimmity plan predicts a 
larger population than what 
is permitted in the 
development pl.'in for the 
capiliil region,
1 he committee agreed to 
reeontmend two timeini- 
mciiis at Campbell's 
request,
Under /those timend- 
ntents, (ti'iiciilturitl land 
re,serve ttreas would be ihoie 
clearly ilcfineil lutd plans 




members had previously 
objected to putting Bazan 
Bay Motel into a motel zone 
they reversed their decision 
and moved it from 
residential zoning. The 
motel is non-conforming 
bitt the owner feels if he 
wants to sell it is more 
advantageous to he in a 
motel zone.
Again the committee 
refused several requests 
from a few Lands Etui 
Rottd property owners to 
ehttnge their zoning from 
two to one acres.
The plan may be passed 
in tlie next few weeks,
The Brentwood U.C.W. 
met on September 16th at 
the home of Mrs. Fred 
Srnitlt, Tamany Road, Mrs. 
lluckle, President, took the 
meeting and the Rtimmuge 
Sale to be held on Saturday, 
October 22nti and the 
Bazaar to be held on 
November 19th, were 
pitmned.




PRIZES FOR THE BEST COSTUME
NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY
New Year’s Eve package includes:
’^Buffet Dinner *Chanipagnc *Music *Pariy Favours 
•Accomodation ‘Brcaklast .47,50 p,,
HHnner & Dance only $22. SO per couple
‘T'oiir Full Facility Hotel”


























AT LAST, A PROGRAM TO HELP OFFSET 
THE COST OF REPAIRING AND 
REPLACING STUDENTS’EYEWEAR
Prescription Opticnl's StLident Eyewenr Replacement Profjram 
makes it possible for stinJents and children to have the q lasses 
they buy from us repaired and/or ' ,
: replaced at no charqe for the first f : 
twelvemonths, ll'sa service* Y. '
exclusive to Prescription Optical ^ ’
stores on tile island.
pi'oqram, any part of youi’
' U ' glasses that gets broken during the
--^1 7 wear will be repaired
• or replaced at no cost to you. rhe
pi’ogmm covers our full slock of 
^ frames— airiong tlie most exleri.sive 
rwailal)le anywtiem, And, as an added 
safely factoi-, alfglasses in tills
$105
J, 1„IL
PRK.’LS EFFF.C'I lYETHUUH,, FRL. A SAT.
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 652-2411
program are fitted with Hardex or .......... .
Hardlite impact resistant lenses A 'f
whict'i carry an extra $5,000 t
warranty certificate against v''i,r^ ^
, eye injury. You don't need □ , „ ' ’-OTt-r ;
degree in economics to figure ttiaf all ’ ’
adds lip to n rt'ally .qri’.'if
For complete detaiis, come in and 
■see us:
Prescription Optical
9779 ■ 4th, Slroet




The Second Annual 
Vancouver I sland 
Sighthound Association 
Lure Coursing Meet will 
take place this weekend at 
Woodwyn Farm on West 
Saanich road.
The event will commence 
at 8 a.m. Saturday and 
Sunday and will continue
until dusk. Whippets, 
Borzoi, Greyhounds, Irish 
Wolfhounds, Afghans and 
Scottish Deer Hounds will 
be among the animals 
competing.
Spectators are welcome, 
provided they do not allow 
their own dogs onto the 
field.
OBITUARIES
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE AAAYFAIR HOTEL
downtown, spacious & 
modorn rooms, cobio 
color T.V.. direct dial 
phones, oil with view 
bolconios, free parking, 
compilmentory coffee & 
tea service, and best of 
all — mostly with fully 
equipped kitchens that 
allow you and your 
fomiiy to en|oy sub* 
stantial savings on 
breakfasts, lunches, 
snocks. cold drinks. Ice 
cubes & other related 
expenses. Starting at 
only $18.00 single ft 
$4.00 for each oddltional 
guest 12 years of oge 
ond over.
SNOW
In Sidney, B.C., on 
October 1st., 1977, Mr.
Reginald Weston Snow, 
aged 79 years. Born in 
Ottawa, Ontario, and had 
been a resident of Sidney 
for the past 11 years; late 
residence, 9999 Third 
Street. He leaves his loving 
wife, Ruth, at home, son, 
Donald and daughter, 
Patsy Berry, Montreal, 
Quebec; five grandchildren; 
sisters, Mrs. May Rettie and 
Mrs. Hilda Smitherst, 
Ottawa, Ontario; brothers, 
Walter Snow, Richmond, 
B,C,, Dr. Vernon Snow, 
Hampton, New Brunswick. 
The late Mr. Snow was a 
member of Sidney Lodge 
No. 143 A.F. & A.M. 
B.C.R.
Service was held in the 
Sands Funeral Chapel of 
Roses, Sidney, B.C., on 
Tuesday, October 4th,




Peacefully at Rest Haven 
Hospital after a lengthy 
illness, on September 26th, 
1977, Mr. Clifford Nicholas 
Whipple, age 71 years. 
Born in Fort Macleod, 
Alberta, and had been a 
resident of North Saanich, 
B.C., for the past 25 years, 
residing at 8898 Marshall 
Road, formerly of Fort 
Macleod, Alla. Survived by 
his loving wife, Claudia, at 
home; daughters, Mary 
Scales, Vancouver, B.C., 
Barbara Spinney, Port 
Albcrni, B.C., Mrs. Dennis 
(Peggy) Bowcott, Mrs. Ray 
(Nicki) Bowcott. Sidney, 
B.C., Louse Hadfield, 
Vieioria, B.C.; 10 gran­
dchildren and one great- 
grandson.
For brochure and reservotions write;
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
845 Hornby St., Vancouvor, B.C. V6Z 1V\ 
or Phone aroa 604*687*6751
North Saanich will 
purchase a snow plow for 
the upcoming winter 
season, it was decided at 
council Monday,
The snow plow at­
tachment will cost ap­
proximately $9,000 and 
should be available for use 
in the next few months.




budgeted for the 1977 
budget and will be taken 
from a fund for minor 
repairs to a public works 
building.
“It begs the question of 
what we’ve done for the last 
ten years.’’ commented 
Mayor Paul Grieve, before 























Even transmission trouble ... and that takes a 
mechanic who really knows what he’s doing. Ours 
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A? a Gulf fuol oil cufitomor if you havo furnace , 
tioubleti, (Jay or niglit, jurii call tho GulfMotiie 
Comfoii 1 iotlino, dur KtuvicG pooplo will Iro tliote (am. 
And when the iqL) iti done, ifn done righl. With riuat^ 
aniood ii 'pilrKHuiii.'nt imrt.s andexpoiioncod know-how
Dependable Rutomatic 
Fuel Oil Delivery.
You won't hdvo,to ciili Gulf 1 lotno Comfort ov(.ny 
tune you niTod fuol oil.
Wo ccaiipute youi loquiioniuntii, llioii d(,!livi:U uuto- 
matienlly You may not ovoii k.now weVo boon tlioio!
B■MV . Lot ([ualilied paiticipanin, the Gulf Lurnneo ,
I 'rott;(.Uion F'lan inclucktn roi'ja ini or roijlacomont 
of major ni(.K.T«inicttl futnoci? parts, including labour, 
ITtotnpt ?A -liour oinorgoncy l-irof'ikriown norvuco and mi 
annual 23- point furrmco norvicing.'lTioro'n (iLuo an 
(.'ipiiona! futnfK.'o tuning, fivmlablb, at oxtra txMit, at tho 
Uino of HOI vicing. Thi.u option, rnakon the Gulf plan
one of Uio most comptefionaivu and meets, or .surirastie;; 
governiiionl guidelines directed at increasing llie 
efficiency of Turnacen and reducing fuel consumption.
MillP fuinaco a thorough profosmonal conditioning.
iHr 'I’heto’!:! alno our o’pticuial luning (or increanod 
furnace efficiency. You can pur chase these .uorvices 





Fuel Oil Budget Plan
Winter fuol oil bills are higher and more of a 
!i,u iiiiv on the family budget. Tlie Gulf Fuel 
Oil Budget Plan will help by .‘ipreading your 
fuol oil j.)aymenU! over the full IB montlis fj) no extra 
(.’(.iiil CJulfs I'm naca Protection Plan can also be included 
m your budget payiiiGnts,
Wole conslnnlly titiiving to improve tlie quality 
ol our tiomo heating norvico to our cumornem. ,
If you I'lavo any quomiona or need more information, jum 
call the Gull Homo Comfort Hotline.





Efficient beating saves money fM you andeneraylor eveiyiNw.
Service was held in the 
Cliapcl of Eden’s Funeral 
Home, Fort Macleod, 
Alberta, on Friday, Sep­
tember 30lh, 1977, at 2:00 
p.m.. Rev. Derek Hoskin 
officiating. Interment in the 
Union Cemetery, Fort 
Macleod, Alta. Memorial 
service w'ill be held in St. 
Andrew’s Anglican Church 
Third Street, Sidney, B.C., 
on Saturday, October 8th, 
1977, at 8 p.m., Rev. 
Robert Sansom officiating. 
(Flowers gratefully 
declined.) Arrangements by 
the Sands Funeral Champel 
of Roses, Sidney, B.C.
McCullough
Friends in Sidney will 
regret to liear of tlie deaths 
in Vancouver, B.C. of Mr. 
W.C. (Mae) MeC'ullougli, 
on September 10, 1977 and 
Ills wife Margaret, on 
September 23, 1977.
Former residents 9841 
Resthavcii Drive. Sidney, 
B.C.
GRANT
In Victoria, B.C. on 
September 28, 1977, Mrs. 
Phyllis Joyce Grant, age 49 
years. Born in Montreal, 
Quebec and had been a 
resident of Sidney, B.C. for 
the past 5 years, residing at 
2296 Henry Avenue, 
formerly of Bancouver, 
B.C. She leaves her loving 
husband, Fred, sons, Peter 
and Kevin, daughters, 
Lynn, Leigh, Lorraine, 
granddaughter Tanya 
Lynn, all at home; 
brothers, George and 
Howard Cartwright, sisters, 
Mrs Irene Lewary, Mrs. Iris 
Parsons, Mrs. Doris Gates, 
Mrs. Jean Stentaford, all of 
Quebec. Mrs. Grant was 
acting secretary of the 
Ladies Auxiliary Branch 
No. 302, Sidney, B.C. 
Armu, Navy and Air Force 
Veterans of Canada.
Service was held in the 
Sands Funeral Chapel of 
Roses, Sidney, B.C. bn 
Monday, October 3, 1977, 
at 3 p.m. Rey. Ivan Futtcr 
officiating. Interment , in 
Royal Oak Burial Park. 
Flowers gratefully declined. 
Those so desiring may 
contribute to the United 
Appeal.
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS n - 9
In Sidney, B.C. on 
September 30th, 1977,
Professor Alfred Lyford 
Courtenay Atkinson, 
M . S c . , F . R . S . A., 
M.l.N.A., age 80 year- 
s.Born in Stockton-on- 
Tccs, County Durham, 
England. Resident of 
Sidney, B,C, for the past 34 
years, fonnerly of 
Saskatoon, Sask, He leaves 
his loving wife. Peg, 
daughters. Heather and 
Pal, nieces and a nephew in 
Canada, cousins of 
England, He was a 
Professor of Engineering 
Departrneni of the 
Uiiivcrsiiy of Saskatchewan 
Irom 1929 to 1950 and with 
file Royal Roads Military 
College from 1950 to 1963; 
scived with (lie K.C.N. 
during the Second World 
War in Const riielor 
Branch.
Service was held in Holy 
Trinity Anglican Cluireli, 
North Saanich, B.C. on 
Wednesdav, Ocloher 5, 
1977 at 1I;(X) a.m. Inicr- 
men I in Holy Trinity 
Cenu'l cry, I'losvcrs 
graiefiilly declined. Those 
so desiiing may eonlrilnile 
to llie Holy Triniiy CliiircTi 
Organ Pniid. Arrangements 
liy the Sands Ibineral 





Open 9 p.ni. to 2 a.m. 
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Marine Tech Centre Part Of Agenda
Council received more 
information about the 
proposed marine 
technology centre for the 
Institute of Ocean Sciences, 
at their meeting Monday.
In a four to two vote it 
was decided to give the 
proposal approval in 
principle to indicate 
council’s agreement to the 
basic idea of the centre.
again considered for the 
centre by council.
Mayor Paul Grieve and 
Alderman John Lapham 
opposed giving approval in 
principal to the proposal 
because they thought it 
would harm their 
bargaining position.
“My previous concerns 
have not been met and I’m 
certainly not prepared to
vote in support of this yet.’’ 
said Grieve.
“This type of establish­
ment will put north Saanich 
on the map.’’ said Aid. 
George Westwood, “i 
really can’t see holding this 
thing up on the basis of 
spurious arguments.’’
Further discussions about 
the proposal will take place 
with committee A.
when Qv^cieni, df'ed''out plans and
Since the independani water authorities of 
Sidney, North and Central Saanich were 
disbanded and Peninsula water supply became a 
function of the Capital Region District, 
residents have e.xpecled quick progress in the 
negoiiaiions for extending the Greater Victoria 
system to serve the three municipalities. While 
the benefits to be derived are plain to see, there 
is no such clarity concerning the eventual cost to 
the consumers.
As a necessary preliminary in the direct ap­
proach to the Greater Victoria Water District 
the Capital Region set up the Peninsula Water 
Commission to study basic problems and agree 
at general policy, the Commission to report to 
the Region which has assumed financial 
responsibility for the proposed extension.
Serving on the Commission are two elected 
delegates from each of the three municipalities, 
plus appointed chairman former North Saanich 
mayor Jim Cummiing, and an appointed 
representative of the farming community.
To suggest that the Commission is in a state of 
deadlock after many meetings may be an 
exaggeration, but it is apparent that some of the 
elected delegates have tended to approach 
discussions in a parochial frame of mind rather 
than concentrating on a wider field of vision. To 
an extent such an attitude can be understood,
’ because the Peninsula water authorities were 
dissolved in a somewhat arbitrary manner, and 
the hard facts of the new deal are a little painful 
i to digest. Delegates therefore are keen to seek 
I the best possible terms for their constituents and 
quick to challenge any apparent inequities.
I In the circumstances delay may be regarded as 
E inevitable, but until a common policy is agreed 
|: there can be no positive approach to the Greater 
|iyict6ria District, and ho start on the in- 
Kstallation..\:Tr:.
There are large areas of dispute between the 
£■ Victoria and Regional districts;, questions
... ai parallel'Parkihg ttilvocafes ar\c< ^ 
a^a[e-pQ.r<ir\^ Continae. b
ftr petition.,.
proposals for Sidney breaKv^ofetr (Xfc
b/ou^ht out o{ storage Catacoivsbs
Beuoare o( Too-Hot Tootsies',., cox^sed 
hyj Si.-Hing foo "h -ftretolace 
^ full rlaijs-
d ederytAjKev'd ... ove*''
use biow-tirg
K<xtr Stylinoj....
In the letter signed by 
Norman Todd for R.W. 
Stewart, director general of 
the institute, council was 
informed that their 
suggestion, that the centre 
be located on an ocean 
front piece of property 
beside the institute and the 
large green hangar, would 
not be allowed by the 
Ministry of Transport. The 
ministry does not allow 
further building under the 
flight paths of the airport, 
stated the letter.
THE TIDE GUIDE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
y9h§h whvU manm
new and used » sail and power«
656-7286 10431 Rest haven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Rcstliaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR
The letter requested that 
the original proposal on a 
40 acre piece of 
Agricultural Land Reserve 
across from the institute be
Thu. 0435 4.3 1305 9.8 1915 7.6 2245 8.0
Fri. 0545 4.5 1345 9.9 1945 7.2
Sat. 0000 8.2 0650 4.6 1420 9.9 2015 6.7
Sun. 0125 8.6 0740 4.7 1450 10.0 2045 6.1
Mon. 0235 9.0 0835 4.9 1510 10.1 2120 5.3
Tlie. 0330 9.4 0920 5.3 1530 10.2 2145 4.4
Wed. 0425 9.8 1000 5.8 1605 10.3 2230 3.6
Times shown are “Standard Time’’
m-
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Kvolving buying-in to the entire- Sboke water 
bAystem; ultimate ownership of the waterline to 
iulink Haliburton reservoir to the Central Saanich 
'-'boundary at Dooley Road, and the desire of 
t: Saanich municipality for the right to draw-off 
b lip to one million gallons a day from the new 
b pipeline.
A It may rightly be thought that the fun- 
::damental financial problems are .so complex that 
iHionly the eye of the provincial government can 
'•see the picture in full perspective. Consequently 
i:;it is reasonable to suggest that llie time has come 
;;for Minister of Municipal Affairs, Hugh Curtis, 
b'to step boldly from the sidelines, 
b There is a need for realistic terms of reference, 
band a financial seitlcmenl that will be acceptable 
bio all the panics concerned. Departmental staff 
jbiave already helped the Peninsula Commission 
pyilh information and advice, but at this stage 
band in the negoiiaiions to follow wc believe that 
l-lhe personal inlervontion of the Minister is 
bnecessary for the succe.ss of the pro,)eci. 




One of Victoria’s finest 
musicians and teachers 
pa.ssed away recently.
Cardo Smalley, a master 
of violin and viola, was a 
wonderful teacher and 
conductor and will be 
greatly missed by those in 
Victoria who are ardent 
music lovers.
He came to reside in 
Victoria after a long 
professional career in 
Vancouver. Mr. Smalley 
was well-known for his 
expertise in symphony, 
ensembles, radio and T.V. 
and for his willingness to 
imparl his skills to schools 
and pupils.
Many string players 
across the province who. 
liave been fortunate enough 
to study under his inspiring 
guidance will carry on with 
improved musicianship 
instilled by this fine man.
He was a joy to know and 
to hear play the violin.
Wc will miss you, Mr. 
Cardo Smalley.
Linda A. Luttmann, 
4356 Santa Fe PI.
Victoria
organic vegetables and 
concomitants. But! I just 
don’t care to play Russian 
roulette. As my wife needs 
me - what to do. She 
doesn’t use the curred 
things. Too late to throw 
out this year’s honey. Been 




Oct. 10, MONDAY —
• Cent re closed for 
i rhanksgiving Day • open 1 
’ to 4 p.m. for drop-ins.
; . Ocl.-11, TUESDAY 9 
II.in. centre open, cards, 
shiil'fleboaid, library; 10 
a.m,, oil painting,
' serandeis piaeliee; ikhui,
• Jimch; I p.m,, oil paiming; 
;,sliisi', crochet; 7 p.m.,
shnffleboard A games 
;■ night, ,
Del. U, WEDNESDAY
- 9 a.m,, centre open,
• cards, sh n fl'le board,
- library; 10 a,m,, novelties, 
nig hooking; noon, hoi 
dinner: 1 p.m. discussion 
•. gronp, 2 p.m., ctmccri witli 
The Melodians,
Del. 1.L IIIURSDAY - 
: ') a.m,, cenue tipen, cards, 
'Juifflebo.'ird, library: 1(.) 
a.m., weaving, deeoratoi 
I paints; noon, hmeh; 1 p.m,, 
dressmaking, bridge; 7 
p.vu,, crib,
Del. 14. EHIDAY - 9
a.m., cemre open, cards, 
slnifneboaiil. library; 10 
a.m., knitlini;, keep-fit, 
beadwork, quilling, senior 
ceiiimics; noon,, limeh; 1 
p.m.. creative svrilting,; 1 
;30 p.m., .sirelcti it sew; 2 
p.m., jacko; 7 p.m. evening 
cards.
Oct. 15. SATURDAY
open I to 4 p.m, for drop- 
ins,
Del. 16, SUNDAY — 
open 1 to 4 ji.ni, for drop- 
ins; morning coffee and 
afternoon team served 
every day; senior citi/ens 
and visitors weleome.
Tickets on sale for trip to 
Hcifel bin! saiieinary •• Oct 
i8, Hallovseen Dance • 6:30 
p.m, Oct, 29ili, Instructors 
needed for novelties class, 






Asa member of a pioneer 
family and properly owners 
in North Saanich since 
1863; 1 would like to be 
heard:- 1 strongly oppose 
any further development of 
North Saanich Marina 
Ltd., formerly Bosun’s 
Marina, McDonald Park 
Road in North Saanieh.
T his particular part of 
North Saanich is an unique 
waterfront habitant, the 
only such place left in our 
municipality,
Are we not willing to do 
with less in order to 
preserve tnir country for the 
future generations to en 
Joy? ■■■"■.
Do wc, have to bow to 
the whim of every developer 
who comes tdoiig?
T he animals who share 
our planet have evolved 
with unique and marvelous 
meelumisms for survival 
iind sometimes in our rush 
to master the earth around 
u,<i, wc forget to listen to 
wliat nature is trying to tell 
us, , ,
I’lease, every concerned 
ciii/.cn rise up and save this 
ihicr last home in North 
Saanich.
May John 
. Blue Heron Road
Editor,
The Review, Sir:
The Tetter from Mr. 
Malcolm in last week’s 
Review is the most 
astonishing and blatant 
example of gross ignorance 
and monumental conceit 
that 1 have ever seen. 
“Redistribution of wealth’’ 
and “true representatives of 
the people’’indeed!
1 am overwhelmed by the 
sheer sophistry of his 
arguments. Just prior to his 
becoming mayor, as 
chairman of the finance 
committee Malcolm was 
instrumental, in spite of my 
objections, in obtaining a 
substantial increase ih the 
indemnity paid to mayor 
and aldermen. Was Mr. 
Malcolm as concerned then 
for “those who can least 
afford to be taxed (yes 
ta.xed)’’? In view of his past 
actions, I marvel that he 
can write such utter drivel.
His closing phrase, “Lest 
I be accused of destructive 
criticism’’ should warrant 
an “Emmy" as the un- 
dcrsiatcmcnl of the year.
Stanley II. Dear
four other locations of the 
above mentioned steak 
house. One would give me 
5% and three at even 
money If this keeps up 
some day shortly the cash 
registers will be unem­
ployed because of the 
shortage of tourists dollars. 
100% Dollar value might be 
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Here I have an article 
(hat tells of "The Cheinical 
.Assault on our Nututul 
Defences concemrating on 
the destruction of the red 
and vs'hitf* ootpusdes we 
need to keep U.S healthy.*' 
As I read, plastic food 
containers are guilty, I 
cany the symptoms of this 
abuse of my body; 
prem.Hutc old age, I cat 120 
lbs ol honey - to hell wit it 
metric • each year from 
plastic container,!.
To offset this I eat
Editor,
The Review, Sir:
Your article about 
American e.xchangc rates 
causing a dispute in your 
September 28ih issue 
prompts this note,
No doubt that American 
tourist from California wil 
be sure to tell all his friend.s 
about the "gouginB" he 
received from the service 
station operator in Central 
Saanich,
But you do not have to be 
an American tourist from 
California to get the same 
treatment from a Sidney 
steak house in the Beacon 
Mall.
My wife and 1 arrived in 
Sidney on the Anacortes 
ferry on September 24ih at 
noon, and on arriving home 
were met by four relatives 
from Alberta who h.ad just 
arrived on the B.C, ferry, 
No problem other than a 
quick trip to the store to 
replenish the fridge, Used 
our Travellers cheques 
(Americun) and received 
ottr just exchange- 
litc next night - Sunday ■ 
we took them downtown to 
dine, and were only allowed 
3®/o on the same currency, 
Us ironical that we pur­
chased the American funds 
prior to our departure, right 
next door w the Credit 
Union, And on checking 
later found out that the rate 
of exchange was .1,65 as of 
the previous Friday closing. 
This morning I phoned
Editor,
The Review, Sir:
While you were on 
iioliday, 'there was 
correspondence from North 
Saanich along the lines of 
your published letter from 
Trevor Davis. E.L. Howey 
took column after column. 
An answer of mine, at one 
third the length was turned 
down. 1 had phoned to say 1 
wanted it published, and 
got an O.K. The trouble 
with these fellows is 
they mistake their 
prejudices for truth. I want 
to talk socialism, but see 
your blue pencil. However, 
let it be known that 
socialism would use our 
resources for the benefit of 
all tlie people: not ilie few 
Only mention the Columbia 
River liere and oil in 
Alberta, svliere tlic last 
figures 1 liave - a few yetirs 
ago sliowed ItX) million of 
legitimate money invcsieii 
in oil, Now svonlv liillions, 
profits have been ploughed 
IxK'k after goo..l (iisideiu.1 
distributed again, '.oeialisin 
would not allow this. 
Ssveden can take back 
resources after liaving iliem 
giveti tiway, wliy tiol wc'’ 
.Are we traitors suggesting 
this? Wc liasc been, and 
ate, called swine. Trouble is 
we really and ardently are 
tliutighi to be swine 
Unforiunaicly there, is no 
middle wav to socialism; 
despite tlie N.DT’.
We tivvait enliehicnmem, 
F.A, TTiuruley
Editur,
The Review, Sir; i
The news tins week m 
forms us that Rest Haven 
Hospital is to be pluised 
out, Its function as an acute 
unit is to be taketi over by 
the I’eninsula llospita 
which is more cenirnl. 
larger and modern.
While Re.sl Haven has 
possibly completed one 
plnoe of its history and tlie 
main building may no 
longrtr meet with the ap­
proval of the Provincial 
ITre M'lrvlml, ttiere is a 
staff and (in organif’utittn 
with an immense dedication 
in the field of health set 
vices wlilc'h sitoukl udi 
lost to the comimmiiy,
Any l^xiended Care 
expansion in the ate,* 
should go to the lAminsuia 
Hospital vvheie they are 
equipped for this type of 
service. Rest Haven could 
and shotdd turn their at­
tention to the provision of








Wednesday, Oct. 12 
10:00 a.m. Bible Study 











Intermediate Care, aservice 
greatly needed in this 
community.
Intermediate Care is for 
people who require some 
medical help, but who are 
still mobile, and still able to 
gel around and partially 
care for their own needs, 
and are yet not sick enough 
to qualify for Extended 
Care. New arrangments 
between the Federal and 
Provincial Governments 
make this type of care now 
eligible for support on daily 
maintenance basis, similar 
to the Acute and Extended 
Care,'.
In : Cumberland; up 
Island, they have now 
functioning a large 
Intermediate Care 
Hospital. Last year in 
Nanaimo, a much larger 
unit was completed ad­
joining the Acute Hospital. 
Over on Salt Spring Island, 
they have planned and 
promoted a 50-bed 
Intermediate Care Unit.
On the lower Lsland, we 
liave one 150-bed Tillicum 
Lodge, planned and built 
by the government in 
Loffmark’s time. Wc need 
Intermediate Care in this 
area in the worst way. Wc 
have an organized Board 
and staff, whicli should be 
held together. We, or they, 
have an ideal site to con­
struct a 150-hed Inter- 
mediafe Care Unit, but 
tliere must be public 
.support and out here. Do 
not expect stipporl from a 
city oriented Hospital 
Board or Commission.
IT 0 s p i l a 1 s eng e n d c r 
business, dollars, payrolls 
and supplies. We had to 
ight to get Extended Care. 
Wc liad to figlUv and gn 
back and fight again, to get 
\cuie Care whicli is now on 
llie way.
It will take someone 
young and vigorous with 
backbone and luit.s to 
organtze a group and go 
after lire unit we need, Rest 
Haven Board arc a non- 
a g g t e s s i v c, pea ce loving 
people and tliey should 
luivc the public help in tliis 
coinniuniiy, It is tve whom 
they wish to lielp.
TTieir island hullding can 
be used for olT'iees, staff, 
storage ami oilier purposes.
T lic new structuie can be 
built on the mainland and 
financetl in full bv Central 
Mortgage and repaiil by 
Government aiuuiii! grants.
TTiis coniimniity cannot 
afford to lose the Rest 
Haven orgain/aiion and it 
is higli lime the community 
realized it. and organized to 
support their hospial 
project. They sponsored the 
1‘eniiisiila Extended Care 
vUid .Acu'.c Hospital and 
witli puliliv liclp, Tt can he 
done again willi nubile 
liiTjj, Must certainly 
nobud) is gviiag til come 
and offer to do it for ns,
Yours iriily, 
J.ltfCuiuininK 
























Sunday School in the 
hall
Rector





10364 McDonald Park Rd. 
Pastors - Chas. Barker 
Phone 656-2545 
Rev. Dennis White of 
Trinidad Gen. Supl. of 
the P.A. of W. Indies 
Speaker at Ottawa and 
World Conferences, will 
speak at the following 
services: ,
Sunday 11:00 a.m. & 
:7:O0p'.m:; /'i
Monday. Oct. 10th 2:30 
& 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday llth to Friday 
14lh 7:30 p.m. 
EVERYONE WELCOME
t r.NTRAl SAANICH
Rev. Melvin H. Adams 
Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-5644
Family Ser vice & 
Sunday School 
SHADY CREEK 
71B0 Eost Soanich Rd. 
9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 










Anglican Church of Canodo
THE PARISH 





9830 - 5tli Street
SUNDAY
9:30;i.in. Die Lord’s 
Supper;
i I ;00 a.m. Family Bible 





7:30 p.m. Prayer & 
Bible Sludy
.lesns said “I am the 







Praise Meelin.e; Wed. 


















PASTOR ILE. DAW ES 
656-6940
Sands






10:00 a.m. Harvest 
Festival
Your lix community Chopolt. 
Indopnndent Family Owned and 
Controlled. Sondt ilnca 1912,
ST . ANDREW’S 
CHURCH
3id Street, Sidney 





Come and join us for 
I lianksgiviiig
Rector.















I X tlw.iied III Serv ice 
Sensible Prices
Sands





Our Lady Of The 
Assumption
7726 W. Saanich Road
Saturday Mass S;()() p.m. 
Sunday Mass 9:00 ti.m.
St. Elizabeth's 
Church
10030 Third St.. Sidney
Sunday Mtisscs 10:15 
& 11:15
Weekday Masses ‘.):IX)
SpiKialirii’n) in shippinp lo 









A DIVISION Of SANDS 











“Cast me not off 
time of old iige," 
■~-PMdms71:9
in (be
Church of the Foursquare Gospel
of CanUila
9925 ITITH ST, SIDNEY B.C
Di.ll* 
656 ’
I’ASroRS: MONIA' I .MOOHli






















H ;(X) a.m. in cvciythiiig 
givcTTianks
7:00 p.m, "Things that 
God gives TTianks for"
Tuesday
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FLEA MARKET
Sanscha Hall 
Sunday. October 16th 




Ciold rilled, sterling 
silver, engraved, 14 K. 
Ciold, Diamond set. 
Also sterling silver St. 





•0 11 a 1 i I y o r i g i n a 1 
paintings.
•I'ine framing of 





2459 Beacon A ve. 




//If 7/VC; C 7/ I ROES ONL Y 
VICTORIA & SIDNEY AREAS
477-3812
S & R RENTALS LTD.
FRANCOIS BIGOT (Gregory Reid) with a 
Courtesan (Elizabeth Appleby) in a scene 
from the Bastion Theatre WORLD 
PREMIERE production, AFTER 
ABRAHAM, October 7 ~ 22 at the 
McPherson Playhouse.
‘SCimelgT “SColjicall
i *ION b ACCOUKI
M«kT[nc»UHC.t




The struggle ol two great cultures for a continent!
Performances nightly (except Mondays) 
at 8 00 p.m.
Sunday. October 16th ono-price rush sealing 
(no reservations).
Tickets available at tho McPherson Playhouse 
(phono 386-6121) 
and the Hillside Box Office,
ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS, 
SENIOR CITIZENS 
AND GROUPS OF 15 OR MOREI
qSp
BASyiON COMI^N
KX» WHAtf omil VKIOIIIA IC. vnv IT4 niCMI (t04) m IKII
Three requests for 
financial assistance were 
handled by North Saanich 
council at their regular 
meeting Monday.
A request from the 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Chamber of Commerce for 
financial assistance for a 
sludy on an alternative 
ferry service to Vancouver 
Island to replace the 
Anacortes ferry was denied 
by Council on a recom­
mendation from the per­
sonnel committee. It is the 
pcr.sonnel committee that 
considers grant requests.
The personnel com­
mittee, later in the meeting, 
agreed to a request for 
$1,(X)0 from the Saanich 
Peninsula Soccer Club for
development of four soccer 
fields. The club was given 
the money based on the 
facts that they had been a 
.self-sustaining group until 
this lime and becau.se they 
have had considerable 
problems finding fields for 
their games.
In a letter lo council the 
chairman of the field 
development committee 
told council they had 
recently lost two fields on 
Ministry of Transport 
property, “resulting in a 
drastic shortage of suitable 
fields".
The club is negotiating 
witli the local school district 
for ten acres of school 
property on East Saanich 
Road, on whicli they will
LET LORNE OPEN YOUR OIL ACCOUNT. 
LEASE YOU A HOT WATER HEATER OR 
ANSWER ANY OF YOUR QUESTIONS.
VA CANT HOUSE VA NDA UXED
Peninsula People In Review
Mr. and Mrs. Larry 
Goodmanson of 918 Clarke 
Road, Brentwood Bay, 
after spending a two weeks’ 
holiday with relatives in 
Winnipeg, where they 
attended their nephew’s 
wedding.
The Brentwood College 
Memorial ChaiJcl A.C.W. 
met at the home of Miss 
Mary Marlin, Brentwood 
Drive, on Tuesday af­
ternoon, September 20th. 
The chief business under 
discussion was their Fall 
Bazaar and lea which will 
be held in the Brentwood 
Comnuiiiiiy Hall on 
November 5lh.
Wendy Vaitdenbilt was 
named Queen of the Month 
of 'TOPS Chapter No. 980, 
Brentwood Bay, recently. 
Recent best weekly losers 
were Leslie Sliumka, Vi 
Queniielle, Merle Young
and Dora Verhagen (tied) 
Barbara Altschwager, Lucy 
Patterson, and Mildred 
Foster. Si.\ Weeks’ KOPS 
charms were won by Ellen 
Cornwell and Margaret 
Brown, and twelve weeks’ 
attendance charms were 
won by Vi Quennelle, Jean 
Tabor. Ellen Cornwell, 
Leslie Shumka and Dolly 
Hamilton.
A weight loss charm was 
won by Jean Fisher, and 
Margaret Brown w-as 
presented with a beautiful 
gift on attaining her fourth 
year as a KOPS member. 
This chapter meets in the 
basement of the Brentwood 
United Church each 
Monday at 7:30 p.m., and 
new members are most 
welcome. For more in­
formation plca.se ‘phone the 
leader, Linda Snelling, at 
652-3184.
1 he date of the Annual 
Bazaar has been set for 
Saturday, November 12th, 
in the Brentwood United 
Church basement.
build four soccer fields. The 
North. Saanich grant was 
based on the club being able 
to obtain the use of that 
property.
It was noted that the club 
had recently raised $750 
itself for the project.
The Sidney and North 
Saanich Garden Club also 
requested council consider a 
plan lo have a first, second 
and third prize given to the 
three most attractive 
gardens in the municipality. 
The letter from the club 
stated, "The object of this 
suggestion is to interest all 
residents in beautifying the 
town."
Council referred the 
request to their parks and 
recreation committee.
A vacant house, up for 
sale by its owner, at 1025 
Verdier Avenue was entered 
during lust weekend and 
had about half a gallon of 
cream colored oil btiscd 
paint splashed about its 
interior, causing around 
$4(X) damtige for clean-up,
Central Saanich police 
found no sign of forced 
entiy and believe access was 
gained through an insecure 
basement window, The
paint was splashed 
ihrotighotil tlie interior of 
the house including front 
doors, dining room sliding 
glass doors, kitchen ciip' 
board doors, two bedroom 
doors, living room fiieplace 
anil floor and the wall on 
tlie front stairs. No paint, 
however, was spashed more 
than 4Q feel above the 
floor. This fact leads police 
to believe the vandalism 
was the work of tr very 
young person.
'"iv"/>,(' ,7. v), 
......
.1 ' Ji ', • b I fibL !•#'
Lome James
4’WAY STOP
The “four-way stop" at 
the intersection of Keating 
X and West Saanich roads 
was the scene of a collision 
between a pick-up truck 
and a sedan on Wednesthiy 
afternoon, September 28,
A 5967 l»ontiac sedan, 
driven by a 75 year old man 
svas travelling west on 
Keating X Road, It stoiiped
60 HM IMM 19101 IMS iMI
CALL ANY OF OUR FRIENDLY STAFF
Nlttre rnik'xige lor your healing dollar
INEFFECTIVE
for tlic four-way stop sign, 
but as it moved into the 
intersection to'make a left 
hand turn south onto West 
Saanich Road, it was struck 
head-on by the truck 
travelling nortii on West 
Saanich Road.
Both the diivei of the 




Tilings to rent for every event.
Niiiall air conleil engine speeialisl.
Aullinrbeil iteuler fol' llriuus ■& Mirulinn, I eeuniseti. 
Hminelile A Sdlil ( lialii Haws, also lorn, l.awnhoy, 
Mnipper. ,'\iiensi)L A.M.r. lawiiinowers
The SaimltU rcni«isula”.s Iaiy;csJ oat stop Ucnia!
Ready to Serve You
656*5541 Just off Beacon on 5lh, SIDNEY
MWIIMiNiMHIlWMMlWIIIIIMMIIWIMIIIMM MhiMI
1 he Date Oct. 9, 1871 is the Anniversary 
of llic “Great Cliigago Fire” which marked 
llic real start of community effort to 
prevent fires, instead of concentrating only 
on putting them out.
Fire Prevention Week is observed from 
Sunday October 9 through Saturday the 
15 th.
Last year in B.C. 63% of fire deaths 
occurred at home and almost 40% of 
accidentiaf fire victims were asleep at the 
lime of the fire. The message? “At least 
one smoke detector on each level of 
residence’’.
The Fire Chief 
District of North Saanich
GEORGETTE’S 
I FABRICS & CRAFTS












When the Canvasser calls ... remember...
he's calling for 23 
worthwhile agencies.
Give - The 
UNITBO WAY
U & n nicck lit looking for a rotponslble individual 
of opnrrttlnf? n voliims lav. ln.iBin«RS. 1‘iior tax 
knowtedgi', whik* htlpful, is iv.,! nKcesr.dry, the tllock 




inicaiWE; L^3l JrjxJEy LFOv 11
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE ^
TO:',e:v,HiSflhminlusSI. ' n
VUiiirlD ISh
(Sfick* iiiinrl me your luochui* ouilinln* <h« H A fl Block fran- HU
I iy lit, vg rily R*fi.
Itiefihoi'ii No.,






















Serve With . 





10 fl. oz. Tin for
California Grown 
Canada





Ort. 5th to (kt. 8th
Vnur Frli-mUy .8iilnf,v Hitfcwny Stf 
Kulfk In Hflall Otily.
CANAOA IWAtFIIWAV
Page 6 them VIEW
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RUiPUS ROOi SALE
832 DOWNEY ROAD ~ DEEP COVE 
Sat., 8th & Sun., 9th, Oct. * all day
COST SHARING FORMULA 
FOR WATER EXPECTED SOON
Moving to smaller home 






A decision on how the 
iliree peninsula
municipalities will share the 
costs of importing Sooke 
water is expected within the 
next month.
“We’re coming very 
close to a satisfactory 

















GRADE A 12-14 LB. 
AVAILABLE FRIDAY
SMOKED









COFFEE FIFCT I ^ 1
M.J.B.
INSTANT COFFEE 10 oz.
MEADOW GOLD
ICE CREAM 4T1TRE PAIL
SMITH FROZEN
PUMPKIN PIE
OCEAN SPRAY 14 OZ.
CRANBERRY SAUCE
said North Saanich Aid. 
George Westwood after a 
meeting of the Saanich 
Peninsula Water Com­
mission last week.
How the cost of the 
pipeline and purchasing 
water will be shared has 
been a contentious issue for 
sometime. The commission 
was split between those who 
wanted a total user pay 
basis and those who wanted 
at least some of the costs 
shared by all peninsula 
residents.
The commission came 
close last week to agreeing 
on a formula for sharing 
the costs of building and 
operating the pipeline and 
buying water from the 
Greater Victoria Water 
District. (GVWD).
Aid. Dave Hill of Central 
Saanich proposed the 
arrangement, which the 
commi-ssion unanimously 
decided to forward to its 
executive committee for 
urther consideration.
The proposal is based on 
several assumptions, some 
of which are only estimates 
at this time. It is based on 
5,600 consumers using 
water—2,200 from Central 
Saanich, 2,300 from Sidney 
and 1,100 from North 
Saanich.
It assumes there will be 
no buy-in charge to join the 
Greater Victoria Water 
Di.strict.
The proposal suggests the 
costs be divided into two 
groups, supply and capital, 
each group to pay under a 
different method.
Hill proposed the supply 
costs be made up of the 
costs of operating the 
pipeline and of buying the 
water from the GVWD.
The operating costs were 
estimated to be S166,600 
or a year or 34 cents per 
thousand gallons. The cost 
of buying water w'as 
estimated at 18 cents per 
thousand gallons.
The proposal is that 
supply costs would be 
directly paid by water users 
based oh; a rate per 
thousand gallons.
The second classification 
was defined as capital costs 
and included the cost of 
building the pipeline, 
working on minor project 
in the system and debt 
charges on the money 
borrowed for the first two 
efforts.
The pipeline is estimated 
to cost $4 million and the 
other projects $230,000. 
After subtracting the 
provincial government’s 
annual contribution of 75 
per cent of all debt over 
three mills the total annual 
amount the peninsula 
would have to pay is 
$276,600.
This figure would then be 
divided among the 5,600 
water users on the peninsula 
and would work out to 
about $4 per month, per 
connection.
The commission assesses 
each municipality its share 
using this formula but. Hill 
said, each municipality is 
free to charge its residents 
any way it chooses.
For example, he said the 
municipality could decide 
to charge its indu.strial users 
more than its residential 
users.
Hill’s proposal does not 
include development fees, 
for developers subdividing 
or for new connections. It 
was his suggestion that 
these fees be left for the 
individual municipalities to 
levy as they wished.
The proposal was well 
received by the commission.
“1 think if you think 
about the principles in­
volved in this you wilt agree 
it merits a good deal of 
consideration,” said Dennis 
Young, executive director 
of the Capital Regional 
District. ‘‘1 wish I’d come 
up with this proposal in­
stead of Aid. Hill.”
Aid. Jerry Tregaskis of 
Sidney described it as ‘‘the 
finest proposal any of uS 
have put forward yet.”
The commission recently 
received bids on buying 
pipe materials-and to keep) 
the tender they chose they 
ihust reach iagreement on 
several point,s before the 
end of October when the 
bid expires.
The assistant deputy 
minister of municipal 
affairs recently informed 
the commission that its 
borrowing authority would 
not be approved until it had 
finalized agreements on 
three points.
An agreement with the 
GVWD about the cost of 
water must be settled, the 
commission must decide on 
a method of paying for the 
pipeline and certain 







indicate that if the tendered 
bid is lost it may mean the 
pipe will cost $200,000 
more at a later date.
Earlier in the meeting 
Sidney representatives 
explained a letter received 
from their council by the 
commission that stated 
Tregaskis and Aid. Jim 
Lang would not participate 
in a vote to establish a 
method of payment, at the 
meeting.
Lang said there was not 
enough information to 
establish a method of 
payment. In particular, 
Lang said, Sidney council 
did not like, the push by the 
province to make a quick 
decision.
Other commission 
members were surpri.sed by 
Sidney council’s attempt to 
direct commission mem­
bers. “1 find it very 
disturbing that your council 
has done this,” Hill said 
“If my council said that to 
me, 1 would say two words 
to them and it wouldn’t be 
‘happy motoring’.”
The commission 
chairman agreed that 
councils' are not supposed 
to be “telling their 
representatives how to 
vote”.
Lang and Tregaskis did 
vote in favour of sending 
the proposal to the 
executive committee.
SIDNEY RESIDENT Alastair Bruce is now the proud owner of this 











The .Army, Navy, and 
Air Force Veterans Club 
plans to open up temporary 
quarters in the 
Hollingworth Building on 
Beacon Avenue between 
Third and Fourth Streets.
Club president Jack; 
McLaughlin said it’s hoped 
the club will be open within 
three weeks and remain in 
operation until the old 
building on Fourth Street 
has been rebuilt. ’ 
McLaughlin said in­
surance officials are in the 
middle of assessing damage 
and the club executive will 
soon decide if the old 
building will be repaired or 
if a new club will be built on 
property next to the parking 
lot.
The new club, regardless 
of the exact location, is 
expected to have expanded 
kitchen and bar facilities.
Gillain Manor, a 
deluxe multi-million 
dollar development 
overlooking Pat Bay 
Airport, is on its feet 
again and wll become 
an alcoholic treat­
ment centre as 
originally planned.
North Saanich 
municipal clerk Ted 
Fairs told The Reviev/ 
Tuesday that council 
is delighted that the 
centre, which went 
bankrupt in 1975, is 
going to be put to use 
at last.
The huge building 
is being leased by 
Farmer Construction 
of Victoria to Abacus 
Cities of Vancouver.
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.
2449 Beacon Phone 656-1171
Unit 7172 Brentwood Drive; Brentwood Bay Vancouver Island
NEXT TO MILL BAY FERRY
Reservations 652-2413
Hours 9 a.m. -12 a.m. daily
OCTOBER SPECIAL
Abacus Cities was 
a major developer in 
the : creation of 
Market' Square in 
Victoria and will 






FRESH VEGETABLES & POTATOES 




Sunday Brunch 11:30 a.m; - 2:30 p.m. I
I ssa ess ess i
SPECIAL WITH THIS COUPON
Living Room - Dining Area & Hall $29.95 
Living Room Hall $24.95
PHONE 656-6894
LET CLAYTON AUTOMATICALLY KEEP YOUR 
TANK FULL OF QUALITY SHELL HEATING OIL
r
Clayton Leighland
CALL OUR FRIENDLY STAFF
4% Cl 4(11 "T ‘T
More mileage for your heating dollar
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CHAMPION EQUESTRIAN 
RETURNS HOME TO SIDNEY
By BRENDA DALGLISH
When Sidney equestrian Karen Brynelson 
jumps a horse over a height of six feet she says it 
is something akin to taking off in a jet.
She should know for Miss Brynelson is a jet 
pilot for the Government of British Columbia
She is also a most accomplished horsewoman, 
having just returned home from a round of 
jumping competitions in this province.
KAREN BRYNELSON AND HER HORSE, WHISPERJET, are 
becoming well known in provincial jumping competitions. The pair won 
the two fop jumping awards at the Pacific National Exhibition this year. 
Brynelson, who is a pilot, discovered the word Whisperjet on a jet that 
passed in the sky one day. She decided to save the name for her best 
horse, >
Brynelson and her horse, 
Wliisperjet, at the Pacific 
National E.xhibition this 
year, won the Potter’s Cup 
junip-olT and with it a prize 
of $1,500. Tlie Potter’s Cup 
event was one of the 
highlights of the equestrian 
show at the P.N.E. It was 
not the first time Brynelson 
had won it, in 1969 and 
1970 she also captured the 
cup.
This was the second year 
Whisperjet had competed in 
jumping classes and 
Brynelson is pleased with 
his showing. A good horse 
is very important for 
jumping, she explained.
“I don’t know if you call 
it luck or ability but 1 seem 
to be able to find very good 
horses.” she said. Many 
people approach her for 
help in choosing horses 
because she has had several
good horses in the past.
At the moment she, too, 
is looking for a horse. She 
needs a second one to be 
training for when 
Whisperjet gets too old to 
jump. She doesn’t want to 
be caught in the same 
position she was several 
years ago when her hor,se 
broke its leg and had to be 
put away. It left her without
any horse to^compeie with 
while she trained another.
She prefers to buy a four 
year old horse but then has 
to ride and train it until it is 
six. After her last horse was 
injured .she spent several 
years looking for another of 
sufficient standard.
When looking for a horse 
she first looks for one at 
least 16.2 hands high. 
Physically, it must be very 
athletic, she said.





KITCHEN & BATH SHOP
Trafalgar Square Shopping Centre
In a beautiful setting of 
flowers, sliurbs, and rolling 
green fairways, Penny Ro- 
Anne, daugher of Mr. and 
Mrs. B.H. Ethier of Sidney, 
and Earl Cecil, sone of Mr. 
and Mrs. C. South of 
Duncan, were married on 
the lawn of Glen Meadows 
Golf and Country Club on 
Saturday, September 17th.
at 6 p.m. The marriage 
vows were solemnized by 
Rev. Charles T. Glouser of 
Victoria Truth Centre.
Following the ceremony 
the guests were received by 
the parents of the bride and 
groom at a reception in the 
lounge of the Clubhouse, 
and were invited by Miss
Your Specialty 
Kitchen Mnd Bath^
‘‘CGPCO” cookware, “CUISINARTS” food 
processors, “BRAUN” kitchen machines, 
“FIELDCREST” towels and bath mats, 
“SATURDAY KNIGHT” shower curtains.
Linens, aprons, oven mits, candles.
A complete line of kitchen gadgets 
from Larding needles to Zesters and 
in our cookbook corner recipes for 
every occasion.
Tke Mapps Gookepf
7103 W. SAANICH RD. 652-3611
Debra Dench to sign the 
guest book. The toast to the 
bride was proposed by her 
uncle, Mr. John Reimer, 
who also read a message of 
congratulations telephoned 
from Florida by Mr. and 
Mrs. E.K. Downey, aunt 
and uncle of the bride. Mr. 
Reimer also announced that 
the occasion marked a triple 
celebration for the Ethier 
family, being the 29th 
wedding anniversary of the 
bride’s parents, and the 
27th birthday of her brother 
Perry.
Open Tuesday to Sunday
■ Smorgasbord Lunch Wed.-Sun.
Smorgasbord Dinner Wed. Evening Only
Any Other Day, A La Carte Menu
Phone Early for Reservations
656-3541
Out of town guests in­
cluded the groom’s sister 
Shelley and escort Mike, his 
brothers Cliff and Jamie 
and friend Janice, his aunt 
and uncle Mr. and Mrs. M. 
Brenton and cousin Tina, 
and his aunt Mrs. Marlene 
Doney, all of Duncan, Mr. 
and Mrs. J. James and 
daughter Kelly, also of 
Duncan, Mrs. H. Dous of 
Zeballos, and Mr. and Mrs. 
T. Carretero of Chilliwack.
“I like to find one that 
bucks, squeals and rears 
when it’s brought out.” she 
said.
As to confirmation, 
Brynelson said, certain 
types of horses can’t jump 
and she watches for those 
points. Finally the horse 
must be intelligent but not 
high-strung or nervous.
“Whisperjet never gets 
nustered,” she said, “even 
when I’m jumpy and ex­
ited, he’s calm.”
Although Whisperjet has 
only been competing for 
wo years, Brynelson thinks 
he will be a very good 
horse. In California she was 
offered $50,0(X) for him but 
turned it down.
Ever since she was five 
years old, she has been 
riding and jumping horses.
1 love it; it’s an altogether 
different type of horseman 
who jumps.” said 
Brynelson.
Horses and riders have 
been known to jump over 
seven feet and Brynelson 
has jumped six feet nine 
inches.
“There’s nothing like the 
feeling you get when you’re 
jumping that high.” she 
said, “It’s like taking off in 
a jet.”
The 33 year-old has a 
limited number of goals left 
to accomplish. She plans to 
go on the International 
circuit next year, which will 
mean some travelling in the 
United States.
Going to Europe to 
compete would be very 
expensive and not an im­
mediate possibility. She 
said one of her favorite 
shows is the P.N.E. 
because, “I’m a ham and 1 
love to have people in the 
audience that 1 know.”
The Olympics were 
Brynelson’s goal when she 
was younger but she said, 
“You need a lot of money, 
time and experience and it’s 
too late now.”
As it is, the sport is still 
very expensive, she 
estimates just the basics of
keeping the horse cost her 
$200 per month, even more 
expensive than a show horse 
because of veterinarian and 
shoeing bills. Jumpers have 
to be in very good condition 
and jumping is hard on 
them so vet bills are higher, 
according to Brynelson.
Entry fees into jumping 
events are high loo. For just 
one class the fee was $300 
but prizes are high too. The 
winning prize of that event 
was $1,500. Brynelson said 
a good rider with a good 
horse can make money 
during a season of com­
petition.
Jumping is not just 
strenuous for the horse, 
riders also take their 
knocks, according to 
Brynelson. She calls herself 
lucky but nevertheless her 
injury list is long. Besides 
numerous falls and bruises 
she has broken her collar 
bone and has been stepped 
on several times.
“When you’re jumping 
all you see below you is 
front feet. 1 take good care 
of my leather because it is 
vital.” she said. She tells 
the story of when the girth 
broke just as she was going
over a fence and the saddlelf 
rider and all, came off.
In spite of the accidental 
and the money, next year] 
Brynelson will be jumping 
again because as she said,' 
“It’s my life.”
^‘€hez €i&th is 
fm Ordimurtg 
Fuhrie
FRED BLANCHARD & SON LTD.
PLASTER-STUCCO & REPAIRS 
OPERATED BY FRED BLANCHARD SR.
6564310
A visit from British Columbia Development Corporation
Loans to businesses
The Business Assistance Division of the British 
Columbia Development Corporation invites secondary 
manufacturing, processing and other businesses to 
discuss their financing needs with our representative 
who will be visiting your area on the following dates:
VICTORIA VISIT
October 6th from 10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Mr. L. G. Baird, Business Assistance Division, will be at 
the Executive House. Telephone: 388-5111.
For appointments phone: Vancouver, 689-8411 (Collect)
Or write:
Business Assistance Division 
British Columbia Development Corporation f f , , ] 
272 Granville Square ^
:'200'Granville;Street I'nS
Vancouver, B.G: V6C 1S4
OPEN / DAYS A WEEK 
9 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily
The happy couple are 
now residing at. 2318 
Brelhour Avc. in Sidney, 
and are planning a 
honeymoon in Sun Lakes 
Arizona at a later date.
Prices Effective^ 
Oct. 6-9, 1977
LET JACK AUTOMATICALLY KEEP YOUR 
TANK FULL OF QUALITY SHELL HEATING OIL, SIDE BACON
$|49
Jack Starck
CALL OUR FRIENDLY STAFF
More mileage lor your lieajing dollar
coffee-
nabob Reg. or Fine Grind $ ^49
I lb. bag' -
GREEN PEAS
BRENTWOOD FROZEN






TOMATO JUICE DOG FOOD
HUSKY
large 25 oz. tins
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Warm and convenient, 2nd 
floor, 2 bedroom eondo. 
Balcony, carpets, ap­
pliances, sim view room, 
ree. room, controlled 
entrance. $39,900
J AJOD’S
J LITTLE ACRE 
J Idyllic 14 acre on Birch 
J Road in Deep Cove. All 




--1.9 ac. of secluded orchard 
on southerly hillside. 2 legal 
parcels, one with older 
home on watermains. Share 
this with a friend or a horse. 
Package, $80,000.
MELODY PLACE
Vi Acre of treed land in 
area of new homes with 
some wildlife and the 
melody of a price of only 
,.$22,500.
FOR RENT 
1st unfurnished 3 
basement home 










Custom built, 2-ycar old 
home zoned rural, fields at 
rear, sea view, 3 bedrooms 
(one down), ensuite bath, 
living room 16 x 15 with 
brick fireplace, partly 
finished rcc. room, 
HORSE? YES. BARN? 





Immaculate one Bdrm. 
Condominium with terrific 
water views. Quiet area of 
Sidney. Price reduced to 






WATER VIEW LOT 
Good building lot near 
Sidney with beach access 








,. . . . .FIREPLACES
AUTOS S BOATS 
FOE SALE
" Vancouver Island ' 
STOVE SHOP LTD.
845 Coldstream Ave, 
478-0322
^Custom Built Firoploco Screens 
^Fireplace Accessories 
*Mo1ol Fireplaces ond Chimneys 
*Woodburning Stoves and Heoters 
Closed Mondays
SIDNEY CAR MART
BUY IN SIDNEY 
«&SAVE 
on
New & Used Cars, 
Trucks, Motor­




(longhand or typewriter) and stuffing 
envelopes! Details, send $1.00 and 
stamped self-addressed envelope. 
M.G. Co. 4080-R Torquay Dr; Victoria, 
B.C. V8N3K7. 39-4
CLEANING LADY FOR approximately 
3 hours per week. Lands End Road. 
Must hove references and own 
transportation. 656-5409 after 4:30 
p.m. 39-2
SITUATION WANTED




PINO PONG TABLE: pair skis, poles, 2 
pair skates (boys). Phono 656-5976. 
040-1
SIDNEY CAR MART





CLEANING LADY FOR LIGHT 
housework, $4.00 per hour. Own 
transportotion preferable but not 
necessory. 652-3566 40-1 WQEI!: WANTED
EXPERIENCED GIFT WRAPPER will gift 
wrop parcels in my home. Delightful 
Christmas. Anniversary, Birthdoy, 
etc. wropping. Coll 652-223*1. 39-3
MATURE WOMAN SEEKS EM­
PLOYMENT in Doctors office. Typing, 
filing, records. Took troining as 
medical assistont. Please call 652- 
2234. 39-3
PERSONALS
EARS PIERCED. MediSyslem. Nor 
Alergeoic studs. For oppointmeni coll 
656-5403. . .  .li
TO BUY ORSr.I.L 
OR FOR REAL I VI A I E 
ASSISTAMi. 
CAEI.BOBHAI.I r 
477-7291 or 656-4928 
D.E.ll. R( ..I Esltile 
1559 MrKni/i»‘




^ [Est. 1912r"- 
j 2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sid I icy;, B. C'. 656-1154
OPEN HOUSE 
Wed.,Tliiire.&Fri.
1:30 to 4:00 P.M.
9650 5th St., Sidney^ 
Co.sy home, 3 bedrooms 
secluded garden reduced lo 
^$41,500. ,





bedroom condominium is 
‘available in the secure Blue 
]vva11eI's buikling.'I’aslefu 11 y 
idecorated with lop quality 
!\vallpaper and luxurious 
ipasiel carpoling, this suite 









3 bedroom ranch style 
home on 1 acre. Only 4 
years old. 20 x 20 family 
room. Fireplace in living 
room. Electric heat. Also 
included in a 24 x 36 garage 
that could be used for a 
workshop etc. Located 
close to the Marinas new 
MLSS85,000.
FOR LEASE 
Prime location at Beacon 
and 4th St; 1512 sq. ft 
Asking , $6.35/sq. . ft 
Available now.
. VV, v;: FORRENT':\:, r 
H) Xwp Vjedrqoni bung^ow 
:avaiiable now
; S300/monthfe " 'V
2) New 2 bedroom no
basement home.
$300/month.
3) Three bedroom split- 
level. Brand new. 2 year 
lease available $375/month.
4) Three bedroom 




Bus 656-3928 Res 656-2023 
or 656 6151 
 Sidney Realty Ltd.
SIDNEY
9839 RESTHAVEN DR. 
Open house, Sunday 2-4 
p.m., new, for sale by 
builder, 2 bedrooms, large 
livingroom and diningroom 
with high beam ceilings. 
Spacious kitchen with more 
than ample cupboards, 
delightful c a r p e 11 e d 
bathroom, , used brick 
fireplace, quality con­





ONE NEW 13 ft. house owning; one 
double size hide-o-bed moltress; two 
rugs, colours pink and lorquoise. 
New conditon. 656-6937. 40-1
YOUR FULLER BRUSH representative 
Norman Hull. 656-4938. 8 a.m. to 1u 
m. tf
DISHWASHER: double coment sinks; 
twin size bed; heod board king size. 
656-2201. 40-1
MOVING MUST SELL: Willis piano, 2 
years old. Excellent condition. $1200 
or best offer. 656-3449. no Friday 
evening or Saturday calls. 40-1
DUTCH GARDENER available for 
Sidney-Brentvyood area. Good work­
manship at reasonable prices. All 
Yphoses of gardening. Good crew also 
for larger jobs. Coll Leo Lodders656- 
3297, 37-TF
AYLARD — Born September 29, 1977 
8lb. 11 oz. daughter at thean
EXCELLENT MODERN walnut war­
drobe $250. 656-6438 after 6 p.m. 40- 
1
SIDNEY ROTOVATING. 50 inch 
Rotovator. Prompt courteous service. 
656-1748. tf
GARAGE AND YARD SALE — Oct. 8 
and 9. Off Pat Bay Hwy. Amity Drive 
then off Amity 8650 Ebor Terr. 
Contractors close out. Doors, win­
dows, mouldins, lumber, barrow, 
truck, chainsaw, vanity top. Many 
more items also rnisc., domestic stall.
40-1
CARPENTER SEEKS WORK. Any iob, 
large or small. Renovations, ad- 
‘ditions, sundecks, etc. 656-6487. 29-tf
HDL? WANTED
COLDSPOT frost free fridge. Left 
bond, harvest gold. As new. Phone 
656-2368. 49-2
JEWELLRY STORE clerk required. 
Experience an occet. Apply In person 




THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX: fully 
fenced yard in on area of new homes. 
Close to school. 656-3614. 40-1
TWO BEDROOM apartment above 
commercial building. Phone 656- 
3147. 40-1
SMALL, furnished, waterfront cot­
tage. Fully self contained. 
Responsible single adult only. No 
pets. $150. 656-4505 . 40-1
LARGE TWO BEDROOM suite for 
quiet people. Fridge, stove, carpets, 
large yard. $275 per month. Apply 
2419 Amherst between 6and 8 p.m. 
40-1
SIDNEY, 3 bedrooms newly 
renovated, electric heat, fireplace, 
carpets throughout. Retired or 
mature, responsible couple with 
reference. No pets. $350, Available 
now. Phono 656*1374. 40-1
yantago point on the third
,A.E.LePAGE,
W E S T F. H N LTD.. • REALTOR
386-6331
Minor, 'Vtiis is irnly llrsl class 
accomntodntion for the 
Mliscriminaling huyer. For 
’ UKTic inl'oi iniiiicni call;
S Mrs. E. Farqiiluirson 
; 656-5808
; SIDNEY
; Oon'l miss out on this 
bedroom 
biiseincni, 
two balhrooins, liirgc 
viindcck ‘iiul enrporl, 
Ovyiiei Iransl'eired and 
ansions lo sell. View and 
make yoiii oiler,











.lack l elherslon 6,S2*226‘) 




OCT. 8, 210 4 I' M.
2051 ARDWEI.E 
linmacnlate 3 bedroom 
home, 1baths, 2 F.P.’s. 
1-amily room. On a nice 






RENT FURNISHED OR UNFURNISHED 
for 12 month period. Lovely two 
bedroom homo with quiet seclusion 
ond views In Doan Park Aroa. 
Roforoncos please. Phone 656-4517. 
40*1
HOUSE FOR RENT by Town of Sidney. 
2295 Ocean Avenue • $300 per monlh 
plus ulllltis, Available Nov. 1/77 
Appllcafions lo the Town Hbll, 2440 
Sidney Avenue by October 14th. 40*1
ONE BEDROOM SUITE: main floor 
with Patio, Quiet mature adults. $205 
includes hoot, cable, parking, wlor, 
Blovo ond fridge. 656*6729; 40-1
SAANICH ORCHARDS 
OFF STELLY’S CROSSROAD 
652-2009
McIntosh and Spartans at Orchard to 
yrsu prices; also Tydoman 14 conts 
per lb., windfalls, you pick. 10 cents 
Ib. Anfow pears. 18 cents each. We 
are open from 8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. 
dally. 40-1
50 SQ. YDS. approx, quolity shag 
corpet, green, offes; wanted lawn 
mower. 656-1347. 49-1
RED CABBAGE, 2C cents per lb. 
Cooking apples, you pick 10 cents lb. 
10130 FifthSt., Sidney 656-7119. 40-1
1 BVa ft. Double: Eagle Inboord- 
Outboard few hours ■ 656-4958.: 40?1 ^
SCHOOL DISTRICT #63 
Saanich
MAINTENANCE POSITIONS: 
Mointenance I (2 position • 1 pointer's 
helper &1 heating helper;
Grounds! (Grounds Helper). 
Applications are invited from suitably 
qualified persons for..the above noted 
positions. Applicotion forms and job 
description of the positions available 
from the School Board Office, 
Telephone 656-1111. Applicotions 
1 close Tuesday, October llth, 
1977 at 12 o'clock noon.
R.S. Ingram, Secretary-Treasurer 
School District f(63*5aanlch 
P.OBox2010
Sidney, B.C.  40-1
TWO iGpQO TOR; COATS $20.00; 
each, size 42; Trunk $5, also luggage. 
656-2709. ' 40-1
PROGRESSIVE ADVERTISING paper in 
Cronbrook has,.opening in, the 
following pos'ilions. Photo- 
typesetling, Adf layout, advertising 
soles, news and photography, 
Kootenay Advertiser. Phone 489- 
3455. 38-31
ELDERLY LADY wishes to buy one 
.yard square ot good old white linen 
for inside loco edge; olso fur or tur 
coot, 656.5847 , 40-1
AVON
Flexible hours mean even you con 
soil tor excellent earnings. Coll today 
384-7345, 39-1
RECORDS: lor personal 
45's, 78's, LP's 478-6035.
collection.
37-nf














REAL ESTATE CAREER 
Block Bros, has openings in it's 
Sidney office for those wishing 
successful career in real estate sales 
in tho Saanich Poninsulo area.
Iho company will provide you with 
it's well known and proven training 
methods enabling you to quickly 
roach our desired level of success 
If you would like to make an enquiry 
regarding this opportunity call:
Sandy Dougal or Bob Kershaw at 386 
3231 onytlmol 34
regretfully being forced into 
retirement Rest Haven Hospital. To 
Dr. Walsh, the complete, staff our 
sincere gratitude. Dick. Ruth ond 
family. 40-1
WE ARE VERY PROUD TO ANNOUNCE 
THE BIRTH OF OUR LITTLE 
Stacey Down, on Sept. 11. 1977, 
weighing 7 lbs. 8 oz. Parents are 
Kelly and Joy Preston, and grand- 
porents are Mr. & Mrs. Stan Walling 
and Mr. fi Mrs. J.W. [Bud) Preston, 
Sidney. Of the Walling's 5 children 
and 14 grandchildren. Stacey is the 
18th. to bo born In Rest Haven 
Hospital. 40-1
RESPONSIBLE PROFESSIONAL woman 
will house or opartment sit free of 
charge during November and early 
December. Contoct Dr. Johnson, 1550 
Laurior, Vancouver, B.C. V6J 2V3. 
Phone 733-3009. 40-1
PICKLED EGGS, 128 oz. 
delivered. 656-6642.
[Of.
MISSING: chocolate Siamese - an­
swers to "Sheeba" - 4 years old, lost 
on Beacon between 2nd & 7th streets. 
Child’s pet. Reward offered. Please 
phone 656-1453. 38-3
IN VICINITY OF ENTRANCE OF
Safeway, Block Ebony locket with Old 
English ”W" P.O. Box 2262, Sidney, 
B.C. V8L3S8. 40-1
GREY, PART PERSIAN, young male 
cat. Answers to Dusty. Please call 
656-1828. 40-1
LOST AT FISHERMAN’S wharf 
soturday, September 24th. young, 
female cat. She's black and white and 
very friendly.: If you've found her, 
please contoct Three Sons 111 or coll 
656-6097. 40-1
C0MIN& EVENTS
PYTHIAN SISTERS Annual Foil Bazaar 
and Too, Saturday, October 22, 2 
P.M., K of P Hall, Home Cooking, 
sewing, penny social, white 
elephant, plants and vegetables. Tea 
75 conts. 40-2
ELIZABETH JACK cleared the burial site of her great-grandfather and two of his sons, , 
one of which was her grandfather, and placed a marker cross on the area, recently.
The small concrete cross overlooks Patricia Bay from where it stands, immediately i 
beside the West Saanich Road as it winds through the Union Bay Indian Reserve.
According to Jack, much of the area to the sea .side of the highway was an Indian i 
cemetery many years ago. As the ocean eroded the land some graves were destroyed and i i 
others are threatened. M
Mrs. Jack and her husband cleared the site, removing tree roots and shrubs from the 
area,. ■ ' . '
BINGO. K OF P HALL, 8 p.m., ovory 
Thursday. Evorybody welcome. If
Wanted to Rent
Collage or single unil, Control 
Soanich aroa, for working, non- 
smoker, male.
479-3532
Jack explained the reason she went to the trouble of clearing the site was because she i 
•sometimes thought the souls of the dead were unhappy if they weren’t attended properly. 1
“Usually I don’t believe in it; if you’re dead, you’re dead; but then I think maybe there • 
is .something to the stories.’’she said. '
She explained the Indian practise of “burning food” for the dead, every few years. All 
kinds of food is prepared and then carefully burned so the dead may eat. At the same time, 
some members of the group may be able to hear the dead speaking to them.
Jack was concerned that her rclativc.s might suffer because their graves had grown over 
atul were neglcelcd.
Site is worried about furtlicr ero.sion that might take place in the cemetery and would 
like to Itave somethitig placed at the base of the bank to protect it from the sea.
WATERFRONT -- Coiy ono hodroom 
homo with spectacular vlow ol GuK 
Islands, Ml. Baker ond Olympics, On 
fits! Srrool just 2 Blocks Irom Deacon 
Ave, $325 per rnonlli no children. 
Phono 656-6548. 40-1
THREE BEDROOM home on Ardwell 
Ave., $365 pel iiiuiilli, Nu puls. 
Roloroncos required. Avoilohlo 
Immodlooly Phone 656-5050. 4Q-I
SIDNEY —■ modorn 4 bedroom side 
duplex. 2 hnihrouins, appliances, 
bnsomnni, ooinoo, Vocanl. $350 heal 
Included, 479.6264, 40-1
IN SIDNEY, unlurnIstuKi one hmlrrmm 
suilii. $225. Ullllllcn iniluiled, Non 










7 year old .I'hetliooin home 
in Sitliiey, l'■|•ill^!,L^ stove, 
\sashcr & tlryer plus drapes, 





Two Ik'iliooin no step 






All itie comforts of a Itome, 
and far less worries, Close 
10 everything, Qne 
h'.’dtssont itteUide''. all ap 
plinncos and drapes Offer,s 
on $.Uk‘)(X) iwo bedrooms 
include appliances and 
asking puce is both




NEW HOini FOR lAlEi m North
Snnnlrh, will cerwHot unde MiA
. 4 m.____ ____ _ ________ _____
B'Y’o'wNii’i rdeer llil* 2 iedroom 
home. DFKtO. VintenI Av» 
viftoOd. afls.i66(t, 40 1
HEAL ESTATE 
WANTED
NEWER, 2-3 bedroom home. North ol 
Ueoron, lew iilepk. eoty up keep, 
quiet loinlion, In the 40'ii. All Co»h. 
f ull diilnllti Box “i", Ridpoy Flevlow, 
40-1 '
HEAL ESTATE - 
WANTED TO HENT
WANTED' coltnqit by reporter (or 
weekly n<iw»poper, ll(ro«(>nabUt rent 
47B-6035, 3711
WANIEDi tlnqlo ntcomivinilalhvii 
rotlope or >0110. Will do oordonlny 
656.1717 oiler 6 p in, 3113
MISC FOH SALE
SPARTANS AND MACS Crhn oi 
Itiity. lorolly grown, IHW tlnvey
RpofI
39
Puod till I'oit SufiiiitI 
Sonnlfhlon. 652I96S?.
wTiRiDsltirAmiti"'’”’
Crlip lulry MtIntMh nnil ripnrlnin 
Do youtioK a lovoufi Huy lha belt lor 
le«», Ihit wiiek't. ipecinl $2,99 per 
lxi« Oldllold Orihnid. 62(16 Olrlll«l|l 
Rood. 6.52.1010, 39
AiriLi Uul new 
nxoilolile nl Sni.ioith 
Slelly II X Rd 652 30W




Otto, prt Pli.ie. 51 j 1414
Cnrldrie ..pec inlolr. Ph,u iMurr
Slujip*.riinq ol nil ntifmnini i, rjnd 
home hfirwlyinon « mnl* i,yni(n, 
.v.i1.|.,,i r ot,J pol 
rhppuH, ' . ' '
Strnandtt aiiirlhetori
JUST ME
wiKT W ilt Dorman gives 
pciMinal aiicniiDii lo all 
oi dcis. Phone 6.56*4754
LET LAURIE & BILL TUNE YOUR FURNACE FOR
OPTIMUM PERFORMANCE 





“N'anciiiocr Ul.tiul's most 




6459 Patricia Bay 
Hwy. 652-3941
33' BLIRMLLE TEAK CUTTER, liui 
rimiully cumplutud 15,WO 
lournoy Irom 'tnohind In 19?5, 
r.ndlnnl riui*ini| bunt, Mnto rtssm 
thnn mr>0 40 loiilers Hull and disk In 
Buinutse lenk dh* nnd (.ontro lino In 
(nglUli Ouk llntiliod below In 
nondurrii Mnhnpnny, Woiklnn lolh 
heovy Diitton, now 19/5. Volvo Penlo 
f«)w 19/3 lull survey A|irll I9>6, 
FvroptutnullV well maintolnotl Write
Ho* \-ri C 'OGnlibtiomnGVrTTI
3 4 11
AUTOS C BOATS 
FOn SALE
tV7» TOYOTA COROllA \m 2 door 
ledoft, |u*t under 30,000 tnlloi. Tour 
i[)ood. grMid tlrec well moinioinad. 
Hf.nn /»./ 'uwe 46. t
MU$T''*$ EU*''dMMEDI owner
movino oru» 1967 • KHl., KerKtoll 
(iqdei, i-wuy (ndgu 3 humor vlo'of-'r,A V r tluiT', rp.let c,!!
honier, shoo torpet, «leeps lour 
Imimlei, ono ipore toe, awnlnp 
tun.he#, neol, well maiinoinad Sail* 
lix (.'.'((ei* Cfintnil R.sn, 656
4302 otter 3 pan, ^
(1,56 64,'J6 tiliof 6 p m,
Laurie Arter Bill Grimshaw
CALL OUR FRIENDLY STAFF
388-7837
More mileage lor your lieating dollar
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FIRE PREVENTION WEEK 
OCT. 9 TO 15
Parents beware—Fire 
Prevention Week is coming 
and it’s your kids’ annual 
opportunity to show off 
their sniarts.
During the week of Oct. 
9. members of the Sidney 
volunteer fire department 
.will be teaching youngsters 
at the town’s two 
.'elementary schools a lot 
about fires that many of 
their parents already know 
but tend to ignore.
Gil Gilmore, a member 
of the Sidney department, 
told The Review last week 
that it's young childreit who 
best spread tlie word about 
fit e pre\ ention.
Ghildren. he said, seem 
to Imve an unending stream 
of ciueslions about fire 
prevention tind they usually 
go home and pester their 
parents to get rid of the oily 
rags in the basement or 
unload the overloaded 
socket in the living room.
Put lire Prevention 
Week isn't kids’ stuff. It’s 
tin in lermil ional affair 
which begtui in 1S71 after 
the Great Chicago Fire.
The idea behind Fire 
Prevention Week, as the 
name suggests, is to inform 
the public of the numerous
fire hazards which can be 
encountered repeatedly in 
every day life and to offer 
suggestions aimed at 
eliminating those hazards 
before it’s too late.
F i r e m e n throughout 
North America spend 
countless hours offering 
advice in the hopes of 
encouraging people to 
e,\crci.sc a little caution 
when dealing with elec­
tricity, flammable sub­
stances, open fires, or 
heating materials.
Sidney’s 28 members will 
be involved in several 
activities around the town 
during the week, offering 
their time to anyone in need 
of information concerning 
fires and how' to avoid 
them.
Gilmore said Sidney’s 
firemen will be demon­
strating equipment at the 
elementary schools, in­
cluding the jaws of life 
which were donated this 
year by the Rotary Club.
Films will be shown, he 
said, but the event which 
has had the highest success 
rate in the past is a skit 
which the youngsters put on 
themselves.
With help from teachers.
Windows And Doors 
Shattered By Pebbles
Gilmore .said, a class of 
children gets together and 
develops a skit which they 
feel properly depicts the 
goals of Fire Prevention 
Week.
It’s then played for the 
other classes in the schools, 
he said.
Sidney’s firemen will also 
be distributing posters, 
placemats and pamphlets 
around the tow'u and setting 
up a display at Beacon Mall 
on Oct. 15.
Firemen will be on hand 
in the mall to provide in­
formation on smoke 
detectors, things that 
babysitters or travellers 
should watch when oc­
cupying un familiar 
buildings, and many other 
niiitters which could help 
reduce the number of fires 
in Sidney.
Central Saanich Fire 
C’hief Bruce Fdvedahl .said 
his department’s 33 
volunteer members w'ill be 
conducting a similar 
program and demonstrating 
eciuipmenl at five or si.v 
schools.
Routine inspections will 
be conducted throughout 
the municipality and an 
open house at the fire hall 
will be held on the af­
ternoon of Oct. 15.
North Saanich fire 
department held its Fire 
Prevention Week last 














RCMP have begun an 
. investigation into an in- 
-cident last week in which 
' two full-length glass doors 
and a number of windows 
in a vacant ’ house \yere 
, shattered by small pebbles.
The house, in Sidney, is 
■ for sale i!ic owners moved 
to Alberta about four w'eeks 
‘ago leaving the home listed 
with Montreal Trust.
Realtor David Wood told 
The Review it’s estimated 
the minimum amount 
■required to repair the 
damage is . $200 and the 
..windows arc not covered by
'insurance. ■
Most people don’t 
' realize, , Wood said, that 
'-glass iii vacant home's'areiV’t' 
normally covered by in- 
..surance.
The result is that Wood is
faced with either trying to 
sell the home with broken 
windows, or replacing the 
. windows and taking a 
chance of them being 
broken again before the 
- house is sold.
“It’s a bit difficult with 
broken windows,’’ he said, 
referring lo his attempts to 
.sell the home.
“It’s a petty crime,’’ he 
• said. “It’s a nusiance 
crime."
rite windows can’t be 
[.^■repaired withotit the 
T consent of the owners, he 
added.
People living on one side 
of the vacant house were 
away for about a w'eek, he 
said, and it’s doubtful the 
incident would have oc­
curred if they’d been home.
Wood originally thought 
the glass had been broken 
by a pellet gun but upon 
further e.xamination, he 
found a small pebble in a 
sink near one of the broken 
w'indow's.
There is a small bed of 
gravel in a neighbouring 
yard about eight feet from 
the broken windows.
Sidney RCMP said the 
usual procedure in in­
vestigating: vandalism is to 
in a k c cl o o r - t o - d o o r 
inquiries and check" with 
young.stcrs in the neigh­
bourhood to .see if they 
noticed anyone near the 
home about the time the 
damage was done, or if any 
friends have mentioned the 
incident.
There have been no other 
significant instances of 
window breaking in Sidney 
recently and that particular 
crime happens infrequently 




The warm greeting of 
your Welcome Wagon 
hostess with “The Most 
Famous Basket in the 
World" will introduce 
you lo our community 
and start you on the 
way toward new and 
lasting friendships.: ,






I If MOTOR OIL 
STOLEN
Somelime betw'cen 8 p.m, 
and 6 a.m. last Wednesday, 
the i'eiiinstila Shecl Melal 
Works were entered and 
two eases (48 (iiiait cans) of 
Chryco mojor oil valued at 
$.50,00 wciesiolen.
On iIIvestigaling ihc 
ineideni. Central Saanich 
police found no sigiis of 
lorced entry, bin ,surmise a 
lock on one of the e.Meriot 
doors had been “cheated", 
Once inside, the prowlers 
eiiteied the office by 
climbing (wer ii partition 
aiul also iniiminilated the 
lock 10 a storeroom. I'heir 
only loot was the motor oil.
24 HOURS
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PHONE - 383-8551 - PHONE
24 hr. Answering Sen/ice 
LIQUID DRY
Have you been clisappoinieci with B 
prol'essipnal carpel cloauing in the past? B 















Kilchen cabinets, olterotions, 
renovotions, furniture.










Hot Water Heating 







•BACK HOE WORK 
•CAT WORK 
•TRUCKING
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' G. & W. 
Landscaping Ltd.
Residentiol - Commerciol 
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New Homes & Cabinets, Custom 
build Romodoiling. Additions and 





finishing, new homes 
construction.




BACK FILLING - LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS
SEWER - STORM DRAINS 
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Disposal Field Designs 








For the Penintula, phone
K. Strieker 
A. Lowen 
For Free Estimates 
656-4836 656-4462
Seeds, Forlilljor, 
Nursery Slock Bedding 
Plants. House Plants.
,, y / I JOHN«HELGA
llj/r'A decker203i Oaion Boy Rd,
Landscaping
WINDOWS
Change wood Ip 
Altiminiim
Single to Thermal with 




Free estimates for 
landscaping, rotovating 
and plowing, etc., with 
small tractor.



































2412 Beacon Avenue 
Sidney, 1L(,',
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Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and l.ine Work
Quality 
Workmanship 
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Government certified technician 
with 35 years experience in 
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Re<wlflngi. electric hooting 
Repairs, Appliance connections
“No job too small’’■ 




j Victoria International 
Airport
jOppo.sitc Flight Centre
CUSTOM MADE PULPITS 
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Call Hank Brouwer 
652-3662
For Specialist in 
On Location Carpel 





Keyboard and Wind Insiriimcnl.s 
Beginners lo Diploma Standard in Modern Studio 
Brentwood-—Ardmore District 
W AI.T ER C. S l AUB, Professor of Miisle 




Rohcii W. Roper, ILC.
//l()|.9837.SevenlhSl.
Sklney 656*4611
ROY’S AI.LIIAY MARINE SERVICES LTD. 
22.38 Harhtnir Rd. - Sidiiet 
656-7023
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No. lOl-DSOl Third SI.
656*2515
Custom Gardening
4-whecl drive machine, 
loader, totti valor, 
ntuwers and gi-netal 
hauling. We have ex­
cellent manmiveraWlliy 
for your sinnllcriolw. 









I \ ! ! I.RIN ARY MEDK INI-:
ft , Un iilMood Bay Veterinary ('liiiic
•;i: 7153 West Saanich Rcl.
;i!\, iiUviiocl Bay 652-3121
|?| Dr. M. ,1. Sowden
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North Saanich Community Plan Reaches Final Stage
j ■
The policies set up in the 
plan are designed to keep 







throughout North Saanich 
but do not spell out detailed 
zoning or subdivision 
regulations.
A draft copy of the bylaw 
establishing the plan says 
one of the goals is “to 
promote a high standard of 
community appearance and 
to prevent unsightly 
conditions which detract 
from the image of the 
municipality.
“North Saanich’s image 
is to a large extent the result 
of the balance established 
between the man made 
environment and the 
natural environment.”
The Municipal Act allows 
North Saanich council to
exercise control over 
development which may 
affect the appearance of the 
municipality.
“When the prevailing 
sensitivity and good taste of 
residents and developers 
help to ensure a high 
standard of appearance, no 
special regulations are 
warranted.
“However,” the plan 
says, “where problems 
exist, the council should 
initiate action capable of 
resolving the problem.”
According to the plan, 
“appearance problems” 
include:
— the proliferation of 
unused and, frequently.
disassembled automobiles 
and other vehicles 
throughout residential and 
rural areas;
— unenclosed storage of 
machinery parts, con­
struction materials, and 
other large items;
— the general lack of 
building maintenance and 
untidy conditions;
— partially constructed 
buildings that never seem to 
get finished;
— dishevelled and 
unkempt grounds around 
certain buildings;
— collapsing structures 
and fences in need of repair 
or demolition.
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NOW YOU CAN ENJOY 
THE CONVENIENCE 
OF HAVING
DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR 
EVERY WEEK.
This bargain offer 
enables you to save over 
25% of
the single copy price.





Yes! Enter my subscription to the Sidney 
Review at the Special Introductory Rate of 
20 weeirs for ‘2.95.
My payment is enclosed.





and standards in themselves 
are not adequate to do the 
job,” the plan says. “There 
must also be a willingness 
and concerted effort by the 
community’s residents to 
improve undesirable 
conditions and the council 
must be prepared to seek 
strict enforcement of 
bylaws where persuasion 
and suggestions fail.”
General policies to ensure 
a high standard of overall 
community appearance 
include:
— zoning bylaws which 
govern the height and 
location of buildings “shall 
be directed at an acceptable 
standard of amenity and 
separation between neigh­
boring properties;”
— a reasonable in­
sulation between homes and 
traffic, as well as an open, 
attractive view from the 
road, can be achieved 
through requiring “greater 
than normal building 
setbacks along major roads;
— ‘ ‘billboard ad­
vertising shall be avoided 
throughout the
municipality and the size, 
location and treatment of 
permitted signs shall be
, controlled through the sign 
bylaw with the objective of 
preventing large, garish 
signs;” '
— regulations of bylaws 
will be aimed at “the at­
tractiveness of marina, 
commercial, and industrial 
developments, with par­
ticular reference to the .size 
and exterior treatment, of 
buildings and structures, 
the treatment of parking 
areas, and the provision of 
suitable landscaping and 
screening.”
— major developments 
which have a significant 
impact on the appearance
of North Saanich will be 
subject to special design 
review procedures and 
regulated by land-use 
contract or other methods 
“to ensure strict com­
pliance with approved 
development plans.”
— the municipality and 
other public agencies will 
also be obliged to consider 
the impact on the ap­
pearance of North Saanich 
when providing necessary 
services.
— “the municipality 
shall encourage and assist in 
the improvement of un­
sightly conditions on Indian 
reserve lands.
“The basic aim of the 
community plan is to
identify the type of com­
munity desired for the 
future and to organize and 
co-ordinate in­
terrelationships between 
people, land resources and 
services in such a way as to 
build towards that type of 
community, all the while 
protecting the future 
health, safety, welfare and 
convenience of its citizens.”
A limited number of 
draft copies of the plan are 
still available free and a 
North Saanich spokesman- 
said when those copies are- 
gone, a number of others' 
will be kept at the municipal' 




DISCO, ROCK AND ROU., & COUNTRY ROCK
at the
Sidney Hotel CABARET
9 P.M. to 2 A.AA.
No cover charRC before 11 p,m.
Voncouver islorid
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CANOEING THE NITINAT TRIANGLE
By
BRUCE OBEE
If tliere’s any sound 
swccier than ihe coo of a 
loon at daybreak it’s the 
sizzle of fresh trout over an 
open breakfast fire.
It’s only seven o’clock, yet 
you’ve been up for two 
hours. The mist across the 
lake is beginning to clear and 
the sun is coming up behind 
Mount Rosander, frightening 
off the pre-dawn chill as it 
rises.
Morning at Hobiton Lake 
— that miserable portage 
from Nitinat Lake is a 
memory and the biggest 
decision,is whether or not it’s 
too early to pour a small shot 
of spice in the coffee, just to 
take the edge off the day.
The Nitinat Triangle is an 
adventurous test of en­
durance, strength and 
tolerance. It offers a chance 
lor the amateur canoeist to 
get a taste of wilderness 
travel and learn that there’s 
more to canoeing than simply 
plopping the, boat, in the 
water and paddling off into 
the sunset. '
Oddly enough, Nitinat 
Lake itself isn’t part of the 
triangle. Although one must 
launch at Knob Point, on the 
tiorthw'cst shore of Nitinat 
Lake, and paddle about two 
tniles to the nunilh of 
Hobiton Creek, the real
triangle begins at Hobiton 
Lake.
From Hobiton canoei.sts 
can hike into Squalicum Lake 
for a day trip, or paddle to a 
rough portage trail leading to 
Tsusiat Lake. At the 
southern end of Tsusiat the 
creek can be followed to 
majestic Tsusiat Falls, 
tumbling 60 feet onto a sandy 
west coast beach.
At Tsusiat Falls the river is 
crossed by the West Coast 
Trail. At this point you could 
meet some friends walking 
the trail and swap car keys. 
They could return via the 
same route you’ve just 
canoed, and you could walk 
about 17 miles to Pachena 
Bay where the trail begins.
Total canoeing distance 
from Knob Point to the 
ocean is about eight miles 
while portages amount to 
about three miles and the 
hike to Squalicum is a mile 
and a half. Bewtecn three and 
five days is sufficient time to 
canoe the triangle depending 
on how much you w'ant to 
see. . .-4^,
From southern Vancouver 
island; Nitinat Lake is 
reached by travelling about 
60 mites from Victoria to 
Youbou on the northeast side 
of Cowichan Lake. The best 
way to get to Youbou is to 
turn left at the first traffic 
light in Duncan and follow 
the signs to Lake Cowichan.
Shortly before the turnoff to 
the village at Ihc southeast 
end of the lake is a sign in- 
dieatiiig a right turn to 
Youbou.
On the far side of Youbou 
a gravel road begins at the 
B.C. Forest Products
Hunting in the watershed
Outdoors people of the 
Western Community may 
believe themselves deprived 
by being denied access to the 
uplands area at their 
doorstep that is Vicioriti’s 
watershed.
Dtuig Homer-Dixon, 
l orester for the Greater 
Victoria Water District, ;i 
man iniimalely ac(iuainie(l 
with the area, is of altermite 
opinion,
"Mosl of the area wiis 
loggetl off long ago," he 
says.
"Miles and miles, in evciy 
iliieciion, all tme finds is 
second growth. It's not the 
hcaiilifni wilderness area that 
pco|Me seem lo think it is."
Nevertheless, a select few‘,
: chosen under the first •come, 
first-served method, are 
gi.inleil access every fall to 
IIV ' tlieir luck on wildlife 
inside tite (.ioldsiream 
poition olThe watershed,
.•Vroinnl 1.10 special penniis 
are granted eacli vear for the 
period from the 
Thanksgiving Day long 
weekend to the end of the 
huniini! season, according to 
Ron Upward, Water
Commissioner for Greater 
Victoria.
But if you don’t have yours 
already, foi'get about it, at 
least for this year. Upward 
advises that all permits vvere 
applied for before the end of 
summer. '
I'or fill lire reference, ihc 
cost is SiS..*?!) per season, anti 
applicants miisi undergo a 
lest prescribed by tlie Medical 
I lealih Gfficer,
Olherwise, access is severly 
limiicd.
Tours under the sn|ier- 
vision of Water District staff 
can he arrangcil, for 
ctliicaiituial iniritoses.
And mottirists tire Tree to 
iras'cl itlong I (ighway 117, 
south frmit the .Shawnigan 
I tike road,'
Tlie road is gravel and runs 
l.k utiles, tiown by Sooke 
Fitke, iti the sourilierii 
boundary of the watershed, 
riiivellcrs must remain inside 
iheir vehicles at all limes.
.At the souifiern boundary 
the rottd passes onto privale 
properly, siiul coniinues lo 
I eechunvn, the tild mining 
selilcmeni,, and on soiilh lo 
Sooke village.
Vlotorisis using the 
watershed porlion of road 
have been forced lo return by 
the same way since Labour 
Diiy, when a bridge on the 
priviiie properly was washed 
out.
Penalties for unaulhori/ed 
use of the waiershetl are not 
li).dn: irespttss charges can 
liriii)' Tines of SStk) a day 
while polluting chtirges can 
post S.'s!) per titty.
Upward says people tue 
not usually charged hitl onlv' 
asked lo letive ihe watershed 
when fmitid by one of the 
iititny Pill rots. Charges iu c 
pressed only when ti person 
hccomcs "afnisivc",
I’he Com in i ss i o lie I 
cinickles it hit when he tidks 
III 1 lie outdoors people wiio 
hiiy the perniils to hunt.
‘ Coffee is supplied at the 
caretakeis cabin ne.u tlie 
Goldsircitin I an where 
auihori/etl hunieis muM 
efieek in hefoie cnlering the 
wiitersheti.
Cheeking his Disirici's 
coffee bill, Upward figures 
lltai llie Iniiilers are more into 
shooting bull in the ciihin 
than deer in the hills.
sawmill. From here it’s about 
.15 miles to Knob Point. 
Although the road is open to 
the public most of the time, it 
should be remembered that it 
must be shared with logging 
trucks during the week and 
people who have little ex­
perience driving logging 
roads soon learn it’s the 
trucks that have the right of 
way!
Directional signs to Nitinat 
l.ake are easy to follow but 
Knob Point is not well 
marked. When you arrive at 
a sign indicating the campsite 
to the, left, turn right and 
cross a bridge known as the 
Nitinai Red Britige, About a 
mile and a half fiom the 
britige is a junction. Take a 
left I urn for Knob i’oini and 
.ibotit h;df a mile ft out the 
junction you'll cioss Lillie 
Nitinat River Bridge.
Distance from L.illle 
Nitinai River Bridge to Knob 
Point I'licnic site is ithoiit five 
and ;i halfmiles but there's a 
lunioff to the left to get 
there. The liirmdl rtnid is 
etisy to find its it's right neat 
a Wilier tank iiml large open 
arcii. Act OSS the, main road, 
ft oni the till iioff i‘dat,L tire a 
aumtber Id' diteciional signs 
hut none sliowiiig hosv to gel 
to Knob l*oint. It’s not litiid 
to find, however, if you 
simply rememhei^ Ihe lake is 
on youi' lefl tifler yoti’ve 
crossed Lillie Nliinai River 
Biidgc,,
T hci e's iiniple iiarking and 
;i laiineliing ramp til Knob 
Poini iind it’s safe to letive a 
car for a number of days,
Nitinat Lake is notorious 
for daily winds which come 
up shortly after 10 a.m., 
making canoeing extremely 
treacherous for those who get 
a late start. From Knob Point 
to the mouth of Hobiton 
Creek there arc virtually no 
beaches so once you've begun 
the trip you're left with little 
choice but to finish it.
It lake between 45 minutes 
and a hour lo reach Hobiton 
Creek and all equipment 
should be seeurely lied into 
the canoe. It’s not a bad idea 
to wear wet weal her gear 
even if it's clcitr because Ihe 
rain comes with even less 
warning than the wind.
1 ifcjackcls, of course, 
should be worn and not just 
silling handy in the ctinoe. 
'Lhcy ilon't do much good if 
you hiiven'f goi them on 
when yon overliirn tind 
ihey'ie iilmosi impossible to 
put on once you’re in the 
water.
('halts UT C/NL, (Nitinat 
Lake) and 92 (,,'/U) (west half 
Carmaiiidt) ciui he picked up 
, fimn the provinciai miuisiiy 
,: of, lands ;md forests' surveys 
: imd luapping branch, It’s not 
dilficult' 10 find youi way 
amund the Nitinai Tiiimgle 
without chiiits and cumpttss 
but , il’s tiiiw'Isc' To IriivcL 
w'iihoiii them in case you 
become lost. ,
Holiilcm (,’rcck is easy to 
find ;is it’s marked by gravel 
hcachc.s on cither side tind 
ruins of old Indian shacks, A 
canoe can he lined up jhc 
creel, its Iloldton Lake 
without unloading except in
one or two spots where the 
water is loo shallow. Some 
pools must be paddled. The 
water is generally high 
enough year-round to line a 
conoe although the river near 
the mouth may not give that 
impression. It gels belter 
further upstream. Fdevation 
of Hobiton l.ake is only 68 
feel so the water never flows 
uncomfortably fa.st.
For lho.se unwilling to line 
a conoe, there’s a portage 
irail which begins aboiil a 
iluarier of a mile past the 
mouth of the creek, marked 
by a piece of ortinge sur­
veyor’s tape But portaging is 
only for the hardy.
Lhc iilcti of portaging may 
bring images of ihe inirepiil 
voyagciirs while you’re 
sitting, couifoiiably tiround 
your living room fire, 
pliinning a major canoe trip. 
But in reality it's horrible, 
Lhc trail to 1 lobiton, a good 
clearly-marked roiiie, is 
ititoni line mile.
Il’s'Uphill, criss-crossed by 
iliotisiinds of tree roots, anil 
itflcit covered in knee-deep 
mud. Packs must fit SI In' 
piteked to ,llic,, lake, llten 
ciinoc':. Bcciiiisc of the svay 
the irail winds il’s often |oo 
dilTictill . for two people to 
cat I y one caiioe, d lie resuli is 
thill otic person is forced to 
enriy 70 iir SO pounds 
fhrough a soggy rain foresl 
on his shoulders, (Don't 
coiini on much help from 
yi.)ur gliifrlcnd on llie por- 
lagcs.) ,
Once yo'ti’ve arrived,
Conllnm'd on riiRf 2
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Continued from Page 1
covered in mud and sweaty, 
at Hobiton Lake the going is 
easy for a while. It’s about 
four miles to the end of the 
lake and there are several 
creek mouths for camping.
By far the finest campsite is 
where a river runs down on 
the northern side about half 
way to the end. There are 
about a dozen other fairly 
good spots, mostly on the 
north side where the creeks 
drop some 3,000 feet from 
Hobiton Ridge.
Hobiton is among 
southern Vancouver Island’s 
finest fishing lakes. It’s 
teaming with sockeye 
salmon, steelhead, and 
resident and searun cutthroat 
trout. This year the 
provincial fish and wildlife 
branch is planning a fer­
tilization program to enhance 
fishing.
Due to the elevation of 
Squalicum Lake — about 300 
feet — it’s not worth the 
trouble of packing in a 
canoe. A one-and-a-half mile 
trail approximately half way 
down the south side of 
Hobiton will take you up to
Squalicum for sight-seeing or
fishing. The hike takes about 
30 minutes.
From Hobiton the 
travelling takes a turn for the 
worst. The trail to Tsusiat 
Lake, about two miles, is 
hardly fit for walking let 
alone portaging. Although
Hobiton and Tsusiat are 
located at the same altitude, 
the trail to Tsusiat is up and 
down the entire way.
The trail is covered by at 
least ankle-deep mud, tree 
roots cross the trail con­
tinuously, and many sections 
arc virtually impassable 
because of deep, mucky 
pools. That miserable 
portage to Hobiton is like a 
Sunday afternoon stroll 
through Beacon Hill Park by 
comparison.
You’ll probably find that 
many other canoeists remain 
at Hobiton, leaving Tsusiat 
to those who are determined 
to see the falls and west coast
despite the hardships.
The trail is marked by a 
piece or orange tape on the 
left side as you’re facing the 
end of Hobiton Lake/From a 
small clearing you can pack 
your equipment to Tsusiat, 
deciding how badly you want 
to see the falls on the way. If 
you decide to portage the 
canoe, give yourself the 
better part of a day and 
remember — you have to 
pack everything back again.
if you make it, there’s a 
four mile paddle to Tsusiat 
River where the canoe must 
be lifted over a small log jam. 
From there a shore paddle
across a small lakewill take 
you lo a point where you can 
begin wading down the river. 
When you reach the bridge 
crossing the West Coast
Trail, leave the river as the 
limestone bed below the 
bridge is dangerously slippery 
and you could gel washed 
over the falls.
If you don’t want to return 
to Nitinat Lake by the same 
route that got you to the 
coast, you can launch a canoe 
into the ocean and paddle 
five miles south to Nitinat 
Narrows. It’s difficult, but 
not impossible, to launch a 
conoe in the surf but you 
should paddle a good 
distance from shore so you 
won’t get caught in a 
breaking wave.
Nitinat Narrows is among 
the most dangerous.stretches 
of water on Vancouver 
Island’s west coast but it can 
be negotiated at slack tide, a 
period of about 15 minutes 
twice a day. Only canoeists 
with extensive experience 
should attempt to shoot the 
narrows.
From there, it’s an 11-mile 
paddle to Knob Point.
The most important item 
to pack for a trip around the 
Nitinat Triangle is good old 
commonsense. It should be 
remembered that Nitinat is 
on the exposed coastal side of 
the mountains and subject to 
heavy rain storms year- 
round. Wind squalls come up 
with little warning and 
suitable beaching spots are
scarce.
But the area provides some 
of the most beautiful scenery
in Canada and anyone in 
good health with a level head 
can thoroughly enjoy what 
the triangle offers.
Unfortunately, many 
canoeists go to the Nitinat 
Triangle with the intention of 
paddling the entire route. If 
the trip doesn’t pan out, 
many people simply turn 
around and go home rather 
than explore some of the 
area’s more accessible places.
Hobiton Lake, for 
example, is extremely scenic 
and other nearby areas such 
as Squalicum or Hitchie 
Lakes can be explored. 
Nitinat Lake itself is really a 
tidal inlet where canoeists can 
check out numerous rivers, 
go fishing, or see eagles, 
gulls, kingfishers, hawks, 
seals, sea lions, otters, minks, 
and the occasional bear.
It’s a diverse area for both 
experienced and beginning 
canoeists. Beginners who 
aren’t used to portaging in 
rain forests should remember
to pack everything inside a
packsack in plastic bags, 
especially sleeping bags. To 
make the load lighter, 
materials such as coffee or 
powdered cream should be 
taken out of heavy glass jars 
and packed in plastic bags.
The Nitinat Triangle will 
probably become a part of ^ 
Pacific Rim National Park 
within the next year. It’s 
doubtful Parks Canada will 
provide camping facilities or
improve the trails. It it’s left 
in its natural slate by the 
federal government, it w'ill be
up t t s  who canoe the
triangle to keep 
wilderness area.
it
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ROOM ADDITION STRETCHES 
HOME TO FIT YOUR FAMILY
m)
;i
Time was when a family 
outgrew a house, it simply 
stretched its budget and 
bought a bigger home. But, 
today’s high home costs 
make it more practical to 
stay put and stretch the 
house by adding on a room.
To be successful, a room 
addition should aim at three 
goals. It should provide 
enough extra living space to 
make a comfortable 
difference to the cramped 
family. It should blend 
architecturally with the rest 
of the house. And, it should 
be economical. Prior 
knowledge and careful 
planning can bring the 
project in on target.
The. Western Wood Pro­
ducts Association, experi­
enced in new home con­
struction and remodeling 
needs, offers these sugges­
tions:
« Begin by checking 
local zoning laws. They 
dictate what and where you 
can build. Be sure construc­
tion plans meet local 
building codes. Get all 
necessary permits.
® Determine realistically 
what work can be handled 
on a do-it-yourself basis. 
Hire a professional for those 
jobs that require special 
skills or equipment.
® Don’t stint on the size 
of the addition. Once you’re 
geared to invest time, labor 
and money, you won’t save 
much by shaving inches. 
And, a few extra feet can 
mean the difference between 
spacious and small.
a Where possible, use 
the same type of exterior 
materials — roofing, siding, 
trim — as the rest of the 
house. Where color can’t be 
matched because original 
materials have weathered,
get the most compatible 
blend or a tasteful contrast. 
If you must pay a premium 
for architectural propriety 
or visual appeal, this is the 
place to do it.
® At the same time, be 
aware of the savings possible 
when appearance is not 
important. For example, 
less expensive utility-grade 
western framing lumber is 
fully adequate for studs — 
which aren’t seen after the 
walls are enclosed. Further 
savings can be realized by 
placing the studs at 24 inches 
on center instead of the 
conventional 16 inches. 
With 24-inch spacing, less 
lumber, time and labor are 
required. Labor costs will 
also be reduced if windows 
and doors are selected to fit 
the 24-inch spacing.
® Make sure the addi­
tion is energy-efficient to 
achieve long-range fuel 
savings. Provide optimum 
insulation in walls and 
ceiling, use wood windows 
with insulating glass, and 




INSULATING YOUR ATTIC? According to the CertainTeed Home 
Institute, you shouldn’t add attic insulation with a vapor barrier if 
existing insulation already has one. Instead, add unfaced batts of 
|| fiber glass insulation. If you can’t find unfaced products, you can still 
substitute kraft-faced batts, but you must slash the vapor barrier 
g to destroy its effectiveness. Otherwise, you could have moisture 
problems in the attic.
ii
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Ks A Way Of life
T¥ 175D:=
Seethe full range of Yamaha dirt bikes at
MULLINS MARINE SALES
925 YalcS St. Victoria 382-1928
m FISHIN' HOLE
SEAFOOD MART LTD.
“The store with the down home al- 
mosphere." Come in and browse and 
liave a cup of coffee - on the House.
801 Goldsfreann 
478-2544
EVERYTHING FOR THE FISHERMAN/FISHERWOMAN
TEASERS (all sizes) u5145 each JL
Peetz 5%" RECORDER REELS 
Daiwa SPINNING REELS II
*3r 4000c W2600c
"Old Pal" Pro TACKLE BOXES 
BAIT Anchovies 
Tyee Strip
per pack of 10 
per pack of 6
$149
ALSO Full Line of Fresh Fish and Sausage
■ ' ii
with a Good Selection of Cheeses
SENIOR CITIZENS DAYS







CHINON CS-the finest economy SLR available
tmt CHINON 135m 2.8 lens
•to bring in those faraway 
animals.
VELSTRAP
■the light fast-action harness for hiking, skiing, etc.
KODACOLOR 400 FILM
-to catch the action in any light.
HIKER SOFT BAG
-to hold it all together 








I’orbidden Plaicaii is the 
headquarters on Vancouver 
Island for winter outdoors 
activity.
From skiini’ to 
snowshocing atid winter 
eatnping, the Forbidden 
I’lateau eotnple.v has just 
about everythittg.
'Lhe ski I’aeilities are run by
the Mount Ifechei Ski
nevelopment Society, a 
eomimtnity-owned non­
profit gioup that e.vrnuids tire 
operation a little more each
yetir.
Base camp, and the 
parkitig lot for 500 cars, is at 
2..TOO feet elevation, Situated 
at the base are the ski school, 
ski rentals tttid day lodge.
lift facilities are a 
chairlift, three 1'-bars and a 
rtrpetow,
The chairlift is 4,500 feel 
long anti irrovides a vertictif 
drop of 1,000 feet.
Forbidden i’lateau is a 
"IVmrily” facility, and most 
of the runs are the junior-
i
SUZUKI Ess©nficil Dir# Bikes
DSIODL
See the Dirt-Serious hikes at
COLWOOD HONDA
DIV. OF MULLINS MARINE SALES




kind, but some runs of in­
terest to advance skiers are . 
available.
Average snowpack is eight 
feet at the base and 15 feet at 
the top.
Wolf Clar, manager of the 
oiieralion, says 1,500 or so 
skier can be handled com­
fortably on any given day.
Forbidden I’laieau l odge, 
it '‘rustic" building a few 
hundred feet below the ski 
runs, is it private operation 
that offers special t)p- 
poriunilies in outdoor 
recreation.
Staff specialists are 
available for instruction or lo 
lead tours,, The l.odge 
yspecially eaters to families 
iind groups, imtl can house 
up to 45 persons at any one 
lime,
At the top trf Ihe list is 
eross-cotmiry skiing, the 
emerging winter sport.
Mills and trails in and 
aronitd Forbidden Plateau 
are considered ideal for 
cross-eotmiry, and the Finlge 
staff can provide rentals, 
instructions iind tours,
(Tiber specialities are snow- 
shoeing and winter camping 
wlien, the Podge owners 
piomise, "We ciin shtwv ytui 
how to esieiid your camping 
season to vein round, ,Tind
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! ISLAND’S SKI CENTRE
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slay warm loo.”
I'or inrorniation, oonlacl 
lhe nianai’er, I.ylo I’elier, 
ihrouyh tlic Courienay Radio 
Opeiaior, and ask lo be 
councctcil with IMaleau Ski 
I odiie.
In Courtenay, 15 miles east 
of lhe plateau, hundreds of
rooms are available in motels 
I'nr overnight ae- 
eommodalion. Some cater to 
skiers.
The setison at the Lodge is 
yetir-round, h'or skiing, if the 
snow flies, the setison will 
open December 10.
()\ er the winter, ski reports
are supplied to Victoria radio 
stations tuul the Chvsi Motel 
twice a day by Cieorge 
Manning, owner of the Aneo 
Slumberlodge,
> f)r you can phone 
Courtenay, til .l.CI-Zd.*!! for 
iip-io-i he-minut e ski in­
formal ion.
CROSS-COUNTRY 
IS COMING OF AGE
Skiing need not conjure up 
thoughts of chair lifts, 
sophisticated ski resorts and 
huge numbers of rims down 
hiiili hills or mountains.
H.C.'s Ciiriboo, for in­
stance, is a gentle, rolling 
eouniry where ski facilities 
have never been developed, 
Yet skiing there is very 
popular,
Reason'.’ Cross eoimiry 
skliiin. Its popularity iioes up 
each year often so fast that 
ski shop operators lutve some/ 
trouble keeping up with the' 
demand foi equipment.
The wide-open spiices and 
rolling hills of the Caiiboo 
ilie, of course, ideal lot this 
type of skiing.
More than a do/en ranches 
iind resorts in the Cariboo 
have opened their doors to 
aeeoinmodiiie ilie sld tourers,
Most ol them operate as 
guest rtinehes or fishing 
camps in the sunmiei ,
Noss, with accommodation 
winteri/ed, the operators stay 
open yetir roiind,
I'ticililies I tinge from the 
simple room-wiihmieals of 
family ranelies from 70 Mile 
House lo Qnesnel, to the 
resiaunim, motel tind air 
sii'i|v of die largest of the 
Cai iboo dude ranelies.
In some places, trails have 
been cut for the' cross- 
country skier with the lielp ol 
a mechanical trail ctiitcr ihtn 
moves easily ihroiigh the 
snow and gives the skier an 
easy ptiili lo follow. Near 100 
Mile I louse, some *40 mile t of 
trails ranging in ilifficiiliy 
from beginner lo e\|>eiienced 
ilie laid out in a wide area 






for the latest ski conditions./
And for your




-accommodation for two nights or more (based on double occupancy) plus your ski 
passes (and equipment rental if required), you can save up Ip $15.00. -
d'or reservations in Courtenay call the Victoria Slumber Lodge at 388-4345 or 
ANCO Slumber Lodge ! 12-334-2451. ; ■
ANCO SLUMBERLODGE




' ■ OO' ,
forbidden Plateau
I'or those who want lo 
escape from planned routes, 
Ihe Carilioo offers so much 
witle-open terrain that it’s 
ilifficiili to know where lo 
begin, Lro/en lakes, snow- 
covered plateaus, gently 
rolling hills — all of if 
coiiniry where the cross- 
country skier can find 
isolation if he or she wants it. 
Snow conditions atul 
weather abto make the 
Cariboo an idetil place to go 
ski louring, 'remperaiiires are 
usually in the -.V' lo -10" C 
I tinge, and the snow has a 
good powder base. The 
weather is dry and sunny for 
imicli of the winter in the 
Cariboo.
file Caiiboo offers oiliei 
cniei lainmeht ' for winter 








-accomnuulal ions for 
individuals, groups (up to 
4fi in group)
'full facilities 
7 DAYS a week
WE CAN:
-III range a erosscoimiry and 
downhill holiday for yon, 
-provide special group rales 
lor weekends or weekdays 
for over 10 people or 20 and 
mote,
P.O* Box 3271, COURTENAY, B.C.
V'iN.SN4,
UESEUVA'ITONS ABE NEC'ESSAUV.
DIAI '‘O'* iind ask foi ('oiirienay RADIO Ol'liRATOR to connect you with 
Pltiieaii Ski Ltulge ' colleel calls accepted.
Wednesday, October 5, 1977
Cold weather sailing — a hardy sport
Frostbite sailors abound 
in B.C. wherever people live 
beside the ocean or a 
navigable lake or stream.
During the fall and winter, 
sailors of every size and age 
can be found launching car- 
top dinghies, hoisting 
multicoloured nylon sails and 
playingthe seasonal winds.
Estimates put the number 
of skippers of small sailing 
dinghies — Sabots, El 
Toro’s, Mintos, Davidsons 
and Lasers — at 5,000 in the 
province.
Sizeable fleets of these 8- 
to 12-foot boats are to be 
found racing in organized 
schedules on most weekends 
around coastal and interior 
yacht clubs.
Major activity centres on 
Vancouver Island are Vic­
toria, Duncan and Nanaimo, 
but winter racers will be 
found anywhere open water 
is at hand.
Some areas hold Frostbite 
Regattas and championships 
while at some spots, like Elk 
Lake in Saanich, the season is 
wound up with a “dinghy 
regatta” in early spring.
Wherever organized events 
are put on, a fleet of rescue 
boats stands by, ready to pull 
•from the cold water any 
frostbite enthusiast who has 
the bad luck to spill, and to 
tow overturned dinghies to 
shore.
A rare breed of dinghy 
driving daredevil has been 
developed on Vancouver 
Island, where, mid-March, 
winter sailors from the 
Esquimau squadron of the
Canadian Forces Sailing 
Association tackle The 
Gorge, dodging rocks and 
rapids from a starting point 
near their headquarters to 
Victoria’s Inner Harbour. 
The 6,5 kilometre course 
heads along The Gorge, 
where water flow is 
dominated by tide conditions 
— making for an extremely 
active reversible waterfall.
Since 1970, when the first 
fleet tackled the course, 
spectators have crammed the 
rails of the bridge across The 
Gorge, and the surrounding 
banks to watch the .sailing 
action. What they see 
confirms that racing the 
rapids in El Toro dinghies 
must be madness: the event 
must be the closest to unique 





YOU CANT FIND ANYWHERE.
AMMO rilTidM sale
SUPER SAVINGS ON 5 POPUUVR HUNTING CALIBRES
COMPLETE LINE OF R.V. ACCESSORIES
lighting accessories 
DRY-S-AIR NON-TOXIC ANTIFREEZE
(Factory Ammunition - Can. MF6)
270 150 GR SOFT POINT List $11.00 Per 20 rnds.
308 ISO GU SOFT POINT SPECIAL $7.99 per 20 rnds.
303 180 GR SOFT POINT SUPER SPECIAL $37.99 per 100 rnds.
ALSO!
243 100 GR. SOFT POINT List $9.00 per 20 rnds.
SPECIAL $6.50 per 20 rnds.
SUPER SPECIAI, $30.50 per 100 rnds.
AND!
.10:30 WIN. 170 <iR SOFT POINT l.isl $8.85 per 20 rnds.
SPEC! AL $5.99 per 20 rnds.
SUPER SPECIAL $27.99 per 100 rnds.
, VELCRO
Less than Wholesale Cost - Stock up. and 
SAVE — SAVE — SAVE — SAVE
"’dm% A kitcheh
SIGHTING IN AMMO! 
MHIlnry IlanJptdnl - 303 - 308 •• 30:0<i
$$ SAVINGS FOR THE HUNTERS $$
THE PARTS DEPARTMENT 
FOR YOUR MOTGRHOME OR TRAILER.
international 574 YATES ST.
(iicrosH from 
lhe Post Office)
VICTORIA R.V. CENTRE Pli. 383-2422
478-83771080 GOLDSTREANI AVE. Dt. 26205
Exclusive dealers for
TERRY, TAURUS, SCAMPER, AUO, KIT, BOLER & CITATION.
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Centeimia! Trail; to Manning Park
In between the periods of 
rain on the coast over the 
winter, one can luck into 
some stretches of sunshine 
that would be ideal for a hike 
along the Centennial Trail.
The Trail runs 240 
kilometres from Burnaby 
Mountain through the Fraser 
Valley to Manning Park on 
the Hope-Princeton High­
way .
Much of the terrain is 
suitable only for hikers, but 
some sections are suitable for 
cyclists, especially the 95- 
kilometre Centennial Cycling 
Trail in the Matsqui- 
Abbotsford area.
The Trail was a joint
project of the 1967 Cen­
tennial Committee and the 
Pacific Region of the 
Canadian Youth Hostels 
Association. It follows as 
much as possible the original 
trails of the area.
The Centennial Cycling 
Trail, about a 95-kilometre 
round trip, begins in the 
Matsqui area at Mount Leh­
man. To begin, take the 
Mount Lehman interchange 
from Highway 1 and drive 
north to Harris Road, where 
both the hiking and cycling 
trails converge. You can go a 
little further northwest to the 
actual starting point, Taylor 
Avenue and Ross Road.
The best way of finding 
and following either of the 
trails is to purchase a map of 
the Fraser Valley, published 
by Dominion Maps, and 
featuring the Centennial 
Trails marked in red from 
Vancouver as far east as 
Chilliwack. The CYH office 
also has information on day. 
hikes on the trail, and on one 
two-day backpacking trip.
The cycling trail offers an 
alternate route soon after its 
beginning. You may either 
travel south and through the 
bustling town of Abbotsford, 
or stick to meandering 
backroads through the 
settlements of Straiton and 
Kilgard.
Along the way the country 
roads wind up and down, 
through the valleys and low 
hills that dot the wide, mainly 
flat Fraser River Valley. 
These backroads are narrow, 
often lined with deep 
drainage ditches, and seldom 
straight; they follow the 
streams and creeks that cut
through the lush farmlands.
FL-250 Odyssey the all-terrain vehicle at
CbLW©OD HONDA
DIV. OF MULLINS MARINE SALES LTD.
925 Yates 382-1928
The colors around you are 
mostly shades of green, from 
light to dark, yellow-green to 
deep blue-green of clover, 
alfalfa grazing land and the 
neatly-rowed vegetable 
farms. In the distance on the 
north side of the river, as well 
as to the south and east, are 






-I 1030 HILLSIDE AT QUADRA '
1 382-5815
§t Complete Centre For
i -k BIKES





AUTOMATIC EXPOSURE CONTROL, 
KONICA C35-EF MAKES PICTURE 
TAKING A PLEASURE...AUT0MAT1CALLY. 
ALL YOU DO IS AIM AND SHOOT!
&DAY
When You Need Mote Than
Just A Camera, Think Of Us
With our excellent photo finishing and knowledgable staff 
we can show you how to get better pictures.




A-frame, insulated cabin, 20’x24’, full loft, propane light and stove, 
Franklin fireplace, oil furnace. On leased lot in regional park. Best 
cross-country skiing on the lower mainland. Only snowmobiling 
mountain in the Fraser Valley. Two small lakes for summer 
swimming, downhill skiing, good hiking trails. Four-wheel or truck 
access. Minutes from downtown Port Coquitlam.
ASKING *7,000,
trados considorod (car, boat, etc.)




Advice on the best spots 
and months for fishing on 
Vancouver Island is available 
free of charge from any 
office of the B.C. Fish and 
Wildlife Branch.
Staff of the Branch have 
prepared a summary titled 
“Angling Data Covering 
Vancouver Island’’ for 
anglers who are not inclined 
to leave the island for their 
sport.
■Regional headquarters for 
the Branch are in Nanaimo at 
324 Terminal Avenue.
Distriet offices are situated 
at Victoria, Duncan, 
Courtenay, Campbell River, 
Port Hardy, Port Alberni, 
Tofino and Gold River.
According to the Island 
summary, following are the 
lakes and streams that are 
good for fishing during the 
upcoming fall and winter 
seasons.
LOWER ISLAND —
Bear Lake; Tributary of 
Cowichan Lake, reached via 
village of Mesachie Lake. 
Half mile long by quarter 
mile wide. Dolly Varden, 
cutthroat and Rainbow trout. 
Still fishing is best method. 
No rentals. Launching and 
docking facilities are private 
but open to public. 
Accommodation at Lake 
Cowichan.
Chemainus River: 32 miles 
long. Steelhead available
mid-winter, biit not highly 
productive. Accommodation 
at Chemainus, Crofton or 
Duncan.
Cowichan Lake: West ol 
Duncan. Lake is 25 miles 
long and 1 mile wide. Cut- 
troat, rainbow and dolly 
varden. Rentals, launching 
and accommodation at Lake 
Cowichan village.
Cowichan River; “One of 
the best and most consistent 
fishing producing rivers,’’ is 
28 miles long. Produces 
salmon and trout year round. 
Runs through Duncan.
Cusheon Lake: East side of 
Salt Spring Island. Good 
cutthroat, to 3 pounds, to 
November.
Durrance Lake: In
Langford’s highland. Trout 
fishing to November. No 
rentals.
Koksilah River: 22 miles 
long, access from Duncan, 
Cobble Hill or Port Renfrew. 
Salmon, steelhead, rainbow 
and cutthroat. Fall and mid­
winter months good.
Quamichan Lake: small 
lake east of Duncan, along 
Trunk Road, Indian Road to 
lakeshore. Cutthroat and 
rainbow. Trolling is best, tall 
is productive. No rentals.
Roger.s Lake: alongside 
Island Highway, vlO miles 
south of Duncan. Highly 
productive, rainbow and 
cutthroat. Good in fall. No 
rentals, easy launching.
Shawnigan Lake: Well 
developed, north on highway 
from Langford. Cutthroat 
and Kamloops trout. Good in 
October.
Somcnos Lake: Oil Island 
Highway, one mile north of 
Duncan. No rentals, good 
access and launching. Cat 
fish, cutthroat and rainbow. 
Fall months are good, 
trolling is best.
Tuck Lake: small lake via 
logging roads through 
Caycuse on south shore, 
Cowichan Lake and into the 
Nitinat Valley. Area is 
remote, access is difficult 
over old logging roads. Fall 
season is good. Cutthroat up 
to 2 pounds. Trolling is best, 
fly fishing is good.
NANAIMO —
Brannen Lake: Off Island 
Highway on Blackjack Road, 
west. Mile by half mile. 
Cutthroat to 2 pounds. 
Rentals from farmers, ac­
commodation in Nanaimo. 
October and November are 
good.
Nanaimo Lakes; 17 miles 
north of Nanaimo, Rainbow, 
cutthroat and Kamloops 
trout, to 5 pounds. Good 
fishing; in October and 
November, i
Nanaimo River; steelhead 
Tn winter months. :
Cutthroat and steelhead year 
round. Best through to 
October.
China Creek; west of Port 
Alberni on Bamfield Road. 
Steelhead Fishing October to 
April. Upper section closed 
Dec. 15 to Mar. 31.
Great Central Lake: 
rainbow and cutthroat to 5 
pounds. Season ends in 
November. Rentals and 
cabins.
Nahmint Lake; pack in 
from Sproat Lake, west from 
Port Alberni on Tofino 
Road, or by aircraft charter. 
Late fall is good. Excellent 
for steelhead where river 
empties into lake.
Nitinat River: restricted 
access from Port Alberni, 
weekends and holidays. 
Good for cutthroat, 
Steelhead season begins in 
January.
Sarita Lake & River: along 
Bamfield Road, weekends 
and holidays only. Good 
cutthroat to October in lake; 
good winter steelhead and 
cutthroat in river.
Sproat River; on Tofino 
Road, west from Port 
Alberni. Salmon in October, 
steelhead from January to 
March.
crosses the river near 
Qualicum Beach.
Campbell Lake; year 
round for rainbow, cut­
throat, dolly varden. Rentals. 
By good gravel road, 17 miles 
from Campbell River.
Comox Lake; excellent 




throat and rainbow in fall 
and mid-January to March. 
Some coho in tall. 
Accommodation nearby in 
Parksville.
French Creek: light run of 
steelhead in fall. Good fly 
fishing for coho mid-January 
to end of February. Rentals, 
accommodation at
alMrn/area
Ash & Stamp Rivers:
■EASTCOASr—
B i g Q ua 1 i c u m R i v e r: 
steelhead in winter, cutthroat 
and rainbow in October and 
November. Island Highway
Parksville/Qualicum Beach.
Horne Lake; rainbow, 
Kamloops, cutthroat, small 
kokanee to October., Reach 
via Horne Lake Road oft 
Island Highway,
Iron River; fished year 
round, excellent cutthroat 
and steelhead. South of 
Campbell River 13 miles. 
Accommodation available.
Little Qualicum River; 
Kamloops, rainbow, 
steelhead and cutthroat, to 8 
pounds, good in October. 
Accommodation at 
Qualicum Beach.
Maple Lake: good for 
rainbow, to 4 pounds, in late 
fall. Three miles from 
Courienay.
Puntledge River; steelhead 
and cutthroat, 2 to 8 pounds, 
year round. Reached via 
Courtenay/Comox.
Quinsam Lakes & River; 
excellent for steelhead in 
river from December to 
March. “Considered to be 
one of the best Steelhead 
rivers on Vancouver Island.” 
Access by good gravel road, 
two miles north of Campbell 
River.
Spider Lake: black bass to 
4 pounds, to October. 
Accommodation at 
Qualicum Beach, nine miles 
away.
Wolf Lake: good trout 
fishing September to 
November. Access by private 





Most of the rivers and 
lakes on the north end of 
Vancouver Island have their 
best fishing periods between 
May and October. Species 
available are cutthroat, 
rainbow and dolly varden.
MILLSTREAM CHEVROLET announces
The
# to the ignition of any one of our all new^ lineup
of 1978 Chevrolet products. Come in and try 
one on for size.
Key to Open the Treasure Chest in our exciting ^Treasure Hunt Contest. Your chance to choosefrom a chestfuil of valuable prizes if you pick 
up the right key. (no purchase necessary)
CorTie in to Millstream Chevrolet this week — Greater 
Victoria's newest and most complete automotive sales 
and service facility. Relax, enjoy courtesy refreshments 
— 300 3pd test-drive the new satin-smooth Cheyy Malibu 
Classic, the sleek Monte Carlo, or the all new super- 
convenient compact four-door Ch3vetle.
The new Chevrolets are on display now at Millstream
Chevrolet so join us for an exciting preview and try your luck 
in the Treasure Hunt. And remember, we have two keys to 
your success this week “-- one for driving pleasure, one for 
. fabulous treasure. 7
At Millstream Chevrolet, we really do try a whole lot harder!
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Edmonton, capital of Alberta, 
opened to settlement as a result 
of the 1898 Klondike gold rush, 
has struck it rich again.
It has oil, gas, and a thriving 
petrochemical industry, parks, 
convention facilities and, in 1978, 
the Commonv^ealth Games.
Edmonton is hosting the 1978 
Commonwealth Games next 
August 3 to 12. Facilities are 
nearing completion, ahead of 
time and under budget.
Ticket sales to the Games, off 
the Continent, began in April. 
North American sales begin Aug­
ust 3. Ticket and accommodation 
brochures will be available from 
appointed travel agents.
All Canadians will be given an 
equal opportunity to order tickets 
for the Games through a system 
provided by the more than 920 
branches of the Toronto-Domin- 
ionBank.
Ticket costs reasonable 
Prices of the more than 715,000 
tickets available for the 10 days 
of events are reasonable. Almost 
half will cost $7 or less.
Top price is $20 and $25 for the 
opening and closing ceremonies.
Canada was asked to come up 
with a tenth sport for the ’78 
Commonwealth Games. So, gym­
nastics was added to the other 
amateur sports, which include: 
athletics (track and field), 
badminton, boxing, cycling, lawn 
bowls, shooting, swimming and 
diving, weightlirting and wrestl­
ing.
Lacrosse has been chosen by 
Canada as a demonstration sport.
Visitors to the Games will be 
easily accommodated by 
Edmonton’s 6,000 hotel and motel 
rooms and campgrounds within 
50 miles of the city. In addition a 
“Home Hospitality” program 
will have Edmontonians opening 
their doors to house visitors.
A new rapid transit system will 
facilitate comings and goings to 
the Games events and city tours.
City attractions
There is much to see and do 
about Edmonton at any time, 
with the Fort Edmonton Historic 
Museum, Story land Valley Zoo, 
the Alberta Game Farm, the 
Muttart Conservatory and the 
new Cultural and Convention 
Centre, all nearby.
\\THth
Or for those more generous souls, 
well worth sharing.
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One of the three largest 
selling Canadian whiskies in the world.
Edmonton is a pleasant place 
to visit and live. It’s a city to 
stroll in, fly a kite or play ball.
Latest project is the develop­
ment of a 3,000 acre Capital City 
Park. Stretching 16.0 kilometres 
(10 miles) along the North Sas­
katchewan River from the centre 
to the northeast comer of the 
city, the park will have 28.8 kilo­
metres (18 miles) of bicycle and 
hiking trails, four pedestrian 
bridges spanning the river, as 
well as boat launching facilities.
Capital City Park is scheduled 
for completion in July 1978 in 
time for the Commonwealth 
Games.
Next year will mark the 50th 
Anniversary of the Com­
monwealth Games. Come to 
Edmonton, Alberta and join 
Canadians and international 
amateur athletes in celebration 
of the “World’s Friendly 
Games.”
Details on the Commonwealth 
Games, tickets and ac­
commodation can be obtained by 
contacting Commonwealth 
Games, P.O. Box 1978, 
Edmonton, Alberta, T5J 5J5. 
Phone (403) 425-1978.
THIS CUTE FELLOW, the sea otter was facing extinction only a few years 
ago. Now, thanks to the efforts'of conservationists and wildlife 
authorities, he is making a strong comeback on B.C. 's west coast.
Otter rescue plan works
The success of a five year old 
international operation to re­
establish sea otter populations on 
the west coast of Vancouver 
Island was recently confirmed 
for the first time.
Scientists from the Pacific Bio­
logical Station at Nanaimo re­
ported sighting several thriving 
colonies of the animals in the 
general area where sea otters 
from Alaska were released in 
1969, 1970 and 1972. The trans­
plant involved scientists and 
technicians from Federal Fisher­
ies, B.C. Fish and Wildlife, and 
Alaska Fish and Wildlife.
During the recent sighting fe­
male sea otters were observed 
with young, which scientists say 
indicates strongly that the trans­
plant has taken. Sea Otters were 
captured near Amchitka Island 
in Alaska for the transplant and 
v/ere shipped to Bunsby Island 
area aboard a federal research 
vessel, the G.B. Reed. H
The former abundance of the
sea otter, which possesses 
perhaps the most valuable coat of 
any fur bearer, declined dras­
tically in the 19th century as a re­
sult of commercial harvesting. 
By the early 1900’s only a handful 
of the animals remained. The last 
native sea otter was seen on the 
west coast in 1929. The trans­
planted sea otter population is 
fully protected under provincial 
fish and wildlife legislation.
Sea otters feed on a variety of 
mollusks, sea urchins and kelp, 
but variations in their diet de­
pend upon the greatest concen­
tration of individual foods. Sea 
otters are not particularly fast 
swiirimers. Fish are not con­
sidered to be a part of their diet. 
Abalone, sea urchins and sea 
mussels appear to constitute 
their principal food. Sea otters 
have been observed to float on 
their backs, place shellfish on 
their chests and use rocks to 
pound the shell open. A sea otter 
can reach 6 feet in leni^h arid has 
been known to weigh 85 pounds.
Continent’s Ist gas station 
in Vancouver’s West End
You notice gas stations only 
when your tank is running low. 
The rest of the time they’re too 
commonplace to stand out in the 
string of stores, restaurants, and 
businesses lining our streets and 
highways. But like other things 
we take for granted, there had to 
be a first gas station. Someone, 
somewhere had to take that first 
imaginative step.
Actually it happened not all 
that long ago. Canada’s first gas 
station—perhaps the first in the 
world—was born ahnost by acci­
dent on the corner of Cambie and 
Smythe streets in Vancouver. A 
bronze plaque gives the date as 
1907.
Imperial Oil had its Vancouver 
warehouse at that corner. Tlie 
hor.sedrawn tank cars of the day 
used to pull up inside to loud up 
for deliveries. Some of those new­
fangled cars came in to fill up too. 
One of them backfired. The bang 
was deafening inside the build­
ing. Instant chaos ensued. Horses 
reared and plunged; men swore 
^nd tried' to restore order; 
barrels crashed to the floor. 
When it was over, the foreman 
vowed he would never allow 
another car in his warehouse.
So next morning. Imperial 
regional manager C.M. Rolston 
■ opened a three-sided shack of 
corrugated iron outside the ware­
house, with one side open to the 
street. It contained a 13-gallon 
water tank painted red and filled 
with gasoline, which could flow 
through a length of garden hose 
into the cars. The first gas 
station. No one particularly noted 
the historic event at the time be­
cause it wasn’t done for cars at 
all; it was done as a convenience 
for horses.
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Victoria Tollor Craniton Ico Show,
Nanaimo Oklob«rFo»t
K0m|oop« Provincial Wlnlor Fair,
Voncoovor Chrlitmo* At llyciroff H
■Vlctorlo"■ :;v Ico Capndoi.
Kolowna Snow Fottlvcil
Kovolstoko SnbwFottlyal
Victoria Canadian FlQuro Skalino
Chomplonihlpi
Voncouvor Camping On Whonli, Exhibition Park
Prince Oaorgo Northern R.C. Ournos 
Vornon Winter Carnival
Victorln Interncatlanal Boot Show,
Memorial Arena
FortNolion Anniiul Treppem Pendervouc
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For a vacation that takes you 
away from it all, a trip to the 
West Coast of Vancouver Island 
can’t be beat. Only a few hours 
drive and ferry trip from Van­
couver, yet it feels very remote, 
with the rush and dirt and noise of 
cities left far behind.
vStanding on Long Beach you 
have nothing but thousands of 
miles of ocean before you. All 
that distance seems to add a 
special power and grandeur to 
the waves as they sweep in and 
break on the sand or the jagged 
rocks. On either side of you, the 
beach stretches for miles, broken 
here and there by rocky pro­
montories, while behind you the 
forests lie close, isolating human 
activity to a narrow strip along 
the shore.
Even on a summers day when 
the maximum number of visitors 
are on the many beaches of 
Pacific Rim National Park, it is 
easy to be lonely on the vast 
stretches of sand. If it is your 
pleasure to commune with the 
waves and the wind and sand 
alone, nothing is easier. At the 
same time for the more gre­
garious there are conducted 
nature tours and in the two small 
villages convivial watering holes 
where it is easy to meet people 
and be sociable.
The West Coast is not every­
one’s cup of tea fortunately, 
which is why it remains un­
crowded and remote. The kind of 
excitements it offers are the 
chance to see whales blowing off 
the shore, or seeing the sea lions
congregating on their favourite 
rocks. Nightlife is a stroll under 
the stars or a glass of beer in the 
pub. Relaxation comes from 
being close to nature and through 
following the regular round of the 
fishing boats coming and going 
providing a glimpse of a way of 
life attuned to the environment.
Rain is frequent
It is possible to eat well and to 
find comfortable and even 
luxurious accomodation, if you 
are prepared to pay the price, but 
the real enjoyment of a West 
Coast vacation will depend on 
your enjoyment of the natural 
surroundings. And one should be 
warned that the weather is highly 
variable and rain is frequent 
along the coast. The rain is warm 
and the air is clean, so if you don’t 
allow a shower to keep you in­
doors, the weather should not 
bother you.
The water is usually cold. Sun­
bathing on the beach is attractive 
but dips in the ocean are likely to
(continued on page 18) FISHING BOATS tied up in the small, sheltered harbour at Tofino, B.C., always make a colourful picture.
ON TOP OF RADAR HILL in the 
Pacific Rim National Park on the 
West Coast of B.C. this marker has 
been erected. Even normally 
unimaginative civil servants seem 
to have been moved to poetry by 
the amalgam of shore, sea and 
sky that comes together here.
^ ;v:m 'v' '
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Niagara Parks in Ontario -- 
1120 hectares (2,800 acres) of 
parkland along the entire 56 kilo­
metre (35 mile) length of the 
Niagara River - offer a variety of 
leisure and recreational oppor­
tunities.
The cataracts are colorfully 
illuminated nightly by the 
Niagara Falls Illumination 
Board.
An indoor greenhouse display 
is open at a tropical conservatory 
on the Niagara Parkway, a 
qfiarter of a mile south of the 
Canadian Horse.shoc Falls,
Winter brings an added dl- 
.menaion of beauty to Niagara.
The clinging spray of ff’o f’̂ olls 
blankets the nearby trees, rook.s, 
and lamp poste, forming unique 
frozen .shapes.
This frosty "Winter Wonder­
land" I.HU photographer's delight.
The famous Niagara "ice 
bridge" visually begins to form in 
the gorge below the cataracts in 
early January.
Depending uikju conditions, it 
vnay still Ivc present in April.
Winter bird-watching at 
Niagara is exceptional along the 
32 kilometre.s (20 mtle.s) of scenic 
Niagara Parkway, parallelling 
the Niagara River, between 
Niagara Falls and Fort Erie.
Numerous spccle.s of ducks and 
gulls can be seen,
car maker around 
will be trying^ 
to hand you thisline.
Look familiar?
It's the Volkswagen Rabbit.
But without even looking too closely, it could 
be one of any number of cars that have recently 
appeared on the market. Or are about to.
If imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, 
we're very flattered,
However, it's not the outside line of the Rabbit 
that makes it so revolutionary, it's what goes on 
underneath the line,
In the five intensive years of planning and 
innovation that it took to create the Rabbit, it 
was continually designed from the inside out. 
Not vice-versa, like many cars, Looks for looks' 
soke was never our intention, and that's where 
we drew the lino.
For instance, since our Irans-
vorso engine vsTOS mounted
sideways up front, it created a 
huge amount of room for 
people and luggage in back,
(Far more room we might add, 
than, any other car its size,) And 
since the engine took up less 
room, that engineering fact plus 
extensive wind tunnel tests
determined the dramatic slope of the hood.,
The sleek hatchback rear end design and 
the sporty line of the Rabbit's front were no 
accidents either. Even though they were in 
part refined by hundreds of test collisions over 
several years.
Function followed safety. And form follows 
function. All along the line.
You also get front-wheel drive, 72 kilometers 
per gallon (45 mpg) on the highway, 47 krn/gal 
(29 iTipg) in the city,* You can accelerate from 0 
to 80 km/h in a scant 8,3 seconds. (No ono has 
been able to match those specs either.)
You get fuel iniection, rack and pinion steer­
ing, front disc brakes, steel bolted radials, inde­
pendent 4-wheel suspension, 
and o whole list of advanced 
features that other car makers 
have not, even caught on to 
yet, let clone caught up with. 
Drop in at your nearest VW 
dealer and test drive the aston­
ishing Rabbit,
Why settle for pair? 
imitations when you can buy 
Theft’s no comparison, the original?
TheVbliGwagen
Rem
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Here’s how to save energy at home
By Philip A. Yandle,
WRN Magazine's 
Home Handyman 
Around your home be a spend­
thrift - don't let somebody else 
waste your money
A certain telecommunications 
corporation a few years ago used 
a slogan for advertising its ser­
vices that is virtually impossible 
to match. They stated: “A mes­
sage is not a message until some­
body reads it”. Think about it. 
Can you find a more logical state­
ment of profound fact in all our 
present high pressure propa­
ganda than that simple state­
ment?
There is an “energy crisis,” we 
are told, but what has been done 
about it? Not a great deal. At 
least little beyond a vast amount 
of talk and a number of grandiose 
suggestions that don’t suit my 
means when my bank book is put 
into the same perspective. Tlie 
wheat has not been separated 
from the chaff! It’s not a problem 
that money is no object, but the 
reverse.
Insulate your home, use a 
smaller engined car, get a more 
efficient heating plant to heat 
your home,'’double glaze your 
windows, etc., etc., are some of
the suggestions, as if money grew 
on trees. There is no attempt on 
the part of this writer to say that 
these recommendations are 
worthless, but some rational 
thinking has to go into the plan­
ning.
What about the person who 
doesn’t own a car, far less being 
the owner of a home? So it gets 
down to what we can basically af­
ford. Some of us grew up believ­
ing that “charity begins at 
home”, so what does that imply? 
Nothing more nor less than being 
sure that product you buy is the 
best value for your money and in 
the long run is the most economi­
cal to operate and at least be 
repairable in this age of “throw 
aways”.
"Instant picture" waste
How many people know the 
price in wasted energy they are 
paying for “instant picture” 
coloured T.V. sets, automatic de­
frosting refrigerators, self clean­
ing ovens, even unto the ultimate 
in helplessness - the electric 
toothbrush? Two years ago, when 
the energy crisis monopolized the 
headlines and the money 
manipulators (also known as 
robber barons) were making 
“positive” statements to the ef­
fect that Alberta was populated 
with “blue-eyed Arabs”, a small 
article appeared in the news­
papers that said “If all the in­
stant-start T.V. sets in the U.S.A. 
were “switched-on” sets, with 
the picture tube allowed the 
normal two minutes heat up time, 
there would be enough electricity 
saved in one year to service a city 
the size of Cleveland for a like 
period of time.” That’s the price 
you pay for a picture tube that is 
energized whether the set is in 
use or not.
Most sets are equipped with a 
“holiday switch” located with the 
tuning adjustment knobs, that 
cuts off the circuit that keeps the 
tube energized for use when the 
set is not going to be used for long 
periods of time. This still allows 
the set to be switched on and used 
by the main control switch, but 
horrors, you have to wait for it to 
warm up! There is a substantial 
saving of energy, and what is 
more interesting - money, when 
these “wasters” are eliminated 
or the purchaser refuses to be 
hooked on sales ginunicks when 
buying appliances. It is well 
worth the effort to start being a 
real ‘ ‘ do-it-yourselfer’ ’.
There is one question that we
• SELECTION - over 80 .standard plans plu.s our 
custom desigri'servico.
• SERVICE - representatives throughout Western 
Canada help you through yoiir building prolect,
• QUALITY - kiln dried lumber, twtn seal windows, 
R-12 & R-20 insulation, 2 x 6 trur.ses, clo.so 
comparison will prove National's built in quality
• FINANCING - allow us to assist you in securing a 
mortgage, oven on acreages,
• INSURANCE your package Is insured the mo­
ment it arrives on your job site, during construction, 
alter you move in. 1 year insuranco at no additional 
Charge,
• PRICE - you'll approclaio the money you can save 
by doing some o( the construction yoursoH
or even arranging the sub-|tadoa.
"Let's see. That was one witches brew straight up, one magic 
potion on the rocks and one champagne cocktail 
in o gloss slipper."
‘ ,i I '
NATIOWAL HA^ FAST 
BUI1.DINI0 ANd DEUVERV 
..............................'SERVICE
NATIONAL HOMES LIMITED
Box 245, Abbotsford, B.C, V2S 4N9
Yes, I would like to son ttio complete 
selection of National Homrj designs. Plonso 
aond mo your catalogues. ,
Name „ L.... .......
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would like to know the answer for 
and that is “how many people 
have bought what was called a 
Medallion Home”, thinking it 
referred to the quality of the 
building, not knowing it was a 
sales term indicating there was a 
maximum number of electrical 
outlets that would allow the 
‘proud owner’ the privilege of be­
ing able to use every electrical 
gadget on the market.
Save with storm windows 
There is nothing that can be 
done to offer any substitutes to 
save money in the field of insulat­
ing materials, since they have a 
rating factor and must of neces­
sity comply with Provincial and 
Federal restrictions, as well as 
local fire regulations, and there­
fore must be considered to be 
only as good as the manu­
facturers claim. As regards 
double glazing, yes, there can be 
substitutions. Storm windows 
were, and still are, when properly- 
fitted, a great protection against 
the biting cold of winter.
It is understandable that 
storm-sashes are no longer an 
inexpensive item any more, but 
very excellent substitutes can be 
made by any practical person 
using a heavy gauge of sheet 
plastic (not less than 6 mils thick) 
and adequate dimension lumber 
for making the frames. We do not 
recommend just stapling the 
plastic over the windows, as 
inevitably the first wind storm 
will tear them loose, and further­
more, it’s just a one-shot deal and 
has to be repeated each year to 
the detriment of the exterior fin­
ish and therefore not economical.
However these can be fitted to 
either the outside or the inside of 
the window, and depending on the 
care and neatne.s.s of the maker 
can be quite goal looking. In the 
case of older hoitse.s with mullion 
typo vvindow.s. the in.sido method 
can be used with a great deal lcs.s 
materials since the whole window 
can be covered in one piece us 
opposed lo separate sections. In 
the case of buildings two storeys 
or more in hoigltl thi.s also elimi­
nates the hazard of having lo iLse 
a ladder. All that is nece.ssary to 
do a good job of iiLsulation is Ikj 
sure tliey fit tightly to the existing 
fra mes, and lo bo removable they 
• should be held In place witli small 
miobtruslvcmctiil button.s,
; Ensure good framos
I One piece of good ndvieo when 
; making the frames: be sure they 
; are square and the corners arc 
glued securely with a good resin 
■ gltie to avoid movement when 
strolchlng the pla.stic over it, 
thereby eliminating any 
wrinkles,
Tliero i.s a disadvanbigo to Dii.s 
method, tlmt while they arc in 
place the window cannoi be used 
for ventilation, However, .since 
I practically all hotisos have a 
f titered circulating air .system for
heating, the air is as fresh in one 
part as in another.
For better heating, the air in 
the house should be changed 
daily and at some convenient 
time of the day (preferrably 
around breakfast time) the front 
door and back door should be 
opened for a few minutes to let in 
a fresh supply of air. Air depleted 
of oxygen is not healthful, nor 
does it circulate as well, thereby 
making the home harder to heat.
Eliminate needless windows
At a time when we are all con­
scious of the need for conserva­
tion of energy, if for no other rea­
son than it is to our economic 
advantage, it is amazing that 
architects still keep on designing 
“gold fish bowls” for houses, and ; 
skylights and skydomes are back 
in fashion again. This, in spite of 
the fact that we have been 
repeatedly told that large areas 
of glass, and in particular, sky­
lights, are the great heat losers.
Two years ago, we appraised 
the value and use of the windows 
of our house and realized that two 
fairly large windows were serv­
ing no useful function. Since they 
were both side windows they 
have both been eliminated with 
absolutely no loss of light. As for 
view, one looked at a blank wall, 
and the other at a well draped 
window that yielded once the 
exciting scene of a fleeting 
glimpse of an elderly lady in 
rather archaic bloomers. Not 
exactly Playboy!
Who knows, perliaps you have 
some windows of a similar nature 
(and anyway, who likes cleaning 
unnecessary windows) that for 
many years have been of little or 
no value. Mo.st homes find un­
broken wall spaces at a 
premium, for the placement of 
large piece.s of furniture, and thi.s 
might bo a good time to get that 
ehosterfleld Into a more 
favourable position.
Ne.xt i.ssue: the stci>-ladder that 
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“Reducing heat loss from your 
home is the most effective way of 
reducing your monthly energy 
bill,” Hugh Coffin, Northwestern 
Utilities’ (NUL) senior utilization 
engineer told the Engineering 
Institute of Canada, during a 
recent meeting.
Mr. Coffin estimates between 
50 and 70 per cent of the total 
energy consumption in a resi­
dence is for space heating. 
“Some studies have shown that 
proper insulation and other up­
grading techniques can cut the 
heating bill almost in half.”
He says the homeowner should 
aim to retain as much of the heat 
in his home as possible. “The 
first point to remember is that 
from the moment heat is 
generated in the home, it tries to 
escape to colder air outside. It 
sneaks out through the ceiling, 
walls, basement, windows, doors, 
milk shutes, mail slots and 
cracks.”
‘ ‘Proper insulation is the key to 
reducing heat loss,” says Mr. 
Coffin. Insulation is manu­
factured and sold by its thermal 
resistance to heat passage - the 
higher the number, the better the 
insulating qualities. In order to 
compare the insulating effective­
ness of various materials, one 
compares the R value per inch of 
thickness of the materials. These 
R values are stamped in large 
print on the covers of most 
packaged insulation. One brand 
of insulation may be thicker than 
another; but if they both have the 
same R value, they will perform 
equally well.
“Briefly, there are four main 
types of insulation; Batts, 
Blankets, Loose Fill and Rigid. A 
fifth type, ‘Foamed in Place' 
material, is now being evaluated
Insulation is made from fibres of 
glass and cellulose, rock or slag, 
wool, expanded mica, shavings 
and three or four types of plastic 
material.” NUL’s senior utiliza­
tion engineer supplied an over­
view of the various types of in­
sulating materials;
BATTS
These are sold in bundles of 4 or 
8-foot long sections of glass fibre 
in standard stud widths. They can 
have a vapor barrier facing of 
asphalt and kraft paper or other 
material on one face, plus nailing 
flanges along each side. They are 
also sold unfaced in standard 
widths to be held in place by fric­
tion which gives rise to the term 
“friction fit” batt.
BLANKETS
These are similar to batts, but 
are sold in varying lengths up to 
80 feet. Batts and blankets are 
used to insulate walls, floors and 
ceilings in frame or brick houses 
and can be used against base­
ment walls where framing has 
been added.
LOOSE FILL
Loose fill can be in pellet, 
fibrous or granular form ^d is 
suitable for pouring or blowing. It 
‘is suitable for upgrading insula­
tion in attic ceilings and walls for 
filling cavities in concrete block.
RIGID INSULATION 
Rigid insulation is sold in 
sheets of varying dimensions and 
is made from polyurethane, poly­
styrene and phenolic materials. 
It is particularly suitable for iii- 
sulating masonry walls where it 
is attached by means of a glue. 
Polyurethane and polystyrene 
present a severe fire hazard in 
exposed applications, but pr(P 
perly instaUed are considered 
safe. When used inside, they must
be covered by 3/4” plaster of 5/8 
gypsum board.
FOAMED IN PLACE 
Urea formaldehyde is injected 
into the cavity as a semi-liquid 
foam which quickly solidifies to 
give a solid insulation material. 
This substance is still in the 
“experimental stage”, and some 
formulations are subject to 
shrinkage, degradation and 
moisture problems. New stand­
ards are being drawn up for 
manufacture and installation of 
this material. Here are the 
recommended minimum R - 
value insulations levels suggest­
ed by the National Building Code;
Ceilings ..................................13.5
Walls ....................................... 13.5
Basement Walls ...................  8.4
Floors ..................................... 13.5
In addition to proper insulation, 
Mr. Coffin recommends the use 
of double glazed, sealed windows 
and doors. These improvements 
will cut heat loss through the 
glass by about 50 per cent. Mr. 
Coffin says it is imperative to in­
stall proper weather stripping on 
doors. “A V4 inch crack along the 
bottom of a door is the same as a 





Mr. Coffin says there are many 
ways in which energy consump­
tion in the home could be 
reduced. “A number of small 
improvements, when added up, 
can lead to a significant energy 
cost saving.” He says most of 
these items reflect common 
sense and will not affect our way 
of life to any degree, although 
they may involve some adjust­
ment to pur daily living habits. 




the items which will help the 
homeowner to conserve energy.
THE HEATING SYSTEM
- No matter what kind you 
have, check it periodically to see 
it is working properly .
- Clean dust-clogged filters 
every month or so and replace 
the disposable types before each 
heating season. A dirty filter 
restricts air passage through the 
furnace and increases both fan 
and furnace operating times and 
hence, energy consumption.
- Check lubricating instructions 
for the fan and motor; oil as re­
quired.
- Before each heating season, 
check and if needed, remove the 
fan unit and clean the fan blades; 
they can be covered with a dirt 
deposit which impairs their air- 
moving efficiency.
- Check and clean out the 
humidifier and replace plates if 
necessary. If you have a power 
humidifier, clean the dnun arid
tray and adjust the controls to the 
proper humidity for outside 
conditions. The humidifier can 
save fuel by controlling the rela­
tive humidity in the house; you 
will still feel comfoiiable at a 
lower temperature if the relative 
humidity level is between 20 and 
30 per cent. The upper level will 
be dictated by the outside tem­
perature and amount of insula­
tion in place, since condensation 
will take place on such cold sur­
faces as window and walls if the 
outside temperature is very low, 
and the inside humidity too high.
- Check the vents and chimney 
to be sure they are clean and not 
blocked by snow build-up on top. 
Also, a dislodged vent section in­
side the house will permit the 
products of combustion to enter 
the living area instead of passing 
harmlessly to the outside.
- Make sure hot air room out­
lets are not restricted by furni­
ture, carpets or drapes.
' ■■■! ‘
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by Marleen Macquoil
Mountains are not merely 
scenic. They must be conquered 
by foot, rope and courage.
That’s always been the goal of 
mountaineers, but in 19th century 
Canada this philosophy was 
shared by the Canadian Pacific 
Railway.
Once the CPR had laced the
Rocky Mountains with shining 
steel to complete Canada’s first 
transcontinental railway, the 
company turned to encouraging 
travellers to climb the splendid 
peaks on foot. The CPR reasoned 
that mountain-climbing would be 
good for business, both on the 
railway and in the railway’s 
hotels.
Mountain-climbing, at the turn 
of the century, was not a Cana­
dian pastime, and the CPR had to 
advertise abroad for both 
climbers and guides. Ernest Feuz 
Sr. and four other'guides from a 
small village in Switzerland 
came west to lead the adven- 
tui’ous up the newly accessible 
Canadian Rockies.
Hikers and climbers are still 
eager to test their skill and 
courage in the Rockies and their 
enthusiasm for the slopes is ri­
valled only by the skiers who dis­
covered the area somewhat later.
In 1911, the Swiss Village was 
built to house the guides at 
Golden, British Columbia, just 
west of the Great Divide separat-
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64 WRN MEMBER PAPERS
The WESTERN REGIONAL NEWSPAPERS (WRN) in Alberta, British Columbia and the Yukon now 
group 64 non-metropolitan community newspapers, Each member paper rates No. 1 as the preferred 
source fpr advertising, news and features in its own market. So when you put an ad or coupon in.any 
or all of our papers, you can expect some animated faces and live action!
ONE ORDER/ONE INVOICE with the WRN MAGAZINES
Also remember, our semi-annual WRN-MAGAZINE published in April and October of each year gets 
you 64 newspapers with 1 order, 1 rate, 1 ropro and 1 invoice. Total guaranteed circulation is over 
.350,000 homes -■ and all that at a lower than normal newspaper rate, Why not ask us for our in­
formation kit? Better channel your thinking to WRN - 64 outstanding community newspapersi
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Today, travellers on the Trans- 
Canada Highway can still see a 
line of Swiss-type chalets nestling 
into the mountain above the high­
way one mile west of the town. 
It’s said the village was designed 
by a man who’d never been to 
Switzerland, but it looks 
authentic, and the three Feuz 
brothers who followed their 
father to Canada settled in com­
fortably enough.
Two of the originals 
Edward and Walter Feuz are 
the last surviving members of the 
elite corps of mountaineers who 
opened the Rockies to climbers. 
These brothers, now 92 and 81, 
share memories of more than 
half a century of guiding includ­
ing, in Edward’s case, the ex­
perience of being buried alive in 
an avalanche.
The wealthy and famous were 
the first to climb the new Matter- 
horns. Lord Minto, governor- 
general of Canada, climbed the 
Selkirk range with Ernest Feuz 
Sr. in 1900. Even titled ladies 
climbed, with or without their 
husbands and relatives, and re­
corded their praise of his guiding 
in Edward Feuz’ little red diary. 
Walter Feuz recalls some women 
climbers who climbed so fast 
“they had their heads in my 
rucksack”.
In the early days of this cen­
tury, the service of Swiss guides 
was provided free by the CPR if 
climbers stayed at the new 
Chateau Lake Louise (but the 
charge was only $7 per day if they 
didn’t).
Today’s mountaineers may 
hire a qualified mountain guide 
for about $75 a day.
Walter Feuz recalls that the 
hardest part of guiding in those 
early days was to lead climbers 
who thought they knew more 
about climbing than the guides.
“I was sometimes very harsh 
with my climbers,” Edward 
agrees. “It’s a guide’s duty to see 
that things are done as they 
should be done. Five at most to a 
rope, and two is even better.”
The climbing aids on trips of 
three weeks to a month consisted 
of a pair of hobnailed boots, a 
rope,’ and crampons or steel 
spikes attached to tlieir boots to 
prevent sliding on ice.
The Feuz brothers scoff at the 
sophisticated mechanical devices 
of today’s mountaineers.
“We never bothered with 
them,” Edward says. “Our 
system was to find the easiest 
routes up the mountain. We 
called it pleasure climbing.
“Now they use pitons (.special 
mountaineers nails hammered 
into rock) and go the harde.st 
way. They have so much equip­
ment there is nothing but hanging 
stuff on Ihoir bodies,”
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The Labatt'u Ski Binding Tost Clinic is only one part of a multi» 
phaGOcI progrom designed lo help you enjoy the sport of 
skiing. Bosidos those clinics* the Laball's Safe Skiing Program
will bo bringing you publications on
• Skiing Exorclsos • Skiing Courtly and
• Skiing Safety Lift Riding
• Binding Caro • Importanco of Losoons
Also, this multi-year program will offer Sominarsand Work­
shops on Binding Caro ond Mainlencmco and Skiing Courtosy 
cinri Sofoly, '
Como ski wilh us, it's funlll Cimucllcm
Ski t'atrol Sy«tom
Labatt Breweries in conjuncfion with the Canadian Ski Patrol System are
bringing to B.C. skiers the kabott s Ski Binding Clinic.
On-going studies and experience from a previous pilot project have clearly 
indicated that ski accident prevention woulcf be greatly improved if a prrjven 
method of checking the effectiveness of release bindings wore readily available to 
the skiing public.
Labatt's is proud lo help make this free service available to all skiers in British 
Columbia. The programme, consisting of small trailers sot up at ski areas, contain 
the binding testing devices, registrotlon anrJ Labatt Safe Skiing litoratuie, Staffed by 
qualified Canadian Ski Patrol System examiners, llie Ski Binding Test Clinics will
hopefully visit every ski area on a regular basis.
Aill'iouqh the Pot colors will advise skiers on faulty adjustments or inadequate
equipment |hey will not be available for on-the-spot adjustments to the skiers 
equipment. The skiers will be accurately informed as to the condition of their 
equipment and advised lo take their bindings lo a cjualified ski shop for the nec­
essary cidjustmanls.
Watch for the Labatt's Ski Binding Clinics at ski areas near you or contact a 
member of Iho Canadian Ski Patrol System or Lalxitt Breweries of B.C Ltd., 976
Richards St., Vancouver, V6B 3C1, (604) 669-5050 for a schedule.
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by Tony Sloan
A yellow-headed blackbird and 
his red-winged cousin exchanged 
chucks on adjacent willows; a 
black-crowned night heron 
peered cautionsly from the 
marsh grass beyond; a black tern 
hovered above a rich black boil of 
swimming baby bullheads; and 
in the distant background, two 
giant white pelicans winged their 
way magestically above the sea 
green marsh . • ■ click ... five 
species of birds in one picture. 
Not bad, even for Netley Marsh 
at the southern end of Lake 
Winnipeg in Manitoba.
Explorers, missionaries and 
pioneers marvelled at the 
remarkable bird life that 
inhabited the far-flung marshes 
abutting the huge inland seas 
(Lakes Winnipeg and Manitoba) 
to the north and west of the Red 
River. Today, wheatfields have 
replaced the prairie grass and a 
largy city is just beyond the 
horizon, but the briny green 
marsh grass, buUrushes, water 
horsetail and towering cane 
grass wave on and one for more 
than 100 square miles in the 
Netley marsh alone, and have 
changed little since first seen by 
the fur trading voyageurs.
MANITOBA'S EXTENSIVE MAR­
SHES ore a bird watcher's 
paradise. The alert bittern is 
ready to defend her eggs against 
marauders.
The marsh is best toured by 
canoe, but a persistent north 
wind kept blowing in from the 
180-mile sweep of Lake Winnipeg 
and we were declared windboimd 
for the day. The alternative at 
Chelsey Lodge is a walk along 
four miles of dike road skirting 
the edge of the marsh with 
packed lunch and an ample 
supply of camera film.
The narrow channels parallel­
ing the road are training waters 
for July broods of young duck­
lings and they are observed 
swimming furiously behind fuss­
ing hens leading them to cover. 
One mother mallard fixed me 
with an anxious eye while ignor­
ing a muskrat with a mouthful of 
buUrush swimming by within a 
few feet of her youngsters.
Several paces onward and the 
tall shoreline vegetation fairly 
explodes with the thrashing of 
powerful wings as a great blue 
heron lifts off carrying a good- 
sized silvery fish in its stiletto 
beak. Simultaneously, three fast­
flying teal pass overhead, while a 
lone shoveler criss-crosses to­
wards the north.
Common terns wheeze and dive 
for minnows as huge carp browse 
lazily in the warm shallows. 
Black globs of tiny bullheads, 
numbering in the thousands, 
swim in a tight seething mass ob­
scuring the mother moving 
slowly along the bottom.
Beyond, a family of elegant 
western grebes parade out of 
camera range, in open water, 
with two little ones hitching rides 
on the parents’backs.
The concerned tootling of a coot 
causes a young duckling to sub-1- 
merge among the aquatic plants 
within a few yards of me. He is 
right there with only his beak 
showing above Water, but he 
remains invisible to my scanning 
eye.
There’s that hint of reverence 
in Ches Schofield’s voice when he 
talks about Netley Marsh. He has 
hunted, guided and explored the 
Marsh for 40 years and he leaves 
little doubt, as our canoe moved 
quietly along the grassed-in 
waterway the following morning, 
that the vast teeming marshland 
is still very much a fascinating 
place to be.
It’s past 9 a.m. and Ches says 
we have missed the dawn feeding
period between 4 and 6 a.m. 
“That’s when all birds are out in 
the open water and the sound is 
unbelievable. They have young 
now and will be hiding in the 
grass and weeds so we’ll have to 
look for them.’’
A low chorus of alarm and 
rallying calls emanates from the 
high grass as we approach 
scurrying young broods with the 
female enacting the broken wing 
routine to draw us away.
A flight of four white pelicans 
closed near enough to offer a 
thrilling contrast of startling 
white on blue sky before peeling 
off to settle down a short distance 
away. We later had one of the 
giant birds swim within 30 feet of 
the canoe where it lifted off on 
cue when flushed for the action 
shot.
A family of western grebes, 
known locally as heU-divers, kept 
a discreet distance. The trick, 
Ches explained, was to sit quietly 
for a time and rely on their 
curiosity to make them come to 
you.
We set out to get a close-up 
action shot of a blue heron. This 
involves pre-focusing your tele­
photo lens (200. mm minimum) to 
a guessed distance and hoping for 
the best. Not once but twice we 
surprised and flushed a great 
blue within a dozen yards of the 
canoe, and well under my focused 
range.
Activity in the marshes varies 
with the time of the tour but a 
general guideline would be the 
spring migration flights in late 
April and May when the transient 
migrants swell the bird popula- 
" tion to the maximum number of 
species.
Later, in May and through 
Jime, nesting activity is at its 
peak, particularly among ducks. 
July is the time to observe birds 
with young broods, while the first 
few weeks of August is molting 
time, resulting in a decline in 
activity. There are from 100 to 130 
species of birds to be seen 
throughout the season in the 
Manitoba marshes.
The last weeks in August see 
the appearance of the season’s 
newly fledged young and with the 
arrival of the northern migrants 
in September, the marsh popula­
tion is at its peak.
“When the cane grass begins to
THE BLACK BEAR is one of the wild animals humans find most appeal­
ing. They should however be treated with respect and not approached 
too closely.
Black bear people favorite 
model for child’s ‘Teddy’
Lillooet, a.small town on the 
Fraser River, is synonymous 
with “Ma Murray,” the former 
fiery editor of the Lillooet Free 
Press, and jade. Very few people 
would link the area with the fedll- 
ing of 700 Black Bear to make 
3,000 shakos, a military hat, for 
the Royal Guards to wear to the 
coronation of Queen Elizabeth in 
1953. Fortunately for Black 
Bears, coronations do not happen: 
too often and the life of a shako is 
about 40 years!
The Black Bear, which comes 
in various colour phases, brown, 
dark brown, cinnamon, blue- 
black and white, is one of our best 
known mammals. Because of 
people’s foolishness in offering 
them food, they can become a 
nuisance at campsites, and must 
often be moved away or destroy­
ed.
turn yellow in the early fall,”- 
says Ches Schofield, “that’s my 
favorite time of year.”
The Netley Marsh sbc-day tour, 
including two nights accom­
modation in Winnipeg and four 
nights at Chelsey Lodge, is part 
of the comprehensive Manitour 
progi'am.
Information and booking in­
structions can be obtained from 
Manitoba Government Travel, 




U,se the wrong bullet and you’re and give you that controlled 
going to get a hit that may keep exjxinsion you need to get a 
on going. Hunting bullets not 
only have to get tlierc, but they
have to do the '.iglu thing once 
they reach their target.
Winchester hunting 
bullets are designed to do that 
job. Both our llat-shooting 
Silvertip" and our Power-Point" 
Bullets hit their mark, penetrate
clean knock down.
And rcloaders, because our 
hunting bullets are an exacting 
combination of accuracy and 
energy relca.se you’re going to 
get the same results from your 
hand loads as you get from 
Winchester factory loads.
And that’s hard to beat.
‘WMcmsrm,
CANADA
There is something endearing 
about this animal, probably 
stenuning from the fact that in 
1902 President Theodore Roose­
velt was on a hunting trip and the 
party captured a small cub. Some 
members suggested it be killed, 
but the president refused and 
kept it as a pet. This was the 
original model for the now 
famous children’s “Teddy bear”. 
More than 30 million of the furry 
toys were sold in the United 
States alone.
Widely distributed throughout 
North America, Black Bears pre­
fer wooded areas containing a 
mixture of coniferous and deci­
duous trees, with an abundance 
of vegetation producing berries, 
nuts, grass, roots, and herbs. 
Stream areas with spawning 
salmon are perfect “bear coun­
try”. Bears are omhiferous. They 
will eat anything that comes their 
way, including carrion (the 
“riper” the better) and insects. 
Wild honey in a tree is a first- 
class treat.
For most of the year a male 
Black Bear is a solitary creature, 
living alone on a well-defined 
range of about 15 square miles. In 
the late spring he seeks out one or 
two females. The cubs, usually 
one or two in number, are born in 
January or February while the 
female is still in her winter den. 
At birth the cubs are between six 
to eight inches long and weigh 
about half a pound. This is only 
one two-hundi*edth of the motlv 
er’s weight. They grow rapidly 
and are quite active by the time 
they leave the den with their 
mother in the spring.
It has l)een estimated that in 
primitive times the North Ameri­
can population of the Black Bear 
wa.s around 500,000. Today it is 
about half that number, They 
have few prodator.s to worry 
about, although cougar.s have 
been known to attack and kill; 
and wolvc.s occasionally attack 
them. Man is left as the lX!ar’.s 
groate.st enemy. Me not only kills 
the animal.s for so-called “.sport" 
but hu.s also made .sub.sUmtlnl 
reductions in their range in some 
areas by resource development 
and by clearing land for farming 
purpo.so.s.
The attitude of man towards 
bears has always been one of 
caution and respect. To the 
Indians, the bear played an im­
portant role in ceremonies and 
dances. Different Indion tribes 
had their own beliefs in the 
powers of the “bear spirit”, 
which in some in.stonce.s was an 
imporUirit pnii of their religion.
Both Grizzly and Black Bear 
were honoured, but the Black 
Bear, being a .smaller animal, 
was known as "little Brother.”
Main forest deep in interior 
boasts migbty stand of cedars
:   Wa ofo in on nrPQpnf'p of Pertain nlants an
by John G. Woods 
Chief Park Naturalist 
Lurking within the deep, moist 
valleys of our mountains are 
aged trees of gigantic pro­
portions; the old-grovvdh cedars 
of the Columbias.
Although the huge forests of 
coastal British Columbia are 
known to many people, few 
realize that a similar rain forest 
grows in the interior of the pro­
vince. This rain forest occupies 
the valley bottoms of the Co­
lumbia Mountains and is well 
represented in both Mount Revel- 
stoke and Glacier National 
Paries
How is it that a rain forest can 
live hundreds of kilometres east 
of the Pacific Ocean? The answer
lies in our climate. We are in an 
area which features heavy 
precipitation and moderate 
temperatures — very similar to 
the climate of coastal B.C. and 
dissimilar from the generally 
arid regions of extreme tempera­
tures found elsewhere in the 
interior. With this in mind it is not 
surprising that our plant and 
animal life more closely parallels 
that found on the coast than the 
communities found in nearby 
interior areas.
Biologists and foresters know 
our rain forest area as either the 
Columbia Forest or the Interior National Park the Maunder
Western Hemlock Biogeoclimatic Trail boasts a magnificent
Zone. This distinctive zone is of cedar, spruce and hem-
characterized by its climate, its „, 11 n
geographical position, and by the (continued on page 11)
p ese ce c r p d 
animals such as Western Hem­
lock, Western Red Cedar, Engle- 
mann Spruce, Western White 
Pine, Western Yew, Devil’s Club, 
Skunk Cabbage, Chestnut-backed 
Chickadees and Steller’s Jays. 
Anyone who has naturalized on 
the coast will note many old 
friends in this list.
My favourite areas within the 
Columbia Forest are the ancient 
stands of huge cedars which are 
found on moist, deep-soiled sites 
which have not been disturbed for 
many years. In Mount Revel-
■
B/G CEDARS FLOURISH in the rain forests of Revelstoke National Park.
This giant measures 6.4 m [21 feet] in circumference. , , ^
^ - phofo by John Woods
i.
In the course of assuming that 
we had no history, Canadians al­
most lost it — not the history of 
dates and political events, but the 
living crust of buildings, arti­
facts, and man-made landscape 
scattered thinly over this vast 
country.
Until the last decade, many 
Canadians paid attention to this 
distinctive accumulation only 
when it got in the way. We were 
too anxious to escape the crude 
discomfort of our past for the 
style, colors, and temperatures of 
modern life. Long after older and
more developed countries had
second thoughts about clearing 
away a valued past, Canadians 
continued to fill their houses with 
chrome and empty their cities of 
character.
It was almost too late when we 
realized that, even as we lament­
ed our lack of national identity, 
we had been doing our best to 
destroy it. In Centennial year, 
1967, we focused our attention on 
what was happening; what we 
saw both disturbed and entranc­
ed us. We were appalled by the 
destruction that had already 
occurred; we could hardly recog­
nize ourselves reflected in the 
glass walls of new buildings that 
looked the same in Halifax or 
Vancouver. But, at the same 
time, we were also fascinated by 
glimpses of a past tliat we had 
never had the time, money, or 
wisdom to enjoy.
We began to study ourselves in 
hLstories of all kinds: academic 
books, popular magazines, tapes, 
and films. We ransacked antique 
stores and filled our homes with 
stiuned glass and stripped pine. 
Finally we di.scovcred tliat the 
past still lies dormant within our 
cilic.s and lovms, often cocooned 
in mildew, neon tubing, and alu­
minum aiding. Slowly we're 
learning how to bring it out, with
colors and patterns intact, as
alive ns butterflies on concrete.
HorlUige Canada is at the cen­
tre of that discovery, although 
many Canadians have never 
heard of It, A comfortable, unre­
markable 1887 house hidden be­
tween apartment blocks in cen­
tral Ottawa servos as headv 
quarters. The house is an ano­
maly, which l.s also what Heri­
tage Canada appeans to be amid
Ottawa’.s interlocking structure 
of government departments, 
crown corporntlon.'ii, and regula-
Iftrv
The organization was started 
by the federal government in 
1973, but officially has no connec­
tion with it, There arc oitly 19,000 
members, whose membership 
fees don't even cover the co.st of 
servicing them wlthpublicatloas. 
And there’s a staff of only 19,
v..,,/ .'-...'-v L,. 'i-
Most astonishing of all, this tight 
little group was created and is di­
rected by a retired Ottawa 
mandarin who was once second- 
in-command of one of the best- 
known misunderstandings in the 
history of the federal bureau­
cracy — Information Canada.
Dickensian bureaucrat
When he was deputy director- 
general of Information Canada, 
Bob Phillips was widely known as 
the only senior official in the 
capital whose office appeared to 
have been designed and furnish­
ed by Charles Dickens. If the 
medium were the message, 
Phillips’ office stated that he felt 
more at home in the 19th century 
than in the McLuhanesque world 
of modern communications. Now 
he can happily spend most of his 
time back there, surrounded by 
rickety rocking chairs and a col­
lection of framed inspirational 
samplers in a dark study at the 
rear of the old house at 275 Mac- 
Laren Street.
Lean, with dark hair, he looks 
more like a young dean of liberal 
arts than someone who has a 35- 
year civil-service pension. The 
whole house has a pleasantly 
academic air that is just as 
deceptive as Phillips’ loafers and 
loose sweaters. But only an ex­
perienced veteran of Ottawa’s 
bureaucracy could have persuad-
Each house was purchased for 
$25,000 by Heritage Canada. The 
Pagan-O’Neill House has now 
been restored at a cost of $100,000 
and converted into two modern 
apartments leased at rents that 
are competitive locally. Rehabil­
itation of the other house will 
begin this year.
Heritage Canada hopes
ed the other members of the old- 
boy network to sidestep the time- 
consuming legislative process of
stronger legislation to protect 
heritage buildings. Governments 
have been slow to accept the idea 
that the heritage value of a pro­
perty belongs to the whole com­
munity.
Legislative support 
In 1972, Quebec adopted the 
most comprehensive heritage 
legislation. Since then, new legis­
lation has been passed in Alberta,
Saskatchewan, and Ontario. In 
most other provinces, improved 
heritage laws are being consider­
ed or existing laws activated to 
provide the three “pillars” of 
heritage legislation: listing of 
heritage properties, protection,
and financial aid. ^ ^ ^ ,
The federal government passed eventually to sell these houses
its own Historic Sites and Monu- ^nd invest the money in new 
ments Act in 1953, but only 700 properties. But it will do that only 
properties have been brought after New Brunswick passes 
under the law’s protection since covenant legislation, which pro- 
then and only 80 have been tects the heritage character of
acquired by the government. Ac­
cording to a computerized list 
started by the Canadian 
Inventory of Historic Buildings in 
1970 — a list that will eventually 
include everything built before 
1880 in eastern Canada and be­
fore 1914 in the West - there may 
be as many as 250,000 heritage 
structures in Canada.
The third objective that Heri­
tage Canada set for itself in 1973 
was to acquire some of these
i®
.starting another government 
agency and create Heritage 
Catuida almost with the strok'' of 
a pen, endow it with an anmial 
revenue of a million dollar.s, and 
permit it to make its own way.
At the start, in 1973, Phillips 
also had a clear Mcn.se of direction 
for Heritage Canada, As a collec­
tor of antiques and pioneer log 
bidldlngs and, as a memlwr of 
local heritage groups in Ottawa, 
ho wn.s convinced, a.s ho wrote 
then, that “heritage consemition 
In Canada is an Idea whose time 
hajicome.”
The first objective was to 
create a national community of 
concerned consurvatlonl.st.H. 
Today its members reiprc.Hcnt r20 
UK'nl orgonizations that use Heri­
tage Canada as a central .source 
of information, expertise, and 
practical support.
Heritage Canada’s second ob- 
jcclivo was to bring about
properties, but not as isolated 
monuments or museums. By the 
seventies, local heritage groups 
had discovered that it often did 
little good to save a fine old house 
or public building if everytliing 
around it disappeared. Re.stora- 
tions such as Le 'Vieux Montreal, 
Vancouver’s Gaslown, and Hali­
fax’s downtown waterfront liad . 
.shown tlvR it wa.s more effective 
to conserve whole areas by en­
abling governmenls and private 
cnteri)ri.se to recycle old build­
ings. , ■
The fIr.st conservation project 
oncompa.ssing a whole area tiint 
attracted Heritage Canada was 
in the community of St. Andrews, 
N.B. The initiative came from a 
local group, us is always the case 
in programs of Heritage Canada. 
In thl.se case, the St. Andrews 
Civic Trust suggested in 1974 that 
Heritage (’nnada purchase two 
derelict houHos In this loyali.st 
di.strictonthcBayofFundy.
Two displaced houses 
Both buildings, the Pngan- 
O’Neill House and the Gladstone- 
Smith Saltljox. had been built in 
Maine In the 1780’.s by loyallaLs 
who believed that they had 
travelled far enough north to be 
on the British side of the new 
American border. When they dis­
covered their mlstokc, they dis­
mantled the houses and shipped 
them by barge to St. Andrews.
the Canadian railway system, 
are a living if dilapidated record 
of the beginnings of white settle­
ment. Until a few years ago, they 
were generally considered to be 
ripe for demoUtion and high-rise 
development. But everything 
happens quickly in the West, 
particularly in Alberta. Strath- 
cona, with a million-dollar com­
mitment by the Alberta govern­
ment, support from the oil wealth 
of the Devonian Foundation, sub­
stantial contributions from the 
city of Edmonton, and $500,000 
from Heritage Canada, is now 
one of the most heavily funded 
conservation areas in the coun-
Here, Heritage Canada has 
purchased five houses on 104th 
Street and another on Saskatche­
wan Drive. Only the last one, 
built in 1910, has any claims to 
being a heritage home, but all the 
tects the neruage purchases were necessary topre-
such houses vent high-rise development and
wick IS among the . preserve the character of the
are close to adopting it. Coven^t district. As in New Bruns-
legislation IS ®a®®atial^t^ ^ wick, the houses will probably be
sold as soon as Alberta passes 
covenant legislation.
Like Edmonton’s Strathcona, 
the Winnipeg district now known 
as the Historic Warehouse Area 
was, until a few years ago, a 
derelict neighborhood of cheap 
hotels and empty industrial lofLs 
only a short stagger from the
(contiiuiocl on page 22)
tage Canada’s central idea: a re­
volving fund for continual invest­
ment in derelict or threatened 
heritage properties that are later 
restored and sold to private
buyers. ' . ^
A start m Edmonton
In western Canada, turn-of-the- 
century communities such as Ed­
monton's Strathcona district, 
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SPAWNING KOkANEE SALMON create a brilliant picture because of their bright red colour when they return 
to their spawning grounds. Their migration can be viewed from two vantage points within the Summit Cree
campgrounds near Dewdney.
The spawning period begins in 
late Summer and will last for 
several weeks. The eggs remain 
in the gravel of the creek bottom 
until early spring, when the fry 
emerge from the gravel and 
move downstream tp Kootenay
Kokanee are bright silver with 
dark green backs. They are found 
in Kootenay Lake in abundance. 
At four years of age they migrate 
“home” to the streams where 
they were hatched, to spawn. On 
entering the streams, they turn 
bright red on the sides and back. 
Shortly after spawning, the adult 
fish die, as they are actually a 
land locked species of Pacific 
salmon, the sockeye.
There are several races of 
kokanee; the ones which spawn 
in Summit Creek inhabit the 
South Arm of Kootenay Lake, and 
reach 8 to 10 inches in size.
MERCUIW ’77. 
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how affordable our fishing motors are at your Mercury 
dealer, now.
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The return of these landlocked 
sockeye salmon to the creek each 
year is an event highly signifi­
cant to many people, for it is 
proof that the fish population is 
doing its part to maintain itself. 
Many people, including 
biologists, will be watching with 
special interest over the next few 
years, to see if the increased silt 
in Summit Creek will reduce 
kokanee numbers. The installa­
tion of a gas transmission line up­
stream of the spawning areas in 
1975 caused heavy silt in the 
water. Silt can suffocate the fish 
eggs in the gravel and reduce or 
eliminate a whole year’s hatch.
These bright red fish can be 
seen in Summit Creek where it 
passes through Summit Creek 
Campground and Recreation 
Area. A log bridge on the main 
road through the Campground is 
one place to watch the fish. 
Another good place is the sus­
pension bridge in the picnic area, 
leading to the Dewdney Trail.
Picnickers, hikers and other 
pedestrians are welcome to use 
Summit Creek Recreation Area. 
The overnight camping services 
are closed, but a pit toilet, fire-^ 





Cross-country skiing is 
Canada-wide but where, exactly, 
are the resorts that cater exclu­
sively to tile kick and gliders for a 
ski-week holiday.
Such a Nordic resort should 
have an extensive and interesting 
trail layout, a central lodge with 
a convivial atmosphere for fire­
side chats, good food and a well 
equipped ski shop with a resident 
instructor.
The, 108 Ranch in British Co­
lumbia’s Cariboo country is a 
26,000-acre scene with all the 
comforts of home for cross­
country skiers. Accessible via 
Pacific Western Airlines to 
Williams Lake, the 62-room lodge 
is the operational hub of a trail 
network that traverses lakes, 
meadows and evergreen forests. 
Check out P.W.A, Ski Bird fares 
for a low cost first class ski pack­
age holiday.
Banff, Lake I.ouise and .1 asper, 
Alberta feature cross-country 
.skiing options among the lofty 
peaks of the Canadian Rockies. 
Cliatcau I.^kc l..oui.se and Banff 
Springs Hotel arc known particu­
larly for their special efforts 
wheii hosting alpine trail skiers. 
Check out Air Canada’s Skifari 
Program for cross-country Ofv 
tions.
Sa.skatchewan skiers range 
from Prince Albert National 
Park near .Saskatoon to wilder­
ness weekends at Little Bear 
l4ike at mile 62 along tlie Hanson 
l ,akc Road. Ken Uwon is the out­
fitter and can bo readied at Box 
:ui, Prince Albert, Saskatchewan.
Tile Rlk Horn Ranch in Riding 
MounUiin National Park is a con­
vivial winter retreat for 
Manitobn skicr.s. A year-round li­
censed resort, the Klk Horn occu­
pies an area of forested escarp­
ment near Wasagaming, 16o 
miles west of Winniiieg and offers 
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by Charles A. Jones 
Nobody knows exactly when or 
why people settled on Cruso’s 
Island in North Carolina’s Green 
Swamp, but they’ve been there 
for a long time.
Of French ancestry, these 
Cruso islanders live by the edge 
of the Waccamaw River which 
runs through the swamp and vast 
stands of cypress and tupelo 
gum. The land has changed 
hands from large landowners to 
larger paper companies, and so 
has remained relatively undis­
turbed. The islanders have 
changed little too: they retain 
many traditions and crafts. 
Above all, they’re stiU skiUed 
artisans in working with cypress 
and gum, forming small hand- 
carved canoes as sleek as racing 
hulls.
The canoes probably origmated 
with the Indians of the area. To 
this day, the Seminoles use a 
similar, though larger craft to 
pole through the sawgrass
snags which would stop even the 
smallest conventional boat. Be­
cause of the low sides (four in­
ches of freeboard is average) and 
the absence of a keel, the canoe is 
paddled with one hand. A con­
ventional canoeing stroke would 
dip a gunwale and leave the 
paddler swimming.
Using dugouts all his life 
Islander Joseph Clewis has 
paddled dugouts in the swamp 
near Cruso all his life. He cut 
cypress and gum in the swamp 
and learned to make many 
things; he carved the benches he 
sits on and the tray on which his 
wife rolls bread dough. His house 
is shingled in red cypress. Joseph 
has worked off the island for 
short periods of time but has al­
ways returned home to hunt and 
fish. The swamp provides most of 
his necessities; he keeps fresh 
fish in a cypress holding tank, a 
garden produces vegetables in 
the spring and summer. Venison 
and duck are plentiful in the
A RESIDENT OF CRUSO ISLAND paddles through the backwaters of the 
swamp: The delicate balance of the canoe makes it necessary to
paddle in long, gliding strokes with one hand, Yet the canoe can carry 
heovy loods long distoncGS. ■■
shallows of Florida’s Everglades.
It is an odd coincidence that the 
Acadians who settled Louisiana 
also adapted the Indian dugout to 
their use in the form of the 
pirogue. .
The Green Swamp’s twistmg 
backwater channels and miles of 
shallow standing water have dic­
tated the shape of the boat. In 
periods of drought, even the 
major channels in the swamp are 
difficult to navigate. Consequent­
ly, the canoes rarely exceed 10 
feet in length, are surprisingly 
light and can glide through 
tangles of fallen trees and river
MORE ABOUT ...
Rainforest
(continued from page 9) 
lock which have attained in­
credible proportions. On a recent 
hike to Maunder Creek we found 
one cedar which measured 2.8 
metres (9.2 feet) in diameter at 
chest height. Five adultn with 
outstretched arms would be 
needed to encircle this colossus!
Another good spot in Mount 
Revelstoke to see giant cedars Is 
In the forests north and west of 
Ijiurctta Picnic Area. A careful 
look along the Illeclllewact River 
in the picnic area will reveal a 
cedar stump that measures 3.7 
metres (12 feet) across!
In Glacier National Pork the 
Beaver River Trail will give you 
an inside look at the old growth 
cedar along the river.
These stamls of Western Red 
Cedar are places which com­
mand both our wonder and 
respect. The human life span 
comes into a now perspective 
when you are shadowed by a tree 
, which was already 200 years old 
when British Columbia Joined 
Confederation. And, tree trunks 
of two to three metres in dia­
meter can make you feel like nri 
insignificant dwarf In this land of 
the giants.
winter. A neighbor raises bees, 
and they dry the honey to a crusty 
brown sugar.
When he needs money, Joseph 
sets traps for bobcats and rac­
coons and sells the pelts. If he has 
the inclination, he will make 
furniture or cypress shakes or 
carve a canoe for a friend.
Joseph has been making log 
canoes (“digging log boats” in 
local slang) for as long as he 
remembers. A cypress can ^ow 
to be a massive tree; splitting a 
log and carving a canoe with 
hand tools is a backbreaking 
task. Joseph reminisces when he 
was younger he could wade into 
the swamp with his tools, locate a
fallen cypress and paddle back in 
the roughed-out hull of a canoe in 
a single day. Only solid logs are 
selected, for the bow and stern 
cannot be made to conform to the 
curve of a naturally hollow tree. 
Joseph splits the log with an axe, 
wedges and a sledge hammer.
Once the log is halved, he shapes 
the outer hull using an axe.
Works by instinct 
Joseph uses no ruler nor tape 
measure as he works, ^stinc- 
tively, he measures with his 
hands, thumb to thumb, over the 
emerging form of the boat. Once 
the rough shape of the hull is 
completed, the inside is hollowed 
with an adze. Here one mis­
calculation, one bad cut, can split 
a gunwale or cut through the hull. 
With one hand on the interior and 
one on the exterior, Joseph esti­
mates the thickness of the wood.
He continues cutting until the 
entire hull is less than an inch 
thick. The boat is then hand- 
sanded and capped, bow and 
stern, with a curved cypress 
plank. The finished product is as 
symmetrical as if it were made 
by a machine.
“It ain’t easy to paddle,” says 
Joseph, surveying one of his log 
boats. “It will wobble, but once 
you learn, it will ride plumb and 
true and you can paddle it from 
here to tiie Halfway Gum and 
back in one morning. It will carry 
you and a buck deer anywhere in 
the swamp in high water, and 
most places in dead low.
“In a rainstorm you can lean a
log boat upside down in the fork 
of a tree and it’ll rnake you the 
nicest tent you could ask for. And 
that’cypress, it will last. I have 
seen a C3q)ress roof with water 
grooves worn in the shingles and 
they didn’t leak at all. You can 
paddle that canoe, and your chil­
dren can, or when you die, they 
can bury you in it.”
Life for Joseph and the people 
of Cruso Island is simple and un­
hurried. They take what they 
need from their surroundings and 
waste little. They have adapted to 
the mysterious wildness of the 
swamp and now consider it a 
place of safety and comfort. The 
log canoes have always been a 
part of this Cruso Island life, an 
indispensable means of skim­
ming through the swamp quickly, 
silently, efficiently. If the Is­
landers have their way, chances 
are the log boats of Cruso Island 
will be around for a while longer.
A CRUSO ISLAND CANOE in the still waters of Green Swamp, Carved 
entirely by hand from the trunk of a solid cypress tree, the canoes 
sides taper to a thickness of one Inch, This makes the log boats light­
weight and easily carried over land at low water.
JOC'
Winchester Su|x;r X. _ .
The only high bmsR, one-piece plastic hunting 
load for full, dense, patterns at normal ranges. 
This is tlie optimum Ininting sliotshcll. 
Available in all popular sizes and gauges.
Winchester Super-X Doublc-X!'^
The magnum load that’ll give you IO-15 more 
yards ofclTectivc range. And the specially gran- 
ulated polyethylene powder added to the shot 
column along with the Mark 5’ collar result in 
harder hitting patterns that arc right on taigep
Winchester Upland SbptshcUs. , ^
the only, low brass, one-piece shotshc I ’ 
specifically designed for upland game hunting 
where standard velocity loads arc ideal. I he 
right combination of power and pattern for 
game birds like; pheasant, grouse, partridge 
and small game animals, In all popular gauges.
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For Pacific Western Airlines, 
thill corporate staiemont npplier. 
to botli the area it serves and the 
people it sei-ves.
As Canada's western airline, 
Pacific Western must meet the 
riiiorons demands imposed iiy the 
reition it serves. Because the 
West is a land of tremendous 
variety and change, it demands 
to he served in many different 
ways under a great variety of 
conditions, In order to survive 
and succeed in Western Canada,
an airline must lx; ready to meet 
extraordinary challonges and 
move swiftly and efficiently to 
solve them.
It is the Westerner who ar- 
ilculates the needs iiiul demantis 
of his region. Like the land itself, 
lie is continually moving forward, 
.slrlving for growth and 
development.
In all its operatloas, Pacific 
Western seeks to siiti.sfy the di^- 
rnands of tlie Westerner. To this 
end, the airline's first pidority is
to transport people and their 
cargo efficiently around this vast 
and varied part of the world.
Pacific We.slern’s passenger 
seiwlco luis long catered to the 
specific needs of the |)coplc it 
serves. For many Westerners in 
•small communities, the airline 
provlde.s the only direct link with 
major metropolitan centres, 
Pacific Western oflora 
"Quick Ones" Tours 
One of Pacific; Western's most 
successful endeavors in its
passenger .service has been the 
"Quick Ones" — a variety of 
.short vacation packages design­
ed to encourage spur-of-lhc- 
moment traved. The "Quick 
Ones" packages have included 
such dlvcr.se activities ns horsc- 
racing in Calgary, football in 
I'ldmonton, a trip to Calgary'.s 
Dl nosa ur Pa rk, and r iver-hoatin g 
on tlie Peace River with the Tai' 
island Boat Crul.ses. Each of tlus 
"Quick Ones'' pnekages caters to
13
Two kinds of pegple make up an airline. The people who depend on it, and the people 
who run it. As Canada’s largest regional air carrier. Pacific Western Airlines flies mineis 
and merchants, loggers and businessmen, vacationers ... all kinds of cargo and just 
about everyone and everything else that’s a part of this vast and varied part of 
the world. We operate a fast, efficient fleet of jet aircraft over 14,000 scheduled 
miles in Alberta, British Columbia and the Northwest TeiTitories. We re mechanics 
and pilots, stewardesses and cargo handlers . . . reservations agents and shipping agents
. . . and we’re with you all the way. ,
the energetic, spontaneous 
lifestyle of people in the West and 
each offers a \ininuo, imaginative 
way for the airline’.s customers to 
explore their region.
Although Pacific Western 
seeks to satisfy the demands of 
all its cuatomers, the diversity of 
the “Quick Ono.s" packages 
confirms the airline’s recognition 
that each WcstCM'ner is an indi­
vidual with unique needs and 
preferences, Pacific We.stcrn's
cargo operations arc a primary 
example of the airline’s 
willingness to accommodate the 
particular reque.sLs of each in­
dividual dwtomcr.
Pacilic Western's Bollvlonding • 
Spocilic Services 
for Spocitic Cargo
The volume and vensatility of 
Pacific We.slern's bellyloading 
system meet the diver.so 
doiriands of shipirers in Western 
Canada. Becmuic of inerouscs in
belly cargo volume in recent 
years, the airline has refined it.s 
service to cater more specifically 
loThe individual rtsiuiremcnU; of 
it.s customers. Pacific Western's 
bellyloading sy.stern now 
provides three levels of air cargo 
transport; regular, priority, and 
g\iaranteed air cargo. Each level 
satisfies a different shipping 
demand - regular air cargo 
handles routine freight, priority 
air cargo (leliver.s rush items 
more quickly, and guaranteed air
cargo permits the shipper to 
.specify the particular flight for 
the fastest possible pick-up.
Although Pacific Western 
operates pas.senger charter 
services and Hercules bulk cargo 
charter flights around the world, 
its primary interest and 
respoasibility remains in .serving 
the people of Western Canada, It
l.s this concern which has guided 
and dictated the airline'.s 
o|K‘ration.s in the iKist and will 
continue to do .so in the ftiUiro.
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About fourteen years ago, my 
husband and I took off on our 
trip without accompany mg child­
ren since the little darlings first 
came to stay. With the eldest 
eighteen, the next sixteen, the 
youngest and last eight, and my 
mother left in charge, we set off 
for one of the most beautiful of 
the States in the U.S. of A
overbounteous servings, the 
helpings were small enough to 
leave an appetite for dessert.
Good! . . u
“Phone ahead”, we had been
told, “and ask them to reserve 
some lemon cake for you. Every­
one does. And they usually don’t 
have enough to go around.’ We 
had phoned and our eyes had fre-
fglorTortr1prA?;St£orthe quently roved to the large and 
eye, a feast for the soul, and in a luscious looking lemon cake
EUROPEAN PAINTING OF MOOSE contains anatomical inaccuracies but 
indicates fascination this animal holds for Europeans.
w J3.
moose FOpFCSoiits 1^0.11 aclii
In Europe a few years ago I shoulder blades and a series of 
was asked to settle an argument backbone spmes in 
between' two English-language shoulder region. Jhe hind 
students regarding the plural of quarters are slim ^d set 
moose. “Mooses” and “meece” than the front quarters. A short 
were both suggested as possibiU- heavy neck a long
ties. It took me a minute, myself, narrow head. Much of the head
to remember that moose was one 
of those words that are the same 
in the singular and plural.
This interest in moose is typical 
of Europeans who are likely to 
regard the moose and the bison 
as the most characteristic Cana­
dian animals rather than the, rat­
like beaver which we have chosen 
as our national ssnhbol.
Members of the-moose family 
are known in Europe as elk, but 
only the North American animal 
has the size and peculiarly awk­
ward, yet noble profile that dis­
tinguishes the moose from all 
other deer.
The moose are the largest of
the deer family. While the moose
found in the Canadian Rockies 
are the smallest of the four North 
American varieties an adult bull 
moose stands higher than the 
tallest saddle horse and may 
weigh as much as 1,800 pounds. 
Distinguishing characteristics 
The distinctive hump which
helps identify the moose is the re­
sult of a combination of high
consists of a nose which pro
trudes over an underslung jaw.
The pendant of hair-covered 
skin called a “bell” which hangs 
from under the throat also con­
tributes to the characteristic 
moose profile. The crowning 
glory of the bull moose is its set of 
antlers. These are renewed each 
year starting in April. They con­
tinue to grow all summer. After 
the mating season during Sep­
tember and October, during 
which they are used for battles 
over mates, the antlers begin to 
drop off. Generally all bulls have 
lost their antlers by late J^uary.
After eight months of preg­
nancy, 20 to 30 pound calves are 
born in May or June. Single 
births are usual. When twhis are 
born, survival of more than one is 
rare.
The cow moose may bear its 
first calf at 2 years of age but 
more frequently at three. Many 
cows miscarry because of insuf­
ficient diet.
little village perched on a hilltop, 
reached by a winding, climbing, 
wooded road, we found a feast for 
the palate! And thereby hangs 
this tale. ^
I can’t remember who told us 
about this-little restaurant, but it 
came highly recommended. And 
our first meal there left us feeling 
lyrical. A husband and wife 
establishment; the restaurant 
had a curio shop attached and 
tended by the man of the family, 
while the wife, a woman whose 
charm was the equal of her cook­
ing, which was French and 
superb, presided over the small 
and attractive dining room. 
Everything was perfection — the 
soup, the main course, the salad 
— and for once in that land of
sitting on the counter, carefully 
covered with a glass top, from 
which periodically our hostess 
would cut large, delicious looking 
slices, for those who had arrived 
earlier. Dangerously large, I 
thought, fearful that none would 
beleftforus.
But our order had been placed 
and the last two pieces were ours. 
Ambrosia!. Truly the most won­
derful lemony lemon cake in the 
world. We went back again for 
more on that trip. And every 
other year after that, usually 
with children we would head for 
the hill with the lemon cake on 
top.
The search begins 
I think it was on our second trip 
that I rather timorously asked
our hostess for the recipe. One or 
two pieces of this confection 
every two years just wasn’t 
enough. But that charming lady 
with charming regret, indicated 
it was a chief attraction of her 
dining room and it wouldn’t be 
practical, and of course, I would 
understand. Well, I understood 
alright, but I hated spending a 
year waiting to savor that gor­
geous, moist, lemony cake, thick­
ly iced with lacings of rich lemon 
butter icing.
Finally, it occurred to me, that 
if I tried every lemon cake recipe 
I could find, sooner or later I 
would come up with the King of 
the Lemon Cakes.
At the time I owned a lot of cook 
books — perhaps three dozen. So,
I started in — lemon cake after 
lemon cake, and some of them 
very good too. But not THE 
Lemon Cake. The icing was no 
problem — easy to duplicate. But 
I went through all my cook books, 
pestered my friends for any 
lemon cake recipes they might 
have that I didn’t, but still suc­
cess eluded me. Off to the library
(continued on page 23)
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When born, the calf is an un­
gainly, reddish-brown copy of its 
mother. By midsummer it will 
have acquired the cliaracteristic 
dark-brown coat.
Rapid growth
The mother keeps its calf 
hidden for the first day or so and 
then it follows her about on her 
travels, staggering at first on its 
match stick legs.
The calf grows rapidly, feeding 
bn leaves and twigs as well as 
milk from the cow. When it is 
weaned in November, the calf 
often weighs over 3(W pounds. 
Body growth continues to be 
rapid in its second year but full 
adult size is not achieved until the 
moose is 4 or 5 years old.
After 7 or 8 years of age, a 
moose’s teeth begin to wear 
down. As the moose is dependent 
on its teeth to break branches and 
chew twigs in winter this event­
ually contributes to starvation. 
Few moose in the Rockies live 
beyond 17 years old.
When the cow moose ap­
proaches the end of her next
World’s largest carnivores 
Grizzlies best seen from afar
bv John G. Woods home in these mountains.
' Another part of their work IS
Spring is one of the best times helping visitors avoid coming 
of the year to see Grizzly Bears into : conflict with the bears, 
along the Trans-Canada Highway According to John the best all- 
between Revelstoke and Golden, round advice for wilderness 
As the bears emerge from their travel is to ‘‘use your head”. 
dens they are attracted to snow- Grizzlies are unpredictable and
free areas where they feed on the 
new vegetation. The nutritious 
bulbs of yellow Avalanche Lilies 
, and white Spring B^uties are 
weU known items bn a Grizzly’s 
spring menu.
The Rogers Pass area of the 
Trans-Canada in Glacier 
National Park is a favourite 
spring haunt. Here, avalanche 
paths line the highway and their 
bare tracks usually abound in 
spring wildflowers which attract 
the hungry Grizzlies. As spring 
advances the Grizzly Bears 
follow the snowline up, and 
during a typical year, they spend 
their summer in the alpine coun-
no standard advice will fit all 
situations. If you are planning a 
hike in our parks I hi^y recom­
mend that you obtain a copy of 
the free pamphlet “You Are In 
Bear Counti^”. This publication 
was prepared by experienced 
wardens such as Bill and John 
and it is full of things you should 
know before venturing into bear 
country. Stop by the Parks 
Canada Office in Revelstoke or 
write us if you would like a copy.
Grizzly Bears can only live in 
truly wild areas and their 
abundance in these mountains is 
proof of the untamed wilderness 
at our doorsteps. They commandproacnes me enu g nn m  
pregnancy she drives the young the highway and out the respect and attention by man
calf away and a new cycle is visitors, Occa- which is rightly due the largest
■ sionally, a very late melt may ‘
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begun.
While mortality is liigh among 
new born and young calves few 
natural enemies except star­
vation threaten the adult moose. 
Even wolves are reluctant to take 
on a mature moose. While bears 
will eat calf moose that arc unde­
fended they will steer clear of one 
defended by a hcaltliy cow.
Man is the one predator against 
which the moose i.s poorly able to 
defend iLsolf. About half the 
moose that die each year in 
British Columbia are shot by
hunters. -
Fortunately in recent years 
Uiere has grown up a better uiv 
dcrstundlng that allows both the 
needs of the cnttlcihen and the 
riglits of wildlife to oxl.stcncc.










414 Vfinguartl Rd., Richmond
force them to spend part of the 
summer at lower elevations 
where they are far more likely to 
encounter man. In 1976 we had an 
exceptionally late season and 
Grizzlies were reported along the 
highway all summer. The trend 
to date this year is the reverse 
and It is likely that most Grizzlies 
will be enjoying the summer in 
the blgh-coimtry.
According to on-golng studies 
by our park wardens, about 50 
Grizzlic.s rnake their home in 
Mount Revelstoko and Glacier 
National Parks, Co-operative 
.studies by the wardens and the 
Canadian Wildlife Service have 
•shown that those parks have the 
highest known concentration of 
Grizzly Bears of any national 
park In the west. This abundance 
Is the result of a number of 
factors Including: the productive 
vegetation resulting from our 
wet, mild cllmalc; the heavy 
avalanche activity which creates 
their favoured feeding areas; 
and, the rugged wildernc.ss of our 
j region which has kept encroach­
ment by man into Uio liaunls of 
tire Grizzly at a minimum.
Bill, John and tire other park 
wardens have travelled for years 
in grizzly country and have a 
great respect for the huge hears. 
Part of tlioir job is to lasuro Unit 
Grizzlies will always liavo a
ic  is ri tl  e t e l r est 
carnivorous mammal on earth. 
To hike in Grizzly country is to 
realize that you are not the 
strongest nor the best adapted 
animal which wanders these 
mountains. To reserve places on 
earth where these potentially 
dangerous animals can live in 
their wild state Is to exhibit one of 
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OLDTIME FARMING is of increasing interest to Canadians who are dis­
covering that the search for a present identity begins with a know/edge 
of one's roots. Farm museums across Canada, including the Glenbow 
Centre in Calgary and the Agricultural Museum at Langley B.C. are 
evidence of this interest as are smaller collections of farm implements 
and artifacts across Canada. Above from the archives of the Rimbey 
Alberta, Record is a photo of a typical threshing outfit from the period 
just after the First World War. Other pictures are of the O Keefe Ranch 
near Vernon, B.C. which dates back to 1868. The
as a public museum will be visited by delegates to 1978 WRN Con­
vention.
/
OLDEST CATHOLIC CHURCH in B.C. interior, located on the O'Keefe 
Ranch, was built by subscriptions from both catholics and protestants 
who pledged "to pay on or before November 1, 1886. " It is located at 
the end of a walk which connects the old ranch house, the general 
store and the cook's house.
Pleasant spot to rest in front of 
general store. :
if
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Old coflee gtinder sluiids insidu 
doorway,
Together with our Agricul­
tural Department, our managers 
have put together a package of
services we call “Gommerce Farm 
Services”, to cover all your special 
farming needs.
The services we offer 
include:
Farm Credit
-complete short and interme­
diate financing to cover all 
your farm business needs.
Farm Credit Life Insurance
-up to $200,000 per individ­
ual is available for operating 
and term loans.
Deposit Services
-ranging from Commerce 
Savings Accounts to a retire­
ment savings plan.
Financial Planning and 
Management Aids
—to help you plan your busi­
ness and in turn your credit
Specialized Services
—when you have a very 
specific problem, the 
services of our agricultural 
specialists are as near as 
your local Commerce, 
manager.’
Ask your local Commerce 
manager how Commerce Farm 
Services can be tailor-made for 
you.
After all, that’s why the 
Commerce has Commerce Farm 




Original ranch house with side cut 




^MougMng it’ at ranch great vacation
.... .. i
When they think of a farm or 
ranch vacation most city people 
imagine waking up to the smell of 
bacon lingering in the country 
air, eating homemade bread and 
flakey pies, eggs warm from the 
nest, fresh milk and cream, crisp 
vegetables, newly picked fruit. 
Trail riding, haying, cattle round­
ups are all part of the imagining.
As Mrs. Swede Gano, a B.C. 
rancher who takes summer visi­
tors puts it, it is a bit like staying 
with country relatives, and it de­
pends very much upon the visit­
ing city family just how much 
they want to become involved.
You can feed livestock, milk 
cows, count cattle or sheep, 
gather eggs, churn butter, mend 
fences, split wood, fish or just 
plain take it easy; either way, 
you will sleep soundly every 
night, for all that healthy air will 
leave you plumb tuckered out!
Remember however, that a 
successful farm vacation neces­
sarily depends upon choosing the 
right type of farm or ranch for 
you and your family. At the pre­
sent time, there are approx­
imately 24 host farms in
r-. : ‘I
■' ■;
B.C. - Dairy, fruit, mixed farm­
ing, and cattle and/or horse 
ranches giving one a good selec­
tion to choose from. In most 
cases, this t>T)e of vacation is 
working out just fine, but as this 
is not always the case, we ask the 
question, “Are farm and ranch 
vacations the right thing for the 
city dweller?”
In order to find out what farm 
and ranch vacations are all 
about, we booked for one week 
into the T/D Ranch of Bernie and 
Swede Gano near Anaheim Lake 
and spent a wonderful time on 
this working cattle and horse 
ranch in the Chilcotin of B. C.
A long way to go 
To get to the T/D Ranch, one 
has to take the road from 
Williams Lake to Bella Coola 
(highway 20), a gravel road 
through a stretch of country that 
breathes history. The cattle are 
there, ignoring you as you drive 
by, but full of concern if you stop 
and get out of your car. Side 
roads beguile you to destuiations 
that sound like a catalogue of 
western movies. And there are 
villages that look like movie sets,
" -■ '• 4,
and cowboys who work and look 
as if they could be movie heroes.
There is Lee’s Corner from 
which, in 1898, Norman Lee start­
ed off to drive a herd of steers to 
the Yukon. Hounded by bad luck, 
bad terrain, bad weather and bad 
everything, Lee never got his cat-
’I '"'S.
tie to the gold-miners. He arrived 
in Vancouver with a dog, a dollar 
and a blanket — and obviously a 
sense of humour and the courage 
to set about rebuilding his herds.
It’s impossible to miss Alexis 
Creek, with the only blacktop be­
tween the Fraser Valley rim and 
the Bella Coola Valley — and the 
only beer parlour, too. And how 
many cowboy and Indian skir­
mishes took place in the dramatic 
Bull Canyon (in truth a bull pen?) 
just west of town?
Alongside the road there is an 
obviously crowded graveyard. 
“Condemned, you know.” a local 
sage sadly states. “No fire 
escapes.’’
At Nancootlooh, now totally de­
serted, and the crossing of the 
Dean River, referred to as “Fish 
trap
TWO SADDLE HORSES stretch their 
legs in the corral before being 
saddled for city visitors.
entertaining. Bernie is also a 
well-known guide with the West­
ern Outfitters Association. He 
takes hunters into the mountains 
for grizzly bear, mountain goat, 
moose, wolf, etc.
Our stay at the T/D Ranch cer­
tainly confirms the comments 
made by the Youth Development 
people in Victoria. We came back 
from our holiday enriched in 
every way. Summer is not the 
only time to go into the country^; 
fall, winter and spring aU have 
their own appeal and pleasures. 
So, in answer to the question, are 
country vacations the right thing
for city dwellers, we would say a 
n^r, reterr^^s qualified “Yes”, providing you
thsrS 8r6 SOrnG- snsllow tr/Mir* ^0TWn/rarmh
Do you have sparG rooms in your home or a cottage on 
your property or possibly a meadow for campers? Why not 
turn them into an extra source of income next year and meet 
interesting city people at the same time.
You can do this by participating in the British Columbia 
Ministry of Agriculture's "Farm Vacation Program". Farm 
and ranch vacations for city people are becoming more 
popular all the time and more farm hosts are needed to meet
the demand.
For more information on becoming a farm host, cut out 
the coupon and mail it to:
Farm Vacation Program 
Youth Development Branch 
B.C. Ministry of Agriculture 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, B.C. V8W 2Z7
Province of Miitislry oi Hon, James Howilt
British Columbia Agriculturo Minister






trenches and a brass plaque on a 
rock to mark the site where the 
MacDonald packtrain tried to 
fight off attacking Indians.
A warm greeting 
Six hours after leaving 
Williams Lake we arrived at the 
T/D Ranch, which is about 30 
miles before Anaheim Lake. 
Bernie and Swede Gano met us 
with smiles and handshakes. 
Later, talking to Bernie and 
Swede we learnt that nobody en­
joys country vacations more than 
children. Imagine a young child 
milking his first cow as our two 
boys did, gathering fresh eggs 
right from under the hen or feed­
ing the chickens. Helping with the 
daily chores is fun for children 
and adults alike, but there is no­
thing wrong with just plain loaf­
ing if that is what you want. 
Bernie and Swede understand 
tluit this is a vacation for the pa- 
rente as well, thus you can do jirst 
as you like.
Wo feel that we were extremely 
lucky to have visited the T/D 
ranch. Both Bernie and Swede 
are interesting, well-informed 
ixjoplc who go out of their way to 
make your stay as comfortable 
and plea.sant as po.sslble. The 
coffee pot i.s alwuy.s on at the T/D 
and wo enjoyed warm and gen­
uine hoapimiity, while each day 
brought some new experiences.
The setting of the Gano ranch is 
Ixjautlful, looking on the snow- 
covered coastal mountains. Our 
log cabin, which WHS .separate 
from the main ranch hou.se, gave 
us many evenings of cosy fireside 
chats, This log cabin, while very 
attractive, did not have running 
water or electricity -- so keep in 
mind tluit part of the cliarm of 
such a vacation is its prlmitlvo- 
ncs.s.
carefully select your farm/ranch 
location and family well ahead of 
time..
In B.C. David Freed of the Mim 
istry of Agriculture in Victoria is 
in charge of the family farm 
vacation program which goes 
under the Youth Development 
branch. In their booklet which is 
available upon request, they ex­
plain tlie three basic types of ac­
commodation: (1) full room and 
board. (2) cottages where guests 
can prepare their own meals (3) 
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Roalcountry cooking 
Swede i.s well-known for her 
heuriy and dellclmis meals, and 
her own fre-sh toked breads and 
pics; and Berrde's .ntories of his 
earlier rodeo days are extremely
Prices vary province to prov­
ince, but they are reasonable 
everywhere, starting from 
aroimd $100 per week for adults 
and about $65 per week for 
youngsters under 12, including 
thi’ee good farm meals a day. In 
most cases it is customary to pay 
a 10 per cent deposit when ar­
rangements are made — and the 
balance at the end of your stay.
Remember to book early, be­
cause families tend to go back to 
their host farm year after year. 
Continuing personal relation­
ships often develop. Accommo­
dation will be ba.slc, clean and 
comfortable, but not normally 
luxurious. Farm holidays offer 
.sometliing far more Importent 
Hum luxury, however, and tluil is 
the opportunity to renew oneself 
in the clean air and .solitude of 
rural Canada.
In Alberta, Mr.s. Georgina 
'raylor who i,‘i secretary-manager 
of ALTA Country Vacations 
Association, is In charge of farm 
and ranch vacations for the prov­
ince. She is ready to give any as­
sistance necessary.
If you are Interested in aucit a 
vacation, then get in touch with 
David Freed, Youth Develop­
ment Branch, B.C, Minl.sl.ry of 
Agriculture, Parliament Build­
ings, Victoria, B.C. Tel; 387-6589 
or Mrs. Geor(?laa Taylor, Secre­
tary-Manager, Alta Country Va­
cations A.ssoeiotion, R.R. No. 1, 




With PhDs driving taxicabs 
across the country, and with re­
cent freezes on hiring by Federal 
and Provincial Governments, 
education past high school 
doesn’t look all that advanta­
geous. But one degree — the 
Bachelor of Science in Agricul­
ture — is holding its own.
Dr. John Peters, Co-ordinator 
of the Diploma Programme at 
the University of Saskatchewan, 
says, “Because of the freeze on 
hiring in recent years, agrologist 
and field rep jobs haven’t been 
that good a source of employment 
lately. But the slack has been 
taken up by private industry.
Dr. John Bowland, Dean of 
Agriculture and Forestry at the 
University of Alberta, shares this 
optimism. “The general feeling is 
that the agricultural industry (in 
Alberta) is going to grow; the fu­
ture is good for graduates.”
In Manitoba, “There hasn’t 
been as much incentive for stu­
dents to enter graduate school in 
recent years because of the 
variety of good jobs available at
the Bachelor level,” says Profes­
sor L. B. Siemens, Associate 
Dean of the School of Agriculture, 
U.ofM.
What You Can Do With a Degree 
BSc. Agriculture grads work 
for chemical, feed and fertilizer 
companies, in government, and 
even in education, radio and TV, 
and finance.
“The future looks good for re­
search oriented graduates as 
well,” John Peters says, “be­
cause a lot of our best research­
ers graduated just after the war, 
and will be retiring soon. In fact, 
there may be a shortage of people 
trained in research within the 
next 5 to 7 years.”
Although the majority of the 
BSc Agriculture students are 
from the city (and about Vs of 
these are female), about 10 per 
cent of students in Manitoba, 15 
per cent in Alberta, and 20 per 
cent in Saskatchewan graduate 
and take up full time farming.
Farmers with Diplomas 
The two year Diploma in Agri­
culture is also producing jobs.
“For some jobs, the Diploma 
graduate is preferred to the De­
gree graduate,” says Professor 
L. B. Siemens. “He’s more prac­
tical, and has a wider knowledge 
base. About 24-30 per cent of the 
diploma graduates take jobs in 
industry or government (primar­
ily in farm management areas) 
and the remainder return to 
farming.”
In Saskatchewan, “Because 
over 90 per cent of our two year 
graduates return to the farm, we 
have more job openings for Di­
ploma grads than we have people 
to fill them,” Dr. John Peters 
says.
This happy state of affairs pre­
vails because “The diploma stu­
dents like farming; they’re not 
particularly interested in re­
search or theoretical matters.”
Mr. Bill Baranyk, Vice-Princi­
pal of Instruction at Olds College 
(Alberta), says, “Overall, 60 per 
cent of our graduates farm or 
ranch; the remainder work as 
managers for big agricultural 
operations, technicians at re-
NOT MUCH LIKE A FARM SCENE but what farmers learn in classes like 
this one can pay off later in the field. Agriculture education is ex­
panding in Alberta, in home study and extension courses as well as in 
school and college programs.
MORE ABOUT
Lginal
(continued from page 6)
Banff to Mount Columbia, climb 
the mountain and be back for 
dinner. We used to do the trip 
with horses, rafting across the 
rivers, and it .took us three 
weeks.”
The Feuz brothers remember 
with pride that the Swiss guides 
led climbing parties for more 
than 50 years without a serious 
accident. The life of a mountain 
guide was not without hazards, of 
course, including the threat from 
grizzly bears.
Edward Feuz had his narrow­
est escape when he was buried in 
an avalanche at Abbot’s Pass in 
• 1924. He tells how two parties 
were working on an alpine hut 
half way up Mount Victoria. They 
left the Plain of Six Glaciers 
above Lake Louise early one 
morning to carry firewood to the 
hut, with Edward about 300 yards 
ahead of the others.
Buried alive
“Suddenly we heard a terrible 
noise. An avalanche was coming 
from the top of Mount Victoria. 
We couldn’t see it, but tlie pres­
sure lifted us, pulled the paclcs off 
our backs, and then the snow 
buried us.
“It was like cement in there. 
But after 20 minutes the second 
party came up looking for as. We 
all had something showing. My 
arm was above my head; my 
fingers showed above the snow, 
and they saved my life.”
The alpine hut at Abbot’s Pass 
is still in existence, the highest 
buiiding in the Canadian Rockies 
at 2,R79 metres (9,5911 feet). 
Everything in it from liedding to 
cookstovo has been packed up the 
mountain on someone’.s back, 
over crcvH.s.ses hundreds of feet 
deep, through all kinds of 
1 weather. The pass Itself is named 
after Phillip Abbot who plunged 
to hi.H death there in 1096, the fir.‘}t 
mountaineer to die in the 
Rockies.
In the l''euz’experience, reseu- 
^ ing stranded climbers or those 
4 with broken limbs can be more 
dangerous than guiding.'
"'i One particular event in which 
their late brother Ernc.st took 
part, stands out In their minds.
In 1054, seven Mexican 
alpinists and their seasoned 
guide came to liike Ixiui.se. Their 
intention was to climb three 
mountains during their lO-day 
sUiy. They met Walter Feuz who
advised them about their route, 
and later watched through field 
glasses as they began their 
ascent across the snow face of the 
south peak of Mount Victoria.
Only three survive 
The group accomplished the 
climb safely, being the first to 
ascend by this route, and then 
began the downward climb. As 
Walter watched from below, he 
saw only three climbers where 
minutes before there had been 
seven.
Edward Feuz claims more than 
100 first ascents of peaks in the 
various ranges of the Rockies.
Though there are only two of 
the original Swiss guides left, 
they will not be forgotten. 
Besides the Swiss Village in 
Golden, there is a substantial 
monundent further north in the
Lyell range. Tliere, in the Lyell 
Icefield, five peaks in a row bear 
the names Christian, Walter, their two major functions
search stations and for chemical 
and feed companies. And many of 
our agricultural students are 
blockmen for the implement 
companies.”
“Of our five production orient­
ed courses,” Baranyk says, “90 
per cent of the graduates return 
to the farm or ranch. And in all 3 
provinces, enrolment is at an all- 
timehigh.”
The Degree Programmes 
All three western schools cover 
the range of courses from Animal 
Nutrition to Soil Science and 
Plant Science, and have Pre- 
Veterinary Medicine Pro­
grammes. (The Veterinary Col­
lege located at the University of 
Saskatchewan is jointly financed 
by the four Western provinces) .
Requirements and specialties 
vary from province to province, 
but all three Universities stress
re-
The rescue operation began 
immediately. Ernest Feuz, then 
65, and a 21-year-old medical stu­
dent accomplished what is 
normally a seven hour climb up 
the mountain in under three 
hours. Plucking the terrified 
survivors from their slippery 
handhold and coaxing them down 
the mountain, the five reached 
safety early the following morn­
ing.
It was an accident that should 
never have happened and would 
never have happened, Walter 
Feuz maintains, if local guides 
had been used. The Mexican 
climbers had gone too far out on 
the face of the mountain, and 
worn crampoas wliich were un­
suitable for snowy conditions ... 
both errors which proved fatal,
'I'he CPR went out of the bu.s- 
iness of providing guides when 
Walter Feuz retired in 1959. Now 
alpine club.s and climbing 
schools, many of their members 
former students of the Feuz 
brothei s, have broadened the in- 
tcre.Ht in mountaineering. It is no 
longer an exclusive sport, except 
in the sense that it is limited to 
the f it and the courageoas.
Must start young 
There are guides available 
tixiay, and strangely enough their 
names are u.sually of .Swis.s or 
Au.Hlrian origin. “You need a 
nature-loving people at home in 
the outdoors,*' Walter says, 
“I’erhaps Canadiansdon’t start 
young enough."
Certainly the Feuz family 
started young enough. At 13 
Edward had climbed the 13,000 
foot Jungfrau. Even more staiU- 
hig is his ascent of Mi. Temple, 
all 11.600 feel of her, on his Ohst 
birthdgy. At 02 ho led the first 
party of the year across the 
treacherous Abbot's Pass be­
tween Lake O’Hara and I-akc 
lx)ui.se. And in the 70 years te- 
tween the,sc climbing feats.
Ernest, Edward and Rudolph in 
honor of the original five guides.
“We were together all those 
years,” says Edward. “Now we’ll 
be together always.”
A list of mountain guides is 
available from the Association of 
Canadian Mountain Guides, Box 
1537, Banff, Alberta. Information 
on winter and summer mountain­
eering camps can be had from 
the Alpine Club of Canada, Box 
1026, Banff.
search and teaching
According to Dr. Bowland (U. 
of A.), the ideal faculty has “a 
reasonable balance of people pri­
marily interested in research, 
those more interested in teach­
ing, and extension people. We feel 
that the ideal is a 50 per cent split 
between the teaching and re­
search.”
At the University of Manitoba, 
“Our primary function as a 
faculty is to teach,” says Dean L.
B. Siemens, “but because we are 
the major research arm of the 
Manitoba Department of Agri­
culture, we have a major com­
mitment to basic research as 
well.”
All three western universities 
have extensive research facilit­
ies. U. of A. has 5 permanent 
locations, plus “demonstration 
projects” and “feeder experi­
ments” often carried out at the 
two year colleges, U. of M. has 
oh-campus facilities plus farm 
properly, U. of S. has 4 perma­
nent facilities (including large 
on-campus farm), plus “test 
plots’ ’ in various locations 
throughout the province.
i “The evidence is that research 
pays for itself many times over,” 
Dean Bowland says. “ And we feel 
that basic research is essential. 
Mission oriented research can 
. produce certain results, but often 
important points are ignored. 
Once you understand the basics, 
about ruminant metabolism, for 
instance, you can systematically 
apply what you’ve learned and 
get practical results.” (From 
basic research in soils for exam­
ple, U. of A. has developed a soil 
testing programme, which 
analyzes over 10,000 samples a 
year for individuals and compan­
ies.)
Successful
farm management needs the 
sound financial advice 
offered by the Royal Bank
(ht! successful farmini.:’ 
requires that all financial 
your forward planning,
l:fficient management ol 
0|)eration of the 197()'s 
factors be considered in 
Your local Royal Bank manager stands ready to 
assist you, And assisting your manager are special­
ists )im Ranla and Steve Toth, l)oth experienced 
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(continued from page 3) 
be shortlived. Lx)ng Beach pro­
vides great surfing but surfers 
are recommended to wear wet 
suits because of the cold water.
Getting there may not be half 
the fun, but going from Van­
couver by car certainly can be 
enjoyable. The ferrj' trip from 
Horseshoe Bay (the prettiest of 
the ferry harborages) to Nan­
aimo is always pleasant.
From Nanaimo take Highw'ay 
15 north for 22 miles to Parks- 
ville, then turn west on Highway 4 
for the 29 mile trip to Port Al- 
berni. Avoid rushing and you’ll 
enjoy the trip more. Take time to 
visit one or two of the numerous 
parks along the way.
Cathedral Grove unique 
By all means stop at the 
MacMillan Bloedel Park for a 
stroll through the magnificent 
Cathedral Grove. Here is the last 
stand of virgin B.C. timber 
readily accessible by road. It is a 
real thrill to walk among these 
giant Douglas fir, some of them
800 years old, and observe the 
twisted forms and moss-hung 
limbs of the ancient trees. The 
best time of day for a visit is in 
the early morning when the 
ground mist makes the shapes 
more ghost-like and the towering 
trees seem to disappear into 
infinity.
In Cathedral Grove it is easy to 
understand the mysterious en­
chantment of old forests and one 
gains a better appreciation of the 
West Coast Indian’s totem poles.
From Port Alberni No. 4 takes 
a winding and at times tortuous 
course through the Island Moun­
tains to the west coast. Originally 
a logging road, the highway 
follows the path of least re­
sistance through the mountains 
and this results in a highly scenic 
and picturesque passage.
The first part of the trip follows 
the shoreline of Sproat Lake 
which brilliantly reflects the 
wooded mountains that rise on 
the far shore. After leaving 
Sproat Lake the road follows a
days
Plan your vacation
with an Ameripass and a*-




Travel the country. 
Take a month to see 
and stay in the 
places that make this 
days country beautiful ... $225
*
60
Make a date with 
anywhere in North 
America, There’s a 
continent waiting just 
days (or you .. 325
Ameripass is your travel ticket to almost anywhere in 
Canada and continental U.S.A. Go at your own pace, 
stay where you want, when you want. Choose 
the time, and the places, then go the Greyhound 
Ameripass way. It’s a great bus bargain,





TANGLE OF STARFISH in one of the tidal pools at Duffin Cove. 
variety of sea creatures and vegetation.
river passing a lookout provided 
by MacMillan Bloedel a good spot 
from which to take photographs.
Then one starts the more 
rugged part of the journey climb­
ing a pass that leads through the 
mountains and eventually winds 
down the other side along Lake 
Kennedy which the highway 
skirts for several miles. Even­
tually the 67 mile trip from Port 
Alberni reaches a junction at the 
coast. Twenty-one miles in one 
direction is Tofino and 5 miles in 
the other Ucluelet. In between is 
the 24mile length of Pacific Rim 
National Park with its many 
beaches.
This is a great spot for observing a wide
*
Placetostay =
Campers have the choice of 
many places to stop in the park 
grounds and at private camping 
grounds. If you are planning to 
stay in a motel you are forced to 
go either to Ucluelet or Tofino to 
find a place. Our preference is for 
Tofino which is the more pic­
turesque community and which 
offers both comfortable accom­
modation and good places to eat.
Be warned, however, don’t set 
out for the West Coast without 
reserving accommodation in ad­
vance. The number of motels is 
limited and the best places are 
booked far in advance dicing the 
summer season. The British Co­
lumbia Tourist Directory, avail­
able from the Ministry of Travel 
Industry, Victoria, is the in- 
dispensible guide to places to 
stay.
Our own recommendation is 
the Duffin Cove Motel and “A” 
Frames, which has nondescript 
basic furnishings, but provides 
separate bedroom and kitchen­
ette at a price little over standard 
motel accomodation. Electric 
heat makes for comfort but the 
real attraction is the location of a 
promontory overlooking Duffin 
Cove. The view i.s sui>crb and is 
enlivened by the coming and 
going of the small fishing boats 
which make Tofino their liabour. 
Below is a small beach with 
wonderful tidal pools for observ­
ing marine life,
Tofino rostaoranls 
For those meals you wi.sh to cat 
out, there are a couple of bethM’* 
lhan-average rostaurauts in 
Tofino, The Schooner prepares 
seafood, fresh from the docks two 
blocks away, cooked simply so 
tlwt all the gootinoss remnlas. 
They miiKo a superior clam 
chowder and a.s good fish and 
chip.s as are to had anywhere. 
A limited selection of wines is 
available.
We can per.sonally attest to the 
quality of the Schooner’s kitchen. 
The WUdflowcr, immediately 
across the street, is also recom­
mended for Its .seafood by people 
who have oaten there. The Wild- 
flower prefers re.sorvation.s ami
END OF TRANS/CANADA ifIGHWAY is on this Ministry of Transport ,
wharf in Tofirto which is where B.C. Highway 4 terminates. _ :
GIANl TRCfrS .fiome of them 600 years oW lino fho pofhs (hal wind 
f/ifough Cathedral Grove in the MacMillan Bloedel Park east of Pori 
Alherni, ’
has more restricted hours tl»au 
tl>c Scliooner which seats people 
on a first come, first served 
basis, This can mean a con- 
sideralde wait on weekend,s.
Take a few days and get 
acquainted with Vancouver 
Island's We.st Coast and the 
lonely streUduTs of lieach and sky
in the Pacific Rim National Park. 
Wo think you’ll Want to return 
agnin and again to watch the sen 
lions, to hear lire surf, to walk 
through the mysterlon.s rain 
forest or to view the wholfi 
panorama of the comst from tlifi 
top of Radar Hill. It is a sure way 
to gel away from It all.
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by Krystyna Pettier 
The lonesome wail of a steam 
train whistle.
Just the memory brings tears 
: tothe eyes of some people.
I can’t honestly say I was ever 
? that enamored of steam trains. I 
i guess they were still around when 
i I was growing up, but I don’t 
remember them.
Now the Royal Hudson, good 
^ old 2860, has changed my outlook, 
and I have become a convert.
J There was an added treat in 
; store for me when I boarded the 
: Royal Hudson at the British Co- 
1 lumbia Railway station in North 
I Vancouver. Unlike most of the 
w other passengers, I made the trip 
H to Squamish, (about 64 km or 40 
I miles) in the cab of the engine 
? s itself. I was quite unprepared for 
^ the delightful trip which lay 
J ahead.
We pulled out of the station, 
il and wound our way slowly 
through the suburbs of Van- 
;| Couver; past backyard barbe- 
I cues, poolside sunbathers, and 
;; over level crossings where 
i parents had brought their small 
children to wave at the train.
B The engineer and the fireman 
waved back and smiled. I waved 
; and smiled too. It was hard not to,
) seeing those small fascinated 
t faces looking up at us. It’s ob- 
•ivious that since she returned to 
duty on Jime 20, 1974, the Royal 
1 Hudson has made a lot of friends, 
i Built in 1940, the 2860 was one of
the last of the class of loco­
motives distinguished by their 4- 
6-4 wheel arrangement (four 
wheels up front, six driving 
wheels and four wheels behind 
the drivers).
A short life
Her career was short, lasting 
only until 1956, but she was in­
deed of a royal class. A sister 
engine, the 2850, had pulled the 
Royal Train 5,158 kilometres 
(3,224 miles) from Quebec City to 
Vancouver, when King George VI 
and Queen Elizabeth visited 
Canada in 1939, thereby earning 
for herself and aU similar Hudson 
locomotives the title “Royal”.
However, the title wasn’t 
enough to keep the 2860 out of the 
scrap heaps from which she was 
rescued periodically. The rnost 
recent rescue came when the 
British Columbia government de­
cided this was just the engine it 
needed for an excursion train, 
and made plans to restore her.
And now, here l am, riding in 
her.
Before we get up full steam, it’s 
hot in the engine. The shiny brass 
dials turn slowly, and the whistle 
hisses as it whines mournfully 
before each level crossing.
Although the Royal Hudson can 
go as fast as 160 kilometres (100 
miles) per hour, the winding, 
twisting track along Howe Sound 
forces us to maintain a speed of 
between 48 and 64 kilometres (30 
and 40 miles) per hour. And it’s
nicer that way. Today, she pulls 
nine coaches, a baggage car, an 
observation car and a club car, 
named for places such as Ques- 
nel. Lone Butte, Sundance cuid 
Lillooet, all locations on the main 
line of the British Columbia Rail­
way.
In her heyday, she may have 
pulled as many as 20 passenger 
cars at speeds of between 144 and 
152 kilometres (90 and 95 miles) 
per hour across the Canadian 
prairie.
Through the tunnels “
The mountains in British 
Columbia, however, make for 
different driving conditions. 
Here, tunnels had to be carved 
out of sheer rock.
As we enter the tunnel between 
Fisherman’s Cove and Horseshoe 
Bay, we are engulfed in dark­
ness. You can almost hear the 
rock whizzing past the engine, 
and the cab is warmed by the 
.steam deflected off the tunnel 
walls. Finally, 1,396 metres (4,652 
feet) later, we came out into the 
blinding sunlight, having gone 
through the longest of six tunnels 
on this route.
We have now passed Horseshoe 
Bay, and are well into the 
country. Sitting in the engine, 
listening to the hiss of the steam 
and the clang of the brass beU, I 
can almost reach out and touch 
the leaves on the trees beside the 
tracks.
We’re going faster now, and the
THE ROYAL HUDSON, proud survivor of the great days of steam, mokes 
regular excursion runs between North Vancouver and Squamish.
wind whips through the cab of the 
engine, reddening our cheeks and 
making it difficult to talk.
Occasionally the brakes 
screech as the engineer slows the 
Royal Hudson down to cross one 
of the old wooden trestles. 
Beneath the trestles, bubbling 
brooks carry the melted snow 
from the mountains to the waters 
of Howe Sound.
On the opposite shore of Howe 
Sound, the mountains come down 
from the mist to meet the water. 
Only the train’s occasional 
whistle disturbs the tranquility.
An hour and a half after leaving 
North Vancouver we arrive in 
Squamish. Here, there’s time for 
a leisurely lunch, browsing in 
some of the shops along the main 
street, or a close-up look at Old 
No. 2, a steam engine once used 
by the Pacific Great Eastern 
Railway, and now on display.
Then the whistle blows again, 
and it’s time to board the Royal
Hudson for the return trip to 
North Vancouver.
A hint of the past 
This time, I ride in one of the 
coaches with the other 
passengers.
Here, it is easy to remember 
the luxur>' of not-so-long-ago rail 
travel. Built in the late 1940s by 
the Canadian Pacific Railway, 
the coaches we sit in were used in 
regular service until the mid- 
1950s when they were replaced by 
newer stainless steel cars. The 
seats are deep and comfortable, 
and I can almost see the con­
ductor coming through to an­
nounce that; “Dinner is served in 
the dining car”.
Unfortunately, that is not to be. 
The round trip lasts six hours, 
and we will return to North Van­
couver in time for supper. It’s too 
bad, because dining on the Royal 
Hudson when she ran a regular 
route, must have been a pleasure.
r:
Vi;
□f wind 3' 
■•of Port, I
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It is a fleeting season,
A short; silent blaze of sunshine 
arid colour before the long grey 
of winter.
So seize the morrient. Just the 
two of you. E.scape to the 
uhordinary, undiscovered 
pleasures of Autumn. For q day, 
a weekend or a week.
Explore a ghost town. Ride d ; ■ 
back road. Rent a cabin. Walk a 
quiet beach. Relax, Talk.
And remember.
But do it now. Pick up and go, 
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There is always an interest in 
low calorie foods which can be as 
attractive to the eye as they are 
to the taste. The following dinner 
menu is good looking and good
start with CONSOMME 
MADRILENE:
3 cups Tomato juice 
1 teaspoon grated onion 
3 cups chicken broth (use chicken 
bouillon cubes dissolved in 
water)
A piece of lemon rind 
Salt and pepper
Follow with MUSHROOM 
STEAK:
2 lb beef steak (chuck or round)
1” thick
Salt and pepper
1 medium onion sliced
¥^ cup sliced mushrooms
1 cup mushroom soup
Heat to boiling point anu Sirain.
Flavour with lemon juice, sherry 
or Worcestershire sauce to taste.
Approximately 65 calories per 
serving. 8 servings.
Trim fat from meat. Pound 
well and sprinkle with salt and 
pepper. Place in casserole, top 
with onion and mushroom slices: 
pour soup over all. Cover tightly 
and cook at 350 degrees for IV2 
hours. Uncover and cook 15 
minutes more. Baste twice dur­
ing this period.





4 (2 pounds) Salmon Steaks 




Rinse steaks under cold run­
ning water and dry well. Spread 
both sides of each steak with 
melted butter. Preheat broiler 
and broil steaks 3 to 4 inches from 
heat for 3 minutes on each side. 
Baste with remaining'butter, 
season with salt and pepper and 
broil another 5 minutes. Turn,
baste again and broil 5 minutes 
longer, or until fish flakes easily 
when tested with a fork. Transfer 
steaks to a platter. Garnish with 
lemon Herb Butter.
GARLIC AND H ERB BUTTER 
6 tablespoons melted butter 
1 tablespoon finely chopped green 
onion
1 finely chopped garlic clove 
1 tablespoon finely chopped 
parsley
¥4 teaspoon salt 
Dashpepper 
Mix all ingredients.
Serve with SESAME BROC­
COLI:
2 lbs broccoli 
2 beef bouillon cubes 
IV2 cups of boiling water 
IV2 tablespoons toasted sesame
Wash broccoli well, trim outer 
leaves and ends; split large 
stalks lengthwise. In skillet ^s- 
solve bouillon cubes in boiling 
water. Add broccoli and cover. 
Cook until tender crisp and liquid 
almost absorbed. Spoon into 
serving dish, sprinkle with 
sesame seeds and serve at once.
Approximately 25 calories per 
serving. Serves 8.
And with:
New potatoes boiled gently and 
sprinkled with chopped parsley.
One medium potato approx­
imately 90 calories.
For salad to serve before or 
after main course, with fingers 
break one head of lettuce into bite 
size pieces and toss with 4 table­
spoons Italienne low-cal dress- 
ing.
Approximately 20 calories per 
serving. Serves 8.
And for applause top the meal 
off with APRICOT CLOUD- 
CAKE:
19 oz angel food cake 
2 egg whites at room temperature 
l/8th teaspoon salt 
¥4 teaspoon cream of tartar 
¥4 cup granulated sugar 
¥4 cup apricot preserves 
2 tablespoons lemon juice 
2 tablespoons syrup from canned 
apricots
1-17 ounce can small apricot 
halves.
Cut cake in half horizontally 
with serrated knife. Wrap bottom 
half for another occasion. Cut top 
half horizontally again. Beat egg 
whites salt and cream of tartar 
till foamy. Beat in sugar one 
tablespoon at a time and continue 
beating until stiff peaks form. In 
a small pan heat preserves and
NORTHWOOD SALMON SOUP 
1 can (15% ounces) salmon 
¥4 cup butter or other fat 
¥4 cup chopped onion 
¥4 cup diced celery 
3 tablespoons flour 
1¥2 teaspoons salt 
1/8 teaspoon leaf thyme
1 cup salmon liquid and water
2 cups milk
1 cup tomato juice
2 tablespoons chopped parsley 
Drain, if using canned salmon.
and reserve liquid. Break salmon = 
into chunks and crush bones. 
Melt butter in a deep saucepan, 
saute onion and celery until 
tender. Stir in flour and season­
ings. Add salmon liquid and milk 
gradually. Cook and stir until 
slightly thickened. Stir in tomato 
juice and parsley. Heat to sim­
mering temperature but do not 
boil. Add salmon liquid. Serve 
pipinghot.
Yield: 5¥4 cups.
lemon juice over low heat. When 
liquid, strain into small bowd. 
Heat oven to 500 degreesF. Place 
bottom portion of cake on a bak­
ing sheet, sprinkle with 2 table­
spoons apricot syrup arid spread 
with strained solids. Arrange 7 
apricot halves on bottom layer. 
Spread ¥4 of meringue on under­
side of top portion of cake and
place on bottom portion. With a 
spatula spread remaining merin­
gue over top and sides of c^e. 
Bake 2 to 3 minutes until lightly 
browned. Remove from oven, ar­
range remaining apricot halves 
on top and spoon strained liquid 
over apricots to glaze.

































Fewer i*uh?K, More foods.
Today'sWeiglit WalcluTs'' Ptograin is 
so advanoedril's is simpler lo follow, 
i: Now you can enjoy moulli waleiing 
things yon couldn't have on ;i diet hefore — 
cheesc'huiKers, real cociia milkshakes, hot 
dogs on rolls, alt within limit s,
We’ve not only iiiiide dieting simpler, 
we've made it convenient.
Come to a nearliy meeting toilay. Call
us now;
l.uHing weight WEIQHT 
never lUHled naaftnmtiwii mcBHitui 
HO good,
The Authority.
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Why should adults drink milk? the Food Information Service of 
Can drinking milk cause cancer? the Department of Food Science 
or heart attacks? 'fhese are the at UBC, a person would have to
kind of questions asked of B.C. 
Dairy Foundation nutritionists at 
the Big Ideas Nutrition Educa­
tion Workshops.
Here are some nutrition re­
search findings that help us to 
discuss controversial issues re­























Osteoporosis is a disease of the 
older adult, with the following 
symptoms; loss of height, back 
pain, and easy fracture of bones.
A possible cause of osteoporosis 
is an imbalance between calcium 
and phosphorus in the diet, ac­
cording to Dr. Ruth Renner of the 
University of Alberta.
Milk and milk products are the 
best sources of calcium for adults 
and children alike in Canada. 
Phosphorus is more widely dis­
tributed in foods than is calcium. 
It’s found in meat and many 
processed foods as well as milk 
and milk products. The result is 
that the modem North American 
tends to have too much phosphor- 
asm relation to calcium.
Dr. Renner recommends con­
suming more milk and milk prod­
ucts and taking in less meat, soft 
drinks and baked products in 
order to achieve a good balance 
between calcium and phosphorus 
r inthediet.
Diet and Cancer 
Following claims by Dr. Leo- 
i nard Fratkin linking “estrogen- 
I like’’ substances found in cow’a 
milk to the incidence of breast 
cancer, the B.C. Nutrition 
Council formed a committee to 
study the problem. Many life 
style factors have been associat­
ed with the occurence of cancer 
but no specific part of the diet 
seems to actually cause breast 
cancer.
A study of estrogen in cow’s 
milk shows tliat only a fraction of 
one per cent of the total amount 
excreted during the estrous cycle 
ends up in the milk. According to
drink 50,000 litres of milk to equal 
the estrogen content of one oral 
contraceptive pill.
Therefore although estrogens 
could be involved in the develop­
ment of breast cancer, cow’s 
milk does not seem to be a signifi­
cant source.
Diet and Heart Disease
In the past, we heard a lot of 
talk about the cholesterol content 
of food as a possible cause of 
heart disease. There are so many 
conflicting results arising from 
research projects that B.C. 
Nutrition Council decided to work 
together on a statement on Diet
and Heart Disease for the general 
public. It recommends:
1. Eating a nutritious diet that 
follows the Canada Food Guide.
2. Reducing weight if presently 
overweight.
3. Cutting down on the total 
amount of fat in the diet rather 
than changing the kind of fat.
It is important to emphasize 
that these suggestions are for the 
general public. If your doctor has 
put you on a modified fat diet for 
medical reasons, you should con­
tinue to follow it.
If you have any questions about 
any ot the nutrition information 
in this article, please feel free to 











I The continuing controversy 
Ubout the alleged link between 
' coronary heart disease and dairy 
products and other saturated 
' fats, lias prompted the Butter In­
formation Council to produce an 
: eight-page leaflet explaining the 
“other" side of the debate.
Chairman of the council, Mr. 
Janies Morton, writing in the 
, leaflet entitled Briefing on Health 
and Fat, says the BIC is very dis- 
1 turlxid by some medical opinion 
; I which promotes hypothesis as 
ftict and conducis in public media 
j] a debate which has never been 
I? resolved in medical scientific 
circles.
* “Wliatwcdoloiowis,"hesays,
* "After years of research ... no 
i causal relationship has been
* established between dairy prod*
J nets and coronary heart dis- 
iense." He goes on to say tlunt tho 
‘ BIC rejects efforts to advocate 
i ciianges in the diet of the entire 
I population, when there is no evi* 
[donee that substilutidn of one fat 
' for another had any effect oh 
i morUility.
;| The leaflet sets out to show that 
^ tiiere are many other facts to bo 
;; considered in this argument 
?; about a disease wlilcli is now in- 
[ croasingly diagnosed by lx;lter 
i investigation techniques in our 
' ageing population.
' (From the Milk Producer, 
l/indon, Faigland).
—
Next time you feel like a tall, cobi 
glass of refreshment, think milk , . and 
drink milk.
Milk not only tastes good, it is gciod.
Good value. Good nutrition. Good for the: 
whole family
That's why Canada's Food Guide 
recommends milk every day for the whoi( 
family-four eight-ounce glasses for
teenager.s... three eight-ounce glassovs for j ^
youngster.s... and one and one-lialf f'
glasses ior adults, - ^11
So let it pour!
w i
Preparing garden for winter 
pays off many times next year
THE REWARD OF HARD WORK a beautiful garden pays dividends in 
pleasure which cannot be calculated.
By Guy Symonds
Among the outpourings of the 
romantic poets on the subject of 
autumn is one that eulogizes "... 
congenial Autumn, Sabbath of 
the year.”
That "Sabbath” may be a day 
of rest for Nature but it is a poor 
description of the gardener’s 
situation. Because here is no time 
to rest but a most important time 
for doing the work on which 
depends to a large measure, the 
success of next year’s garden.
Most garden books describe 
this time of the year as "clean-up
time” and this is completely true, 
though not necessarily truly com­
plete, in the gardener’s full pro­
gram of work.
“Clean-up” includes the lifting 
of the plants that must be put out 
of the reach of winter and taking 
precautions against damage to 
those that can .stay where they 
are, but with some protection.
For both these classes any good 
gardening book will give the 
answers. The point is - it must be 
done.
The proper care of tuberous 
begonias for instance, which
A CUT ABOVE THE REST
a
Lookcbsely
CBt what the Ariens
7 U? Rocket offers yow:
Front-mounted engine — rear 
mounted tines . , . mokes tilling and 
cultivating literally a one hand 
operation
no need to walk
■i! V
Swing handlebars ■ 
in freshly tilled soil
Power driven wheels with tine clutch 
— tines can be disengaged for safe 
movement to now location
Two speeds forword — two rcvorso
Equipped to accept electric starter
And now Arietis iicis a 5 HP Rockel, o 
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Action Eciuiprnonl Solos fi fmrvico
SNOTHRO
seem particularly happy in the : 
Coast climate, means healthy i 
stock for next year’s plantings t 
with the knowledge that there 
will be a minimum of disappoint- i 
ment in the new season’s flower­
ing. But the work of lifting, dry­
ing, dusting and storing must be ; 
done now getting them out of the ; 
ground before the first frost and 
not attempting to remove the 
stems until they are completely 
decayed.
But this is not a garden book - 
merely a few words in season to 
act as guideposts for those who 
may be interested in making 
their own journey. All the techni­
cal information is readily avail­
able from the professionals.
Do it now
So if you don’t have tuberous 
begonias but do have Calla 
lilies, dahlias, fibrous begonias or 
similar plantings that have a dor­
mant season, get the information 
now and do the work now.
For the non-dcrmant kinds: 
geranium, fuschias, peonies, 
there are well proven proc^ures 
that will keep the plant going 
through the winter while still con- 



















corner of Portage and Main. ||| 
Heritage Canada provided 57“.' 
$25,000 as its share of a feasibility 
study of the area undertaken with ; 
the Manitoba Historical Soci^y. ;
“The process of creating a fea- •; 
sibility study should educate the 
community about the possibilit- S 
ies that exist in ah area,” accord- 
ing to Jim Knight, Heritage'! p 
Canada’s director of programs, p 
“That, in fact, is the principal | 
value. Secondarily, the report fi 



































ment and to encourage in- | 
vestors.”
Restaurant owners and mer­
chants were already returning to
the area when the feasibility || 
study showed that many of the ®
This rugged, powerful, self-propelled, two-sloge 8 HP Sno-Thro with 
32" auger represents the finest in design, engineering, moteriols 
and workmanship available. Surprisingly easy to operate and mane­
uver, it will cut a cleon swoth through knee deep snow occumulation. 
It features five speeds forward plus reverse, with automatic power 
releose clutch. A separate attachment clutch lets you drive the 
Ariens Sno-Thro to and from storage area without engaging auger. 
Wiien the auger is engaged, a safety interlock slops the machine if 
hands are removed from the hondle. There are finger-tip controls for 
quick operator response. The lockout differontiorprevents one 
wheel spin on slippery surfocos. Tho 230" swing around discharge 
chulo and adjustable deflector enables you to throw snow up to 
thirty feet Qwoy.
turn-of-the-century buildings | 
could be rehabilitated for as little g 
as $10 per square foot compared || 
with as much as $50 per square | 
foot for new construction. Now i
the district seems destined to be p
And I
Ariens also offers an 8 HP/24", two 6 HP/24", 5 HP/20" and 4 
HP/20" Sno-Thro models to fit tho Sno-Thro to tho job you wont 
done. Why not visit ony one ol the outhorirori Aliens deolors listed.
■;
unique among prairie cities. 
Heritage Canada is among the 
growing list of prospective inves­
tors,
Another $25,000 has gone into a 
study of an area suitable for con­
servation in the downtown core at 
St. John’s, Newfoundland, where 
handsome five-bedroom houses 
can still bo bought for $6,500 and 
put into mint condition for as 
little as $15,000,
And in Nova Scotia, Heritage 
Canada begins a feasibility study 
this year of n commimity with 
some of the most beautiful build­














Distribution In British Columbia and tho Yukon by;
mmm sales ltd., USSI Burrows Rd., Richmond, B.C. Pitonct 273-1511
employment ratea in the province 
— AimapoUs Royal. Today, in the ,1 
centre of town, tliere'.s un Hith 
century hotel tliut lioases a taxi 
dispatch office. On the main 
.street, a thrcc-.storey coin* 
incrcial bulUling eslablislied dn | 
1870 was almost sold recently fw | 
$5,000 to make room for a used* j 
ear lot. If experience clsewlicro is | 
any guide, now that tlie fcaslbll* | 
Ity Study is going ulicad, Annapo* | 
lis Royal has already been savMl. | 
With this kind of call on Us ’ 
services, HcrllJige Canada ex­
pects to double its membership 
well IxUore tlic end of the decade. 
Then, with widespread support 
and a strong track record, it wil 
probably make its first national
appcalfor funds.
From Tlw lmi>»ii«l rW nnwi#''''
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It is not difficult'to start your 
own house plants - it’s just a 
matter of knowing which method 
is suited to which plant. Since one 
of the most frequent questions 
asked is, “How do I root philo­
dendrons, or dieffenbachia, or 
spider plant, or schefflera, and so
on“, I hope this article on House 
Plant Propagation will give some 
of the answers.
Methods of rooting plants in­
clude; stem cuttings, leaf cut­
tings, divisions and the rooting of 
runners and suckers. No doubt 



















(continued irom page 22) 
serving its energies for next 
• season. Their treatment would 
I seem to be a little more ticklish 
i than that for the species that 
simply lie down and “dream the 
i happy hours away”. But again 
' the detailed information is yours 
1 for the asking.
/ Every rose grower has his own 
1 way of handling pruning and 
I fertilizing for the next year.
?; From personal experience it has 
I been found inadvisable to prune 
I the hybrids and standards till the 
{; late winter in order not to risk 
^ frost damage while the sap is still 
I up in the wounded stems. Fall 
saw the application of a heavy 
loading of peat moss round the 
, base of the bush to be augmented 
s* in late winter with compost and 
manure. It seemed to work.
! Th® matter of planting shrubs 
: and trees: Should this be done 
now or in early Spring? The 
popular opinion is on the side of 
autumn planting. Sap is down in 
biiitv the root system and there is little 
iwith ■ demand by the tips and tops. So 
, the root system has a chance to 
jfgg. If establish itself before the warm 
e the S calls the sap to work. How- 












preierrea lo avoia me oanger oi 
frost heave lifting them out of the 
ground.
Seed lawns now
Then there is the lawn. There is 
no better time to seed a new lawn 
than in September. Less loss 
from birds stealing the seed, less 
weed germination and the chance 
of forming that all-important, 
sturdy root system are some of 
the advantages over spring sow­
ing.
So clean up time in the flower 
garden is a lot more than just 
making it tidy. Next year’s 
beauty in your garden will be lar­
gely the result of work done 
through Nature’s Sabbath.
In the vegetable garden about 
the only plants safe to leave in the 
ground over winter are parsnips 
and leeks. On the surface curly 
kale is all the better for frost and 
in most circumstances last 
throughout the winter. Even zero 
Celsius will leave it crisp and 
sweet. Brussel sprouts too are all 
the better after a touch of frost.
A final word - don’t forget the 
all important compost heap. Use 
all the soft stuff arid if there are 
wood cuttings burn them and 
save them for their potash. Next 
year’s potatoes will thank you.
i’ ,,‘w V ‘t ... .it. -I*.-'i. ''i" %'
stem cuttings. The most familiar 
adaption of this method is the 
removal of about six inches of 
stem from an established plant. 
The cutting is then rooted in 
water.
Water, as a rooting media, is 
satisfactory for easily rooted 
plants, but for those that are 
somewhat slower, sand, ver- 
miculite, peat moss or combina­
tions of these should be used. If 
water is used, keep it fresh by 
changing it every other day or so. 
Otherwise, in stale water, stem 
rotting bacteria are likely to de­
velop.
When taking the cutting, cut 
the stem about y4 of an inch below 
an aerial root or leaf node. It’s at 
these locations that roots form. 
Cuttings prefer a high humidity 
for rooting. This can be achieved 
by placing a plastic bag over the 
pot of cuttings.
In addition to using terminal 
sections of a stem for rooting, an 
entire lengh of stem can be cut 
into sections - each section pro­
ducing a rooted plant. This 
method can be used with dieffen­
bachia.
Plants that will root from stem 
cuttings include: Wax plant. Ivy, 
Velvet plant. Philodendron, 
Pothos, Syngonium, Wandering 
Jew, Peperomia.
(Easily rooted in water) 




On a philodendron, the aerial 
roots will often grow. They can be 
removed or can be allowed to 
grow into the soil to provide addi­
tional support to the plant.
(continued i'l'oni page 14) 
to copy out umpteen recipes. Still 
no luck.
No help from Gourmet 
Well then, another bright idea!
I wrote to Gourmet Magazine. 
Even some of the most famous 
chefs in the world part with their 
recipes at the request of the 
mighty “Gourmet”. But not this 
lady. A great cook — no question 
about that. We never tasted a 
dish in her dining room that 
wasn’t first rate. But stubborn in 
defense of her kitchen secrets.
And then, disaster! Next time 
down, we didn’t phone ahead, but 
went early to be sure of getting 
our share of the cake. We drove 
up to the door and catastrophe! 
Our little restaurant had turned 
into a dress shop!
We sat there stunned. Oh, sure­
ly not! It couldn’t be! No more 
lovely lemon cake even once a 
year! But then, ahah!—we 
noticed that the curio shop was 
still there. Out of the car and into 
the shop with heart in mouth and 
to our delight there they were the 
Mr. and Mrs. of the establish­
ment. How happy we were to see 
them and how we mourned the 
loss of the restaui'ant and the 
lemon cake — especially the 
lemon cake.
Our former hostess had decid­
ed to retire from cooking for the 
public. A great loss to the public 
— US. She now-spent a few hours 
each day in the shop with her hus­
band and we were lucky that we 
arrived at a time when she was 
there. Because, when I told her I 
had written to “Gourmet”, she 
finally broke down and gave me 
the recipe for her famous cake.Tn 
factshe wrote it down for me.
The secret is out
And when my daughter, who 
was with iis, and I saw what she
had written we both went into a 
state of shock. We are old-fash­
ioned cook-from-scratch cooks, 
so you will understand our re­
action.
Here it is in all its glory:
1 package Duncan Hines yellow 
cake mix
1 package (4 serving size) Jello 
Instant Lemon Pudding 
4 eggs
% cup Crisco oil 
% cup water
Blend and beat at medium 
speed for 2 minutes. Bake in 
greased and floured Angel cake
____ nirn J__ _ ____ TT^ ce A—pan at oau uegreeb r lur oo tu uv 
minutes. When cake pulls away 
from sides of pan it is done. Cool. 
Cut through centre with thread 
and fill with gobs of lemon butter 
icing. Ice entire cake with same.
I recovered from shock and 
couldn’t wait to get home to tiy it. 
And when I did, miracle of 
miracles the cake was every bit 
as good as when we had enjoyed 
it in that cozy little dining room.
And would you believe that it 
was almost a year later before I 
noticed that the recipe was print­
ed on the side of the Duncan 
Hines cake mix — the only differ­
ence being that the recipe I was 
given had one quarter cup more 
of water and one quarter cup 
more of oil. Nor had anyone else 
noticed. Not one of the people to 
whom I gave the recipe, and 
above all not super-sleuth — ME! 
So much for home cooking!
I have purposely refrained 
from giving the name of our 
hostess who is a truly great cook 
and shouldn’t be embarrassed. 
-For the same reason I have not 
mentioned the name of the State. 
But I take my hat off to a woman 
who knew a good thing and with a 
small change made it her own.
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IT'S FALL CLEAiy OF TilViE!!
THIS TIME MAKE CLEAN UP CHORES EASIER, QUICKER & CHEAPER!! 
Before Winter comes, before you close down that Summer home or finish gardening
CUT YOUR OWN LUIVIBER
, (or all thos(3 repairs, fencos, alterations & nclditions.
All vo'J need are trees, a chain saw and a
lumjberlnmSier
attaches easily to most chain saws
CLEAN THE GRASS EDGES
against tjuildinfjs, walls, (ences, |)osti! & trees, 
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See thorn both at yoMr local PIONEER CHAIN SAW listed in tho Yellow Pages ft at
other hardware & lawn and garden stores throughout B.C. ft the Yukon
Vancouver ft NanaimoExclusive Distributors; IPURVIE3 RITeniK OMITIHO,
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TOYOTA LAND CRUSSER. 
WHEN THE GOING GETS ROUGH
When the going gets rough. Toyota Land Cruisers get going. And keep 
going. Because they're built rugged. So they're right at home in some of the 
roughest,'meanest terrain on earth. Or below. In fact, you'll find 23 Land 
Cruisers hard at work 3,500 feet below the surface in 6 Saskatchewan 
potash mines: You might even find one in your neighbour's driveway,, 
used for hunting, fishing, plowing snow or, just driving to work.
This year, Toyota gives you a choice of 3 tough models. The 
popular Hardtop, the versatile wagon and new for '77, the rugged 
pickup, with a load area over 84" long. And all 3 models are 
equipfped with a powerful 4.2 litre, 128 HP, 6 cylinder engine 
that will take you where most other vehicles 
can't. An all steel, reinforced body 
ensures that Land Cruisers can 
last for years. Underneath, 
you’ll find double-acting hy 
draulic shock absorbers 
with wide 70 mm leaf 
springs front and 
rear for a
smooth ride on o/ off the road. A 
4-speed full synchromesh trans­
mission with a smooth-acting 2 speed 
transfer case lets you switch from 2-wheel 
drive to 4-wheel drive without having to stop.
And when you do want to stop, large power assisted front 
di.sc/rear drum brakes let you do it quickly and safely. Power 
drum brakes are standard on the pickup.
That's not all. Inside, at no extra charge, there’s a padded 
steel roll bar for added safety in the Hardtop model. And a rear 
heater in both the Hardtop and wagon that maintains an even 
temperature throughout the passenqor compartment. Land 
Cruisers have been winter tested in Northern Canada at temper­
atures down to --40‘’C to make sure they can handle tho worst 
conditions you can throw at them.
We designed and built the Land Cruiser for commercial use, so you know 
it’s more than rugged. But to really appreciale il, visit your Toyota dealer 
today and take one for a drive— anywhere,
H.mI'i'I Al.UoUlKiii i .rrT"'
